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Introduction 

The Public Participation Network (PPN) allows community groups to communicate with their 

local authority and to play a role in aspects of policy formation and decision-making that 

have an impact on community well-being. It was established by the Local Government Act 

2014, in response to the recommendations of the 2013 Working Group on Citizen 

Engagement with Local Government. 

In Leitrim, the mission of the PPN is to promote the well-being of present and future 

generations, and inclusive community participation in the economic, social and 

environmental development of county Leitrim. As of January 2019, 262 groups were 

registered in the Leitrim PPN, representing voluntary groups working for the community, 

local environmental organisations, and groups addressing social exclusion. 

PPN representatives, elected by the network members, hold seats on various committees 

and evaluation bodies, including 3 strategic policy committees (SPCs). Two seats on the 

Economic Planning and Development Strategic Policy Committee are reserved for 

representatives elected by the PPN. Forestry policy falls within the remit of this committee. 

PPN Reps participate in policy reviews, such as the Local Economic and Community Plan in 

2015, place matters of importance to the people of Leitrim and the committee's agenda and 

inform these groups about matters under discussion. 

The term served by many PPN Reps coincides that of other elected representatives. The 

current term of these PPN Reps ends in May 2019. 

Background 

Forestry has been taking place in Leitrim since the 1970s. The state-owned business Coillte 

carried out most of the planting, but with the cessation of public planting in 20041 the 

proportion of privately owned forests there has been a significant increase in private 

planting, along with a significant increase in non-farmer plantations and in non-farmer 

acreage.2 

                                                      

1 There continue to be small amounts of new public planting to compensate for the removal forest areas for 
roads, wind turbines, etc. 

2 Bogs and Forestry – Planning Implications. Presentation to Environment, Transportation and Infrastructural 
SPC. 10 October 2017.  
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This increase coincides with a change in the incentives available for private afforestation. 

The New Forestry Act commenced 24 May 2017 provides for further increases in grants and 

tax-free premia. 

Forestry has a considerable impact on land use, economic development, and demographics 

in country Leitrim, but it is the Forest Service (and not the local authority) that controls all 

planning, regulation, monitoring and enforcement of forestry. This authority is established 

by the Planning and Development Acts, which classifies initial afforestation as an exempted 

development, and while developments over 50 hectares would be subject to planning 

permission,3 the average development in Leitrim of 9 hectares is well below this threshold. 

                                                      

3  Section 4 (a) of the Planning and Development Acts 2000-2018 
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The Forest Service does have an obligation to refer certain applications to the local 

authority, and the local authority may use its county development plan and landscape 

character assessment as the grounds for any response to these referrals; however, the 

county council has no decision-making role and therefore its ability to manage this 

significant, and significantly increasing activity in Leitrim is limited. 

The impact of this growth has become the topic of debate amongst the public, within the 

public participation network, and elected members of Leitrim County Council. The council 

executive has used the current afforestation permission system to reflect these concerns in 

a more robust way. The upcoming review of the county development plan (CDP 2015-2021) 

provides the executive and the elected members an opportunity to strengthen its impact on 

forestry development in Leitrim as well as on forest policy. 

As forestry falls under the remit of the Economic Planning and Development SPC, any 

proposals to change CDP 2015-2021 in relation to forestry shall be considered by the 

committee before being brought to the full council. 

The PPN Reps on the committee have conducted their own public consultation on seven 

issues related to forestry. This document is the output from this consultation. 

About this document 

Purpose  

The purpose of this document is to inform policy in a way that reflects the public's views on 

forestry activities in Leitrim and that contributes community well-being. Its secondary 

purpose is to create a social record of public's experience of forestry in 2019, which may 

provide a valuable primary source for further research and analysis. 

Approach 

This document does not make policy recommendations. Instead, it proposes objectives for 

policy. These objectives are based on the public consultation and reinforced by the evidence 

respondents cited in support of their views. The means of achieving these objectives may be 

policy, but there may be other instruments to achieve them. This document seeks to 

articulate the ends, not instruct on the means. 

Much of the personal testimony contained in this document is not explicitly linked to 

verifiable sources. However, for policy formation to have democratic legitimacy, the PPN 

Reps recommend that the council executive and elected members find ways to incorporate 

such testimony into policy formation and into its implementation. This might be achieved 
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through carrying out desk research or primary research to verify the observations contained 

in the personal testimony, or by treating the observations themselves as evidence (e.g., 35% 

of respondents claimed to have suffered mental stress because of living beside Sitka spruce 

plantations). 

Process 

The consultation process was agreed in September 2018 and took place between November 

2018 and January 2019. An online questionnaire was published on the Leitrim PPN website, 

with hard copies available from the PPN Secretariat as well as at all Leitrim public libraries. 

To encourage involvement in the consultation, PPN Reps attended 4 public meetings 

organised by Save Leitrim and at their invitation. The consultation was also featured on 

Shannonside FM.  

The on-line and handwritten submissions were collated and then analysed to find frequent 

areas of concern and to classify the respondents general attitude toward these concerns. 

Some respondents provide citations to substantiate their views. Others provided anecdotal 

or qualitative evidence, and in these cases some attempts were made to find relevant 

citations. A summary of the responses was prepared in each section. 

The draft document was then reviewed by the PPN groups who are members of the 

Environmental College and are part of the SPC's PPN Linkage Group. The final draft was then 

sent to the Secretariat for comment before being presented to the SPC meeting on 12 

February 2019. 

Bias 

A few respondents commented that they believed the questionnaire was biased – both in 

favour of current forest practice (2 comments) and against it (4 comments). It is worth 

noting that the purpose of this consultation was to solicit public comment from the people 

of Leitrim, and the introductions to each question were designed for that purpose. It was 

not the purpose of the consultation to solicit comment from businesses or bodies 

representing their interests – they already have mechanisms for interfacing with the local 

authority and it is the purpose of the PPN system to provide a mechanism for public 

participation.  

Respondents were both for and against forestry, both for and against current policy, both 

for and against protections for agriculture, for and against additional regulation and local 

authority control. The measure of any bias in this consultation should not be in the 

questionnaire itself, but how fairly and accurately this document presents these diverse 

views.  
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Structure 

This document is divided into seven sections, each corresponding to a question in the 

questionnaire: 

• Rural economy 

• Land use 

• Planning 

• Regulation 

• Taxation and state supports 

• Carbon sequestration and climate change 

• Biodiversity 

• Social impacts 

Each section contains a summary of the responses, categorised by the issues commonly 

raised by respondents, including any evidence provided by respondents. Following this, 

there is a list of objectives for policy makers: each objective is specific, measurable, and 

actionable. They are also relevant to the mission of the PPN – the well-being of this and 

future generations of the people of Leitrim. Finally, selected quotes are included from the 

submissions and public meetings to illustrate the attitudes behind these objectives. 

The appendices provide the full text of all 118 responses as well as transcripts of the public 

meetings held in January 2019. Researchers and policy-makers are encouraged to read 

these words of the people as well as the analysis of their submissions for a complete picture 

of the people’s experience of forestry activities. 
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Executive Summary 

The Leitrim PPN ran a public consultation on forestry activities in Leitrim between 

November 2018 and March 2019. The consultation consisted of a questionnaire that was 

available online and by post and was divided in to open-ended questions under eight 

headings. Respondents were encouraged to provide evidence to support the answers they 

gave.  

Engagement 

Given that the questionnaire was only promoted via leitrimppn.ie, by attendance at 3 public 

meetings, and a short interview on Shannonside.fm, the number of responses, their depth 

and completeness, indicates the high level of interest in this topic: 

• 150 submissions containing 126 responses4 

• 778 questions answered and evidenced 

• 70% of respondents answered all 8 questions 

• Each question was answered by 90% of respondents 

Responses 

While each of the eight questions focused on a different aspect of forestry (rural economy, 

land use, planning, regulation, taxation, climate change, biodiversity, and social impacts), 

the general attitude each respondent took toward current forest activities in Leitrim was 

consistent in each respondent’s answers:  

• Forestry: 31% in favour, 69% against 

• Monoculture: 15% of all answers across all sections cited monoculture as the 

primary problem. This was the only specific issue raised in each section of the 

survey. 

Objectives 

This document does not make policy recommendations. Instead, it proposes objectives that 

would contribute to the well-being of the people of Leitrim. The means of achieving these 

objectives may be policy, but there may be other instruments to achieve them. This report is 

an opportunity for elected representatives in Leitrim County Council and the Executive to 

identify, prioritise and implement the actions – be they policy, plans, programmes or 

                                                      

4 Not all submissions contained responses to the questions. 
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initiatives – that would achieve these objectives and contribute to the well-being of this and 

future generations of the people of Leitrim. 

There are 22 objectives in the eight sections of this report, summarised as follows: 

Rural economy: In summary, the 4 objectives seek to redress the imbalances created by 

publicly-funded, rapid afforestation to achieve an integrated, vibrant local and rural 

economy. 

Land use: In summary, the 2 objectives seek to ensure that Leitrim does not become 

dominated by 1 single form of land use that permanently displaces other indigenous forms 

or precludes the introductions of other new forms; encourage high nature value farming 

and other socially restorative forms of land use. 

Planning: In summary, the 3 objectives seek to ensure that large scale forestry is not in 

direct competition with other forms of agriculture and high nature value farming by 

including the impacts of scale and aggregation in the permissioning process and restoring 

the role of zoning in planning/permissioning. 

Regulation: In summary, the 2 objectives seek to achieve greater confidence in and 

legitimacy of existing guidelines by seeking to place guidelines on a statutory footing and 

provide greater resources for enforcement and publication of monitoring results. 

Taxation and state supports: In summary, the 2 objectives seek to use state and market 

interventions to achieve balanced development at a local and regional level 

Carbon sequestration and climate change: In summary, the 3 objectives seek to maximise 

Leitrim’s potential as a carbon sink in collaboration with local communities and land owners 

and favouring innovative programmes with multiple benefits. 

Biodiversity: In summary, the 4 objectives seek to promote and enforce a more rigorous 

and ambitious implementation of the existing biodiversity guidelines, particularly site 

development, retention of habitats, and species selection; create a formal role for local 

expertise to foster biodiversity enhancement as part of forest design, development and 

machine operations 

Social impacts: In summary, the 2 objectives seek to support and encourage greater public 

awareness of engagement in the benefits, value and responsibilities of forestry in a healthy 

society; develop a public-health driven strategy for forestry in Leitrim, which maximises the 

social and health benefits of all kinds of forestry and high-nature value farming activities. 
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Public Consultation 

Rural economy 

What does Leitrim's rural economy depend on? How much local resource (land, traders) does 

a rural population depend on? How does forestry contribute or detract from the rural 

economy? What role should forestry play in the rural economy? 

How the question was answered 

  Leitrim’s rural economy depends on 

Attitude to 
forestry 

Answers Farming Tourism Local enterprise Forestry 
(business as 
usual) 

Forestry 
(high nature 
value) 

Subsidies 

Pro 33 24% 12% 12% 91% 15% 6% 

Con 60 77% 43% 32% 7% 57% 7% 

 93 59% 32% 24% 37% 43% 7% 

Less than 10% (7 responses) of responses expressed what you might call a categorical 

opposition to forestry. Most of the critical comments related to the impact the current 

industry has on indigenous sectors. Even responses that are broadly in favour of forestry see 

a role for an industry that is more integrated socially, environmentally, and economically. 

Issues raised 

• Monoculture: 29% of responses cited monoculture as a basis for their opposition to 

forestry. Specific issues raised were 

o Incompatibility with tourism because large areas become in accessible to 

tourists, they do not offer any tourist experiences in themselves and detract 

from parts of Leitrim seeking to develop tourism 

o Damage caused to the environment and to heritage (many see agriculture as 

part of Leitrim’s heritage, both as a cultural artefact and for its impact on the 

landscape, in addition to archaeological heritage). Some respondents 

disputed the idea that Leitrim land is marginal and claimed that the quality of 

the land could be improved and, through bio-remediation, made more 

suitable for agriculture. 

o Incompatibility with agriculture. Many respondents observed that forestry 

could be more integrated and compatible with agriculture, but that 

monocultural practices displace agriculture. 

• Economic disruption: 38% of responses cited the negative impact the current forest 

activities have on the economy of Leitrim: Specific issues raised were 

o A general decline in Leitrim society, such as depopulation, which they believe 

forestry has accelerated. One respondent cited an ESRI report that stated: 

[counter urbanisation and youth migration] has left [rural areas] with 

relatively weak industrial structures, exposed to consolidation of various 
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economic sectors, e.g. farming and food processing, and high levels of 

persistent unemployment. This is particularly true of many parts of Leitrim 

which have continued to see consistent populations decline even through the 

so called ‘Celtic tiger boom’ years.  The CSO figures for 2011 and 2016 

indicate that there is very significant population decline in some EDs in Leitrim 

over that period. It is also very important to note that these EDs are also the 

most heavily forested and these EDs (along with others close by) also 

currently continue to have many applications for forest planting licenses in 

them. This could indicate an acceleration of the decline in population by more 

rampant afforestation once it’s forest cover reaches a certain level. 

https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-

07/JACB201454.pdf  

o Commercial forestry competes with agriculture for the same land, and 

because of the value of forestry products and the generous subsidies and 

other incentives, it prices farmers out of the market for land. 

o By damaging the environment, through over planting, heavy use of fertilisers 

and the acidification of water courses, forestry damages other sectors that 

depend on a clean environment. 

o Forestry extracts value from Leitrim as conversion to forestry creates an asset 

that is not owned within Leitrim (1 respondent reported that a study of 

forestry ownership in South Leitrim 14 out of 16 forests were owned by 

foreign companies outside Ireland). Except through wages, most of the value 

created by forestry in Leitrim does not return to Leitrim. 

• Economic development: about 34% of respondents regard forestry as an economic 

driver. Specific issues raised were: 

o The land of Leitrim has never been able to sustain the local economy through 

agriculture, and forestry is able to make unproductive land productive. 

o Forestry is an industry that supports local employment. 

o Forestry employment allows people to return who would otherwise have 

remain emigrants from Leitrim. One respondent reported that only 9% of 

employment in Leitrim is related to agriculture and fisheries, with Health and 

Social Work, Wholesale & Retail, and industry make up 37% of employment. 

Evidence Cited 

• Personal experience/training/expertise cited by 33% respondents opposed to 

forestry and 13% of those in favour. 

• Personal visits to Finland, Sweden, New Hampshire, Austria and Germany, where 

they saw no evidence of monoculture or clear-felling. 

• Vermont cited as an example of best practice for forestry. 

• Peer reviewed studies in other countries on bioremediation. 

• From the Irish Times. (Daragh Murphy, 2018) 

https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/heritage/Ireland-s-native-woodlands-are-

quietly-disappearing-1.3529317 Unlike broadleaf woodlands, Irish Sitka spruce 

https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-07/JACB201454.pdf
https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-07/JACB201454.pdf
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/heritage/ireland-s-native-woodlands-are-quietly-disappearing-1.3529317
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/heritage/ireland-s-native-woodlands-are-quietly-disappearing-1.3529317
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monocultures require fertilisers and pesticides. Their ‘harvesting’ also creates quite a 

mess. In England, foresters artfully coppice hardwoods such as oak, hazel, chestnut 

and ash in rotation, felling them while still young enough to regenerate multiple 

trunks, prolonging their life and sequestering more carbon. Here, Sitka plantations 

are ‘clear-felled’ over vast areas at a time, generating acid sulphate, affecting 

waterways, and leaving whole hillsides scarred for up to two years. 

• Rural Economic Development in Ireland (C O’Donoghue, et al.) 

https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-07/JACB201454.pdf 

p. 46: Decline in traditional industries combined with a general inability to retain or 

attract sufficient population has denuded the critical social and economic capacity of 

these places, particularly through the process of youth migration. It has left them 

with relatively weak industrial structures, exposed to consolidation of various 

economic sectors, e.g. farming and food processing, and high levels of persistent 

unemployment. 

• CSO figures indicate that there is very significant population decline in some EDs in 

Leitrim 2011-2016. These EDs are spread around the county both north and south 

(EDs close to these currently show static population levels or very slight increases in 

population 2011-2016): 

o Breandrum 2011 pop  269 - 2016 pop 253 -16 people less -5.9% decline  

o Keeldra 2011 pop 198 -2016 pop 179 -19 people less -9.6% decline  

o Cattan 2011 pop 260 -2016 pop 235 -25 people less -9.6% decline  

o Kiltyclogher 2011 pop 233 -2016 pop 206 -27 people less -11.6% decline  

o Ballaghmeehan 2011 pop 216 -2016 pop 189 -27 people less -12.8% decline  

o Barnaghmenagh 2011 pop 159 -2016 pop 145 -14 people less -8.8% decline 

o Lisgillock 2011 pop 197 -2016 pop 185 -12 people less -6.1% decline  

o Gortermone 2011 pop 289 -2016 pop 271 -16 people less -5.5% decline 

o Belhavel 2011 pop 261- 2016 pop 239 -22 people less -8.4% decline   

• http://www.irishrurallink.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Poverty-and-Social-

Inclusion-The-Case-for-Rural-Ireland.pdf 

• Leitrim's County Development Plan, the LECP 

http://www.Leitrimcoco.ie/eng/Business/Leitrim-Local-Community-Development-

Committee/Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan/Leitrim-Local-Economic-and-

Community-Plan1.pdf and the RDP LDS all include references to the decline in our 

rural population  and communities in Leitrim and the issues which that causes. 

• http://www.antaisce.org/topics/forestry-and-woodlands  

• The forestry premium payments bring revenue to the county, nearly 400 farmers 

have planted trees in the county (€2.3 million/yr). The harvesting of timber from the 

conifer plantations bring jobs and income (€1.2 million/yr). 

• In 2017 €1 200,000 was the value of private timber sold in Leitrim plus €2,337,937 

was the value of premium paid to 383 farmers. 

• Per head of population Leitrim has the highest per capita employment in the forestry 

sector of any county in Ireland. The growth in forestry in the county is because our 

landowners are embracing its benefits. 

https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-07/JACB201454.pdf
http://www.irishrurallink.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Poverty-and-Social-Inclusion-The-Case-for-Rural-Ireland.pdf
http://www.irishrurallink.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Poverty-and-Social-Inclusion-The-Case-for-Rural-Ireland.pdf
http://www.leitrimcoco.ie/eng/Business/Leitrim-Local-Community-Development-Committee/Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan/Leitrim-Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan1.pdf
http://www.leitrimcoco.ie/eng/Business/Leitrim-Local-Community-Development-Committee/Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan/Leitrim-Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan1.pdf
http://www.leitrimcoco.ie/eng/Business/Leitrim-Local-Community-Development-Committee/Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan/Leitrim-Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan1.pdf
http://www.antaisce.org/topics/forestry-and-woodlands
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• Department of Agriculture forestry figures quote 5% of Leitrim county is directly 

employed in forestry. Small business owners have told me that forestry activity in 

the area boosts foot fall in their shops. 

• The forestry Industry in Leitrim employees many people and add millions to the local 

economy though transport companies (McMurrow Haulage), Harvesters and 

processors (McCauleys, Crowes Sawmills, Masonite) and indirectly all the other 

suppliers to all three companies. 

• Forestry uses contractors to plant, and contractors to harvest in 20 or 30 years. It 

uses no local businesses for supplies either in the start-up stage nor throughout the 

following years. Farming supports many small businesses in the region and creates 

employment and community. Forestry destroys the communities it divides. 

• DAFM 

o 2018 - County Leitrim Forestry Facts and figures Bulletin 2018 

o 2015 – Food Wise 2025: a ten-year vision for the agri-food industry. 

• http://www.failteIreland.ie/FailteIreland/media/WebsiteStructure/Documents/3_Re

search_Insights/Research_reports_infographics/Profile-of-Tourism-in-the-West-

Region-2017.pdf 

Objectives for policy 

A rural economy is fragile. Rapid changes to any aspect of it are hard to absorb and can 

quickly become systemic. It should be the objective of policy to allow the county to grow 

and evolve without destabilising it. While there are already vulnerabilities in Leitrim’s 

economy, as documented in the Assessment and Update of the Economic Profile and Plan 

for County Leitrim, the majority view of the public participation is that current forestry 

activities have destabilised Leitrim’s economy by  

• undermining the foundations of agriculture through inflating land prices,  

• inhibiting the natural growth of agriculture 

• reducing the viability of local enterprises that depend on agriculture 

Objective 1.1: support projects that favour a more balanced forest activity in Leitrim 

Objective 1.2: extract value from forest activities that defray the costs borne by the county’s 

infrastructure 

Objective 1.3: provide supports and incentives that rebalance agriculture and forestry 

Objective 1.4: protect activities made vulnerable by rapid afforestation 

Voices of the people 

I see the main economic benefit in the long term. Mature mixed forestry can attract tourists 

who like spending time in nature. A healthy environment is not just good for wildlife but also 

http://www.failteireland.ie/FailteIreland/media/WebsiteStructure/Documents/3_Research_Insights/Research_reports_infographics/Profile-of-Tourism-in-the-West-Region-2017.pdf
http://www.failteireland.ie/FailteIreland/media/WebsiteStructure/Documents/3_Research_Insights/Research_reports_infographics/Profile-of-Tourism-in-the-West-Region-2017.pdf
http://www.failteireland.ie/FailteIreland/media/WebsiteStructure/Documents/3_Research_Insights/Research_reports_infographics/Profile-of-Tourism-in-the-West-Region-2017.pdf
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for people and tourists are drawn to beautiful forests. (Not monoculture single species 

plantations). Secondly, healthy mixed forestry will have continuous economic benefit for the 

owner who can harvest wood continuously if the forest is managed well (i.e. not once off 

clear felling). 

Previously, larger populations achieved a relative degree of self-sufficiency on Leitrim land - 

but, in more recent times, the rural population has become increasingly dependent on the 

supermarket supply chains, less so on local land & traders. Present forestry practice, 

monoculture plantation clear-felled at harvest, imposes all the externalities of the timber 

industry on Leitrim land & watercourses, without providing benefit to the local 

communities. Monoculture forestry, based on chemical cultivation of conifer species, is 

poisoning the Leitrim environment, destroying habitats & hindering opportunity to develop 

sustainable agriculture & tourism. 

Agriculture is vital to the rural economy, forestry detracts greatly from our county as it 

creates ecological problems and makes it harder for younger generations to acquire 

agricultural lands. This is caused by inflated prices and lack of land due to plantation. The 

current forested areas of the county are sufficient if managed properly, forestry does not 

play a vital role in the rural economy as it is for the few not the many. 

LM rural economy depends on farmers living on their land and their needs being met by 

their local town/village (Groceries/banking/post office/social etc). 

It is also well documented and researched that the absence of or the inaccessibility of or 

decline and withdrawal of such services leads to increased level of exclusion, isolation, 

poverty and quality of life. Increasing level of afforestation is most certainly driving and 

possible accelerating population decline in some electoral divisions in the county. if this is 

allowed to continue, in an unplanned, way the effects of population decline and subsequent 

problem for the remaining population will be compounded as the level of afforestation 

increases and this will inevitably spread to more and more of the surrounding Electoral 

Divisions. This needs to be analysed fully and the effects of this decline analysed on the social 

economic fabric of these areas and on the local towns and villages and businesses. 

I work (in) Ecotourism and I feel the landscape potential of monoculture will decrease any 

potential for eco experiences and interactive experiences for biodiversity. 

Leitrim is heavily dependent on agriculture and it supports 5 marts namely Mohill, 

Carrigallen, Dowra, Drumshanbo and Manorhamilton. The county has a great reputation for 

store cattle and these cattle are normally bought by farmers in the midlands and Leinster 

where they are fattened. The 5 marts are of huge commercial importance. Drumshanbo 

Mart is the largest seller of Organic cattle in Ireland and organic farming is playing a much 

bigger part in the local economy. Leitrim is now viewed as an organic county, but the 

continued expansion of conifer plantations will erode this image and it will also damage the 

potential for the fledgling Eco-tourism industry. This industry requires a clean environment 
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with great landscapes and clean water. Sitka Spruce is changing this landscape, evoked by 

John McGahern amongst others,acidifying waterways and damaging roads and landscapes. 

The timber is almost worthless, and it is mostly processed outside of the county. 

We employ 37 people in our business that is all forestry related and these are jobs in a rural 

community. 

Recent statistics from Fáilte Ireland and LCC's tourism briefing show that revenue from 

tourism in Leitrim was €38.5m in 2017. Official figures for the county say that 1,300 people 

are employed in the sector, but CEO believes this figure is more likely 2,000 or 25% of the 

county’s population. I feel that tourism and farming, the indigenous industries in the county 

are the backbone of a sustainable economy. Recreational forestry can aid both tourist and 

locals’ enjoyment of the county, but monoculture forestation can have a detrimental effect 

on both tourism and farming due to spoiled views and loss of biodiversity. 

I grew up in Kiltyclogher and saw the devastation that forest plantations brought to our 

community…. Any income I get from this small portion of my land gets spent locally in 

Leitrim. I’m concerned about distant farmers, non-farmers, and vultures taking possession of 

too much land in Leitrim that should be available for local people who want to contribute 

and remain in the local area. I’ve heard of a farmer that looked at who owned the forestry 

around him in South Leitrim. Out of 16 forests he found that 14 of them were owned by 

foreign companies from outside Ireland. We don’t know who own the land anymore. I know 

a contractor who got a call from a farmer in Tipperary about mounding a farm in 

Drumkeeran. We have huge interest from outside investors in planting conifer on Leitrim 

land. Our farmers can’t compete and are not going to be able invest in farming. What I 

experienced in Kilty is now widespread across the county. 

Forestry has a very negative impact on Leitrim's economy. Agriculture has a return of €4.32 

for every €1 in subsidies (UCD IFA study). Forestry has only a few cents for every €1. 

Forestry should cease planting for land in Leitrim. 

It is a frequent claim of the vested interests promoting forestry that benefits (i.e., jobs) will 

accrue from forestry ‘at harvesting’ or ‘when a critical mass is reached’. But in the north of 

the county we have long since reached these stages & meaningful local employment has not 

followed. The fact that afforestation provides no meaningful sustainable local employment 

is not just the opinion of local residents. It is also the (usually unstated) position of forestry 

companies. They promote forestry as an option which will allow landowners to plant, close 

the gate & walk away. An example: for several years one of the largest forestry companies 

placed advertisements in newspapers urging landowners to plant with the slogan ‘No Tax, 

No Work’. 
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Land use 

How do you think land should be used to benefit the people of Leitrim? In your view, what 

makes an area suitable - or unsuitable - for forestry? What kind of forestry do you think 

would be suitable? What kind of uses do you think Leitrim is best suited to? Do you think 

the forest service policy mentioned above impacts on land use and land ownership in the 

county? What are these impacts? 

How the question was answered 

  The best use of land in Leitrim is for   

Attit
ude 

to 
fores

try 

Ans
wers 

The benefit 
of people 

Climate 
resilience 

Local 
ownershi
p 

Forestry 
(business 
as usual) 

Forestry 
(high 
nature 
value) 

Alternative agri 
products 

Farm
ing 

Touri
sm 

Pro 30 27% 3% 20% 70% 37% 13% 17% 13% 

Con 65 33% 20% 28% 3% 59% 14% 47% 31% 

 95 31% 15% 26% 25% 53% 15% 37% 25% 

Issues Raised 

• 60% of respondents raised issues of an industrialised landscape through current 

forest practices as an issue of concern – in particular, the permanent and extensive 

change of use, as well as the extraction of value by external interests. This was 

followed by concerns about monoculture (46%), environmental damage (46%), rural 

decline (22%), and the darkness of current planting arrangements (14%). 

• Of the respondents in favour of current forestry activities, 11% believe that forestry 

is using land capacity not used for or suitable for farming, or that property rights 

mean that what a land owner can do with their land is paramount. 

• Though the regional imbalance of forestry activity was not a big concern (it was only 

mentioned by less than 10 respondents), it is worth noting as a concern. National 

policy seeks to reach the EU national average forest cover, but there would appear 

to be no policy ensuring that the obligation is shared across the country (or, if there 

is, it has not been communicated to the respondents of this survey), nor any 

explanation as to why the EU average is the correct target. There is a fear – 

expressed rarely in the online survey, but more frequently in public meetings – that 

Leitrim will absorb levels of forest cover way in excess of the national average for the 

benefit of other parts of the country. 
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• Despite market interventions a lot of land cover 

will never be available for planting because it’s 

already unavailable or protected;  

o 18.9% existing forestry in 2016 

o 7.5% is at high level and designated as 

special areas of conservation 

o 2.2% is at high level and designated as 

natural heritage areas 

o 5.8% is under water 

o The further 65.6% encompasses our 

remaining agricultural land, road 

infrastructure, hedgerows, towns and 

villages etc. This remaining area is the 

backbone of our rural farming economy. 

o The Food Wise 2025 policy targets5 

require a tripling of afforestation in Ireland by 2021. Given the current 

stresses on our rural Leitrim communities with forestry cover already at 

18.9% in 2016 a tripling of forestry planting targets over the next two or 

three years will have a devastating impact on our county if unchallenged. The 

chart above shows a consistent average increase of .27% per annum. We 

have been losing almost a third of one percent of our total land cover every 

                                                      

5 https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/foodindustrydevelopmenttrademarkets/agri-

foodandtheeconomy/foodwise2025/report/FoodWise2025.pdf page 99 
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year since 1985. This loss of land is set to rise significantly under government 

current policy.  

Evidence Cited 

• Personal experience/training/expertise cited by 19% respondents opposed to 

forestry and 7% of those in favour. 

• Sitka Spruce is banned in some countries, it is so non-environmentally friendly. 

• Forestry plantations in Scandinavia…the same land is creating equivalent product 

through good management, instead of taking away agricultural lands. 

• This has also been a problem in New Zealand where I lived in 2009/2010. Lots of 

toxic erosion to waterways after forestry was felled. 

• Young farmers get no grants to help them stay in farming and forestry get 100% 

grant tax free. 

• Forest premiums received by farmers in Leitrim in 2017 amounted to €2,337,937. 

• Coillte mono culture afforestation has been planted in unsightly square blocks and 

when clear felled left as ugly landscape. An exception to this is Milltown and 

Ballyglass woods and part of Glenfarne demesne where existing pockets of 

hardwoods were left, and a replanting is visually attractive as it is interspersed with 

march.  

• Work carried out by CRANN and Pro Silva Ireland and other bodies have long 

demonstrated the benefits of having diverse forests and planting higher value 

deciduous woodlands. 

• Fléchard, et al. Forestry and the Local Community in Ireland - A Case Study in the 

Arigna Area, p. 85: People in the area believed that forestry replaced people and was 

some form of sinister depopulating force (Gallagher 1991). More recently a study by 

O’Leary et al. (2000) examined the perceptions of forestry among Leitrim’s 

population. Their main findings were that the majority of those interviewed 

considered the extent of forest cover in their county to be excessive. They also 

believed that forestry occupied land that should be used for agriculture. 

http://www.coford.ie/media/coford/content/publications/projectreports/small-

scaleforestryconference/Flechard.pdf 

• https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_ag

riculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-

dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf  

Objectives for policy 

There is a wide divergence of strongly held views on what is marginal land, whether current 

forest policy constitutes agricultural or industrial activity, and widespread afforestation is 

compatible with smaller scale enterprises in Leitrim.  

Under current arrangements, the council’s ability to control planting is extremely limited 

and it has no decision-making powers. However, the landscape character assessment that 

http://www.coford.ie/media/coford/content/publications/projectreports/small-scaleforestryconference/Flechard.pdf
http://www.coford.ie/media/coford/content/publications/projectreports/small-scaleforestryconference/Flechard.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
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was produced in 2002 plays an important role in forest service decision-making. The council 

could exert a greater influence on forestry activities by developing a landscape character 

assessment that 

• includes a more dynamic and broader definition of high, medium, and low capacity, 

reflecting not just physical characteristics, but aspects of land use that keep pace 

with increasing scale, extent and composition of forestry and of settlement patterns, 

and that also reflect the council’s own priorities, plans and programmes 

• is updated regularly 

• allows greater public consultation, as its influence on land use in Leitrim is more 

widely recognised 

Objective 2.1: seek the maximum possible powers and influence of Leitrim County Council in 

decisions regarding land-use, so that the principles of subsidiarity, openness, transparency 

and local accountability are clearly evident. 

Objective 2.2: Land use policy and planning should include robust regional protections to 

protect areas affected by government incentivising of market conditions. 

Voices of the people 

Forestry in Leitrim at present is almost entirely mono-culture.  A move to deciduous trees, 

mainly native species, would make a huge difference to forests and make it possible for 

them to have multiple uses - tourism, crafts, specialised industries, etc. Sitka Spruce is 

banned in some countries, it is so non-environmentally friendly.  No birds, other flora or 

fauna in existing forests.  Wood produced is low-grade and has few uses.  Hardwood is 

rarely produced. 

If the ground is deemed marginal for shallow root crop agriculture, is most certainly not 

good for trees. The ground is clay based with little, or shallow top soil. The ancient drainage 

planning for fields is ruined. The ground floods. Its cattle country, but due to EU restrictions 

cannot farm accordingly. Fast turn over crops would be ideal for the Leitrim climate and 

land. Yes, HEMP. 

I'm beginning to think these questions are being phrased in favour of forestry. A lot of the 

land may be marginal but it’s perfectly suitable for suckler cows and sheep. This also 

sustains wildlife that has evolved to make perfect use of this "marginal ground", or more so 

than that of Sitka spruce covered acres. Leitrim is the soft target for funds looking to get 

year after year taxpayer funded grants and best value in buying ground to do so. Forestry is 

sold as a way of farm diversity I'd say that's just a cover up for wealthy people being able to 

outbid local farmers with a guaranteed return over x number of years. 

Leitrim is a brilliant county to grow timber, high growth rates, high quality timber, land can 

grow a crop to full rotation with no chemical fertiliser required unlike agriculture where 

Leitrim land needs high input of chemical fertiliser to grow grass well. The one big problem I 
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see is the loss of Leitrim land being sold to outside investors and the potential for this land to 

provide money that will circulate in the rural community is lost. forests planted in Leitrim by 

local people contribute to a sustainable rural economy. 

Planting rotations of Sitka Spruce will help improve the soil, forestry is becoming more and 

more diverse in terms of continuous cover forests and other Silviculture systems, the 

improvement of the soil in these marginal lands will open the areas that are currently 

planted in Leitrim with Sitka Spruce to be planted with native species like oak 

(1) It should be examined with the intention of developing it to its maximum potential. The 

area of a farm that can give a better return under forestry can be planted and if the 

remainder can be put to better use, then set about finding that better use.  

(2) Access to roads, free draining soil, low elevation, shape of area (not too narrow). 

Drainage problems, exposure to wind, presence of power lines, proximity of rivers or lakes 

noted for amenity or fishing. 

(3) 70% Sitka spruce or Norway spruce and 30% hardwood, alder of birch or  sycamore or 

mixture of these. 

(4) It is best suited to the suckler cow, sheep rearing and forestry. 

(5) The forest service policy impacts on land use as it provides the farmer with alternatives. 

The policy enables him/her to earn the best return from the farm regardless of the quality of 

the land. 

The policy may impact on land ownership as it enables a farmer of advancing years to 

afforest his land rather than sell it. By doing this the farmer can collect the premium, benefit 

from the thinning and clear-fell and then bequeath the forest.  

Mixed native woodland is obviously most beneficial to the land and thus, the people. Acidic, 

peat land is only going to become more 'marginal' after planting forestry so in 100 years’ 

time all that will be left is rock (shallow rooting trees on sloping land results in soil erosion. 

This forestry soil, containing vast amounts of pesticides will run off into water bodies). 

Leitrim does not have suitable land to compete with other farmers around Ireland. The 

country is being geared towards intensive agriculture and the country is awash with 

pollutants. Leitrim already has drained land and applied massive amounts of pesticides 

(found in groundwater) and still farmers are encouraged to do more/be bigger. It is 

understandable that farmers will do what they can to earn a living, it is policy that needs to 

change and as much grant should be aided to mixed forestry as monoculture forestry. 

Leitrim should be one massive SAC/SPA and farmers should be rewarded for farming 

responsibly and with regard to the environment. Maybe this will offset some of the terrible 

farming practices elsewhere.  I do think that the forest service policy impacts on land use 

and ownership. People are being paid well to plant forestry or to sell up to private forestry 

services. More money for mixed forestry is needed!! 

The policy is too vague and has attracted people principally on an investment return and not 

environmental and social impact. More emphasis and better returns should be placed on 

native forests that primarily exist to be there for the long term, not as a cash crop. Producing 
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wood which isn’t fit for much else than pallet production should not be the aim of forestry 

policy. And no other agricultural practice would be allowed when it creates such a social and 

visual impact. A wind turbine can’t be erected because it’s an eyesore on the landscape, yet 

someone’s home can be totally engulfed within a forest of trees? It doesn’t sound like a very 

just system. 

We need The RIGHT TREES, in the RIGHT PLACES, owned & managed by the RIGHT PEOPLE. 

The Right Trees: Broadleaf trees which enhance the landscape where conifers despoil it, 

Broadleaf trees which repay care in growing & pruning with valuable timber suitable for a 

variety of uses. 

The Right Places: If we are to preserve rural communities in the county we need to retain 

diversity in land use. Blanketing whole townlands with forestry (even broadleaved forestry) 

will inevitably drive people out. Forestry should only be approved as part of a mixed 

landscape with stringent setback distances from roads & houses. 

The Right People: Not matter how well suited to the landscape, no matter how supportive 

of diverse flora & fauna, no matter how carefully & sustainably managed, no forest will be 

of benefit to the local community unless it is retained in local ownership. Grants for 

afforestation should only be given to people who can prove long-term residency in the 

District Electoral Division (DED) where the forest is to be located or in a contiguous DED. NB 

this should not be interpreted as being underpinned by xenophobia or racism. The key test 

should be residency; not citizenship. 

 

Planning 

Do you think that forestry should be subject to planning by the local authority, and if so, 

how? If the forest service retains its current control, what role should a local authority have 

to manage land use in their area? On what additional grounds should the forest service be 

required to consult the council? 

How the question was answered 
  Local Authority should have a planning role in forestry    

Attit
ude 

to 
fores

try 

Answ
ers 

Yes Current role 
adequate 

No added 
benefit 

Duplica
tion 

Local accountability/ 
expertise 

No change 
of use 

Chan
ge of 
use 

Impact 
on 
infrastru
cture 

Pro 25 12% 48% 44% 28% 16% 20% 0% 0% 

Con 66 92% 5% 5% 0% 34% 2% 43% 29% 

 91 70% 16% 15% 8% 80% 7% 31% 21% 

Issues Raised 

• This question had the most emphatic answer – 70% of respondent believed that the 

local authority should have a planning role in forest activities.  
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• The most often cited issues in relation to planning were that the current 

permissioning system gives an inherent unfair advantage to forestry over agriculture 

(34%), that this advantage causes environmental damage (39%) and that guidelines 

are not followed, and that stronger enforcement is necessary. 

• The primary issue relates to scale and increasing aggregations of contiguous 

planting. On page 2 of the forest service guidelines6, two criteria relate to planning: 

extent and disposition.  The factors affecting extent are scale (overall forest cover as 

a percentage of the landscape) and size (the area covered by individual forests, 

whether small, medium or large). Scale, the guidelines state, is a major factor in 

determining whether an existing landscape character is preserved or obliterated. As 

scale is a strategic criterion in considering change in overall landscape character, it is 

not used in the guidelines. This would appear to be a significant gap in the 

competence exercised by the forest service, which the council has no ability to 

militate against, and it is one of the most often complained-of attributes of current 

forest activities in this public participation. Forest projects’ individual size is 

considered, but not its effect on the scale of forestry in Leitrim. 

• Another area of significant complaint relates, as was covered in Rural Economy, to 

the market for land. Forestry is deemed to be an agricultural activity under NACE 

codes and in CSO statistics; and while the forest and agricultural products compete 

in different markets, they compete in the same market for land, whose price reflects 

the more profitable product. Preventing these land-use conflicts would be the 

function of zoning, but the local authority no longer has competence in this area, nor 

does the forest service. As a result, land uses with very different economic profiles 

compete for the same resources. 

• Finally, a large number of respondents perceived an injustice in a situation where 

planning permission is required for housing (which is regularly refused on 

environmental grounds), while forestry requires no planning and more incentivised 

than farming, and yet has much greater effects on land character, the environment, 

and settlement patterns. 

Evidence Cited 

• Personal experience/training/expertise cited by 25% respondents opposed to 

forestry and 6% of those in favour. 

• DAFM Forestry Programme 2014 -2020, regarding FSC certification rules and 

consultation guidelines. 

• Government targets for planting trees are not being met, if we are to get to a 

national figure of 18% tree cover and meet our carbon storage targets (National 

Mitigation Plan published by the Department of Communications, Climate Action & 

Environment), we need to plant 15,000Ha/yr up to 2050 but are planting less than 

                                                      

6 https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/landscape.pdf 

https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/landscape.pdf
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/landscape.pdf
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6000Ha currently. Given the current stresses on our rural Leitrim communities with 

forestry cover already at 18.9% in 2016 a tripling of forestry planting targets over the 

next two or three years will have a devastating impact on our county if 

unchallenged, according to 1 respondent. 

• It’s virtually impossible to get planning to build a house yet you can plant as much 

land as you want without permission. 

• The requirement for an EIA in relation to plantations of above 50 Hectares means 

that an EIA will very rarely - if ever - be required in Co. Leitrim. The requirement only 

applies when one single application for more than 50 Hectares is made - an 

application to plant 49 hectares adjoining an existing 200 Hectare plantation would 

not currently require an EIA. 

• In relation to development levies7, in neighbouring Co Sligo these are already in 

place. 

• There is a whole body of evidence showing the effects of forestry on 

hydrochemistry, e.g. this UCD study; http://www.ucd.ie/hydrofor/docs/Harrison.pdf  

• The model of forestry we see in Europe allows for agro-forestry we do not have that 

model promoted nearly enough here. 

Objectives for policy 

Objective 3.1: The overriding objective is to restore the role of zoning and land-use planning 

to forest activities. This is not inherently injurious to the interests of any sector in Leitrim, 

but rather established equity and balance in the disposition of land in Leitrim. 

Objective 3.2: Ensure that activities receiving consent outside of the planning process, 

nevertheless contribute to the infrastructure on which they depend and that they make 

restitution when their activities degrade it. 

Objective 3.3: The local authority should adopt and schedule of development levies 

commensurate with the level of forestry’s impact on local infrastructure. 

Voices of the people 

All afforestation, planting and harvesting should be subject to planning laws and should 

have to apply to the local authority for planning permission. 

It should be subject to planning. Local people should have the option to buy land at the same 

low interest rate. 

                                                      

7 http://www.sligococo.ie/planning/DevelopmentContributionScheme2018-2024/AdoptedDCS2018.pdf, Table 
2 on p. 7. 

http://www.sligococo.ie/planning/DevelopmentContributionScheme2018-2024/AdoptedDCS2018.pdf
http://www.ucd.ie/hydrofor/docs/Harrison.pdf
http://www.sligococo.ie/planning/DevelopmentContributionScheme2018-2024/AdoptedDCS2018.pdf
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Forestry should be on same planning as houses. 

Yes it should need full planning permission. Local farmers should have a chance to buy the 

land. 

All forestry should be subject to full planning. Forest Service should be made responsible for 

road damage. 

Forestry should be subject to the same planning as for a one off rural house. 

Planning process: bonds for roads damage, set fee like wind turbines, no sikta 

spruce|hardwoods; coillte forest walks/trails 

Imaging someone could, without planning, construct buildings slowing, floor by floor, over 

30 years that completely block the sun/warmth form your home, knowing that when the 

structures get to 60 mts they will start to fall (maybe onto your land/structures, public roads) 

because the soils cannot sustain them at that height. Imagine there was no planning in place 

for this. Could be termed wilful negligence. 

R280 Manorhamilton, forestry planted either side of road, causing shading and eventually 

dangerous frost pockets. Forestry planted too near to lands causing residents to be trapped 

in their homes when trees fall as in recent storm, bringing trees and electric cables down 

causing danger to lives and days before anyone can clear the danger. 

I don’t see any benefit outside of the rigorous lengthy approval process that forestry already 

is subject to under the Forest Act 2014. The local authority works in co-operation with the 

Forest Service, NPWS, EPA, Fisheries etc, this relationship should continue. 

It is unjust that by far the most significant land use change occurring in Co Leitrim is exempt 

from the planning process. This must change. All forestry development should require 

planning permission. In the meantime, in the interests of the survival of our rural 

communities, the local authority must exert whatever control & influence it can, by whatever 

means it can. The first step must be to change the County Development Plan. A suitable 

wording to insert would be: 

“Leitrim County Council recognizes that blanket coniferous afforestation is incompatible with 

the stated broad aims of this plan. Therefore it will require that forests be kept back a 

minimum of 100 meters from all public roads, it will resist whole-farm planting and require 

that the landowner demonstrate that he/she is a long-term resident in the locality. All 

forestry development will be requiring the payment of development levies. The entire county 

will be designated as Low Landscape Capacity to Accommodate Forestry” 

Forestry is a change of use and should require a change of use application which should be 

published in the local papers where locals have a say in approving or objecting. Planning 
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should only be given when a bond is raised and provides cover for all damage incurred by 

forestry traffic at both planting and harvesting stage. 

Regulation 

Do you think the regulations and guidelines are the right ones? Is better enforcement 

required or does it need to change? 

 

How the question was answered 

  Are the current regulations the right ones? 

Attitude to 
forestry 

Answers No Yes Better monitoring 
required 

Need laws not 
guidelines 

More local 
consultation 

Current regs 
are excessive 

Pro 29 41% 59% 28% 7% 10% 10% 

Con 61 93% 7% 56% 31% 15% 0% 

 90 77% 23% 48% 22% 13% 3% 

Issues Raised 

• Forestry opponents referred to the lack of inspections, the obvious (in their view) 

violations of set backs, and the scale of Sitka spruce planting as examples of the 

failure of regulation.  

• Proponents assert that there are significant layers of bureaucracy already in the 

permissioning system and that a lot of the opposition is based on legacy practices 

that are not adopted in new plantations. 

Evidence Cited 

• Personal experience/training/expertise cited by 5% respondents opposed to forestry 

and 5% of those in favour. 

• I previously worked on CANN project Boleybrack mountain, so I have seen first-hand 

the non-management of conifer plantation. I have also worked on EIAs and again, 

not worth the paper they're written on! 

• I believe that there was no Forest Service inspector for county Leitrim for a while, I'm 

open to correction. 

• The guidelines used for forestry are in line with international standards of 

sustainable forest management and this can be demonstrated by owners being able 

to receive certification for the products they sell from the forest, FSC or PEFC. 

• There are many examples where spruce trees were planted and are still growing 

beside lakes and rivers, close to roadway, when we have wind these trees fall 

causing roads to be blocked and some have been the cause of serious accidents, I 

see several examples of this in the county area, which is costly to the councils who 

are left to do the clearing, cutting. 
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• Inspectors monitor plantations as it is, and it is the main priority of the practitioner 

to meet the regulations in place. The end result is of interest to him. 

• I have looked at foresters reports in relation to forestry applications in Leitrim. There 

is no evidence here that they are complying with either the Water Quality Directive 

or the Habitats Directive. 

Objectives for policy 

Objective 4.1: The council should establish its own monitoring programme, to gather 

sufficient knowledge of empirical data on which to base its own policies and programmes. 

Objective 4.2: Forestry activities should be regulated by statute with adequately resourced 

enforcement, instead of voluntary guidelines and principles-based regulation. 

Voices of the people 

I think the guidelines are not good enough. People should be educated about sustainable 

forestry. Current practices lead to frustration in the local communities. Forests should be a 

positive aspect of the landscape, yet people here have come to resent them because of 

poorly planted forest.  

Regulations & guidelines are not fit for purpose - the whole system needs to be urgently 

reviewed - see mention of local authority expert group above. 

The Forest Service is promoting plantation forestry not in the interest of environmental 

conservation but profit. It promotes the use of pesticides that are carcinogenic persistent 

and damage the immune systems of life and the spawning grounds of rivers. 

This is Ireland. Guidelines are normally ignored. Rules and legislation make those in charge 

think twice and ensure a scapegoat is in place before doing anything. 

We require significant more regulation of forestry and greater public consultation on any 

proposed plantation. The current system is difficult to use and understand for the majority 

of people that it affects.  

There are currently 5 different government agencies paid to comment and oversee forestry 

applications. It is one of the most regulated industries in the country. 

Regulations and enforcement are satisfactory 

Enforcement needs to be linked to the grant payments. Guidelines need to be adhered to but 

increased inspections are required. 

There are regulations and guidelines from the Forest Service and Europe, and farm forestry 

may soon have to be silviculturally audited. Better enforcement may be required.  
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Yes, I believe that the current set of regulations around planting and management are the 

right ones. I think the enforcement of these are currently sufficient. All of the real issues 

highlighted by anti-forestry campaigners are legacy issues. The genuine issues are rightfully 

highlighted, such as proximity to housing, roads and watercourses, but these are plantings 

that are not part of the current regulations and a lot has been learnt in a forest industry that 

is only developing and not yet part of our culture. It will be +10 years before we see the 

impacts of current regulations, which I think are sufficient to safeguard against these issues.  

If it's left up to the practitioner to adhere to regulations the idea of enforcement is 

meaningless. Current guidelines 2014-2020 are strictly enforced by the forest service. I have 

seen many pictures of forestry supposedly breaking the rules, but these are always before 

that period.   

Monitoring should be from an external source & they shouldn’t be allowed spray whatever 

chemical on the ground after logging. 

Taxation and state supports 

What, if not "investment", should the primary objective of tax policy on forestry should be? 

How would you strike a balance between the various interests who wish to engage in 

forestry in Leitrim? 

How the question was answered 

  What is the correct balance of interests 

Attitude to 
forestry 

Answers Protect inhabitants Spread 
benefits 
evenly 

Maximis
e return 

Forestry 
(business 
as usual) 

Forestry 
(high nature 
value) 

 

Pro 26 31% 8% 23% 54% 8%  

Con 50 69% 10% 2% 2% 31%  

 76 55% 9% 9% 21% 22%  

Issues Raised 

• Opponents of forestry regard the difference in the subsidies and tax treatment 

between farming and forestry particularly egregious. For example, they claim that 

the subsidies are higher and the tax burden lower. In survey responses and in public 

meetings they see this an insurmountable barrier to developing agriculture; and 

when combined with the perceived gaps in planning control, these supports make 

the encroachment of forestry into the agricultural economy irresistible and can be 

checked only by the landmass of Leitrim and its existing built environment. If 

agriculture enjoyed as favourable a subsidy/tax regime, agriculture could complete 

with forestry on a level playing field. They also believe it encourages foreign 

ownership and expatriation of economic activity. 

• Some respondents note that forest policy since 2014 has been informed by climate 

policy and Ireland’s need to meet its 2020 obligations, and so see an inherent 
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conflict in forest projects based on monoculture which they say is a net detriment to 

the environment. 

• In contrast, proponents of forestry support government policy and the tax and 

subsidies as a means of implementing that policy. 

Evidence Cited 

• https://www.thenews.coop/collection/co-operatives-and-woodland/ 

• Current export figures of over 2 billion annually. This is business, and money for the 

country. It’s important to keep sight of the fact that business must make money to 

pay taxes and Forestry industry as a whole employ thousands of people almost all in 

rural Ireland. 

• Tax supports for forestry should be ended: Return are perfectly adequate without 

tax support. 

• Grants for forestry allow investors in forestry pay a higher price per acre than 

farming will support. 

• Dasos a large investment vehicle in targeting Leitrim with a view to getting a quick 

return for its clients’ tax free, Forestry companies are just fronts for these funds. This 

frontiersman like opportunism does nothing for the economy of Leitrim and in fact 

transfers the wealth of the county to outside interests. 

• The most important evidence that needs to be brought to bear in relation to this & 

all the other issues raised here is the decades of experience of people living in this 

county. Forestry in Leitrim is not some new innovation. Concerns about it cannot be 

dismissed as neophobia. Forestry has been given a more-than-fair chance to prove 

itself in this county. It has proved bad for the economy, bad for the community & 

bad for the environment. 

• Years ago, I know that the largest land owner in Leitrim was a Swedish insurance 

company. In how far does Ireland benefit from this with no taxes to be paid? Even 

the County Councils have, by now, realised that the redoing of roads easily exceeds 

the value of a whole harvest, and this does NOT take into account the much deeper 

damage heavy machinery does to roads and lanes that really lack any foundation and 

are more or less donkey cart tracks with tarmac on top. 

• 20% Leitrim|Wicklow planted by pension funds Sitka spruce. 

• The tax incentives available to those investors is leaving the local farmer unable to 

compete. 

Objectives for policy 

Objective 5.1: Use tax policy and state supports to achieve balanced development at both a 

local and regional level, to attenuate the rapid expansion of forestry, or otherwise militate 

against risk of displacement of established sectors. 

https://www.thenews.coop/collection/co-operatives-and-woodland/
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Objective 5.2: Use tax policy and state supports to encourage a more integrated and 

synergistic relationship between forestry, other forms of agriculture, and locally owned and 

operated enterprises. 

Voices of the people 

I don't see why large corporations should get tax breaks and benefits for engaging in 

forestry on a large scale. It is a good idea to encourage small farmers and people on a small 

scale. Maybe tax exemptions and grants only up to a certain land size to support those who 

need it, but larger farmers and corporations can look after themselves. 

Tax policy should provide the greatest benefit to local sustainable woodland co-operatives. 

Large international corporations should be banned from owning land resources, investments 

restricted to supporting local sustainable woodland co-operatives. 

Policy must start with the family farm, the native hardwoods which are indigenous, 

eliminating non-native exotic species requiring lands to be drenched in pesticides.  

There should be tax incentives for native and mixed woodland planting  

Forestry profits should be taxed like any investment at a minimum of 33% to circulate 

monies back into government to the advantage of the whole country. 

Only tax breaks should go to farmers who want to do this. Why should funds go tax free. 

Another reason why a young local farmer cannot compete in bidding without effecting the 

number of years needed to make a return on that investment. That's if the bank will give him 

that loan in the first place.  

Only allow local farmers to apply for planting permission. There is enough planted at the 

minute. Only small amounts need to be added each year not vast areas funded by outside 

interests. 

(1) The tax policy should reach those who afforest part or all of their land as they are 

bringing land into production that might have been left idle. They get the benefit of the 

steady income from the plantation while they may invest in some  enterprise on the farm. 

(2) The price of land is market driven so everyone has to bid in the market regardless of the 

depth of pocket. The person buying for forestry has a limit based roughly on the rate of 

interest, the number of years to maturity and the future expected value of timber. The 

person bidding against him would need a long-term loan like a house mortgage where there 

is a down payment and then monthly payments. The banks would not give this loan so the 

Government or the European Bank would have to guarantee it or grant it. The Land Question 

was solved in 1903 by a long-term loan, so the precedent is there. A decisive decision is 

required, or the moaning will continue indefinitely. Forestry buyers always have an upper 

limit. 
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I think more farmers in Leitrim should be involved in forestry directly, involved in producer 

groups, coops and processing groups. It would give additional income to their farms without 

replacing their farm, without covering the region in blanket forestry and retaining farmers. 

More local farmers planting would also reduce the anonymity associated with large 

investment forestry, where locals don’t know who owns the plantation beside them.  

If there has to be forestry in Leitrim, then the primary objective of policy on forestry should 

be protection of the environment. Again, monoculture forestry is not suitable to Leitrim's 

land type. The county is massively diverse in flora and fauna, many of which are protected 

under EU law. These habitats should be protected if forestry is to continue. 

Tax policy is the primary tool to promote forestry in Ireland and should remain so until we 

reach the EU average forest cover level of 30% - we are currently at 11%. To strike a balance 

between the various interests who wish to engage in forestry in Leitrim I would encourage 

all parties to read the Forestry Act 2014. 

There are those who like forestry and all the benefits it brings and those who don't. There 

are vegetarians and meat eaters; vegans and pescatarians. Why is there not a similar 

questionnaire about those who believe sheep are sentient beings or those who hold a view 

that we should only be planting native cereals or vegetables? 

Support innovate agroforestry policies - balance favour mixed small woodlands non-conifer 

If Co Leitrim is to have a future the needs of local communities must be given priority. Of 

more immediate concern than tax policy is the grant scheme which currently allows any 

person or any corporate body, from anywhere in the world, to buy land here & avail of 

unlimited grants funded by Irish taxpayers. Compare this with schemes funded under the 

Common Agricultural Policy to support farming - such as the Green, Low-carbon, Agri-

Environment Scheme (GLAS).  

Under GLAS, options such as Low-Input Permanent Pasture or Traditional Hay Meadows 

have a combined maximum of 10 Hectares for any one farmer. Grants for forestry should & 

must be similarly capped. 

Carbon sequestration and climate change 

How can we leverage the natural carbon sequestration in Leitrim to contribute to our 

climate change targets? Is the current approach to afforestation the most effective one? 

What other approaches would be better in your view? 
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How the question was answered 

  Is the current approach correct? 

Attitude 
to 

forestry 

Answers No Yes Better landscape assessment Forestry 
(business as usual) 

Forestry 
(high nature value) 

 

Pro 30 20% 80% 13% 77% 0%  

Con 57 100% 0% 30% 0% 45%  

 87 72% 28% 25% 26% 29%  

Issues Raised 

• The views of opponent and supporters of forestry have widely divergent view on the 

best policy on carbon sequestration and the underlying science, and this section has 

the most citations of published work. 

• Many respondents believe that Leitrim’s natural environment, returned to its 

uncultivated state and then left undisturbed, makes the greatest contribution to 

carbon sequestration and climate resilience. In this context, preservation and 

remediation of peatlands, coupled with small scale mixed native woodland and 

agriculture is the best approach. 

• Proponents for current forest policy also present research to back up their claims 

that active planting, particularly in its early stages, is the most effective approach to 

carbon sequestration. 

• All respondents agreed, however, that a much broader and systemic approach to 

understanding carbon and the interrelationships of the different activities is needed. 

In particular the increase of carbon content of soils and the management of soil 

carbon8. 

Evidence Cited 

• https://matteroftrust.org/14195/carbon-farming-fighting-climate-change-with-

regenerative-agriculture  

• Best practice of Bhutan Vermont or Castro country 

• https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_The_

Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-

sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-

Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf  

• I can present our business figures for quantities of biomass produced, with the 

associated diesel usage and diesel usage of the transport and harvesting, relative to 

                                                      

8 Dr Matt Crowe, Director, Office of Evidence and Assessment. Opening Statement, Prepared for Joint 
Oireachtas Committee on Agriculture, Food and Marine. 6 March 2018, p. 10. 
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_
marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-
epa_en.pdf 

https://matteroftrust.org/14195/carbon-farming-fighting-climate-change-with-regenerative-agriculture
https://matteroftrust.org/14195/carbon-farming-fighting-climate-change-with-regenerative-agriculture
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_The_Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_The_Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_The_Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_The_Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
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the quantity of timber retained for construction, and below ground biomass. These 

are real world figures, from our region and show that it is carbon neutral. 

• DAFM publicised statistics incl. "County Leitrim Forestry Facts and Figures Bulletin 

2018". Nationally the forest estate is a sink of 312 million tonnes and growing. 

Forestry is one of the most effective sinks.  

• Scottish Natural Heritage. Peatland and Carbon. 

https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-

%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-%20LEAFLET%20-

%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-

%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf  

• https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_ag

riculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-

dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf  

• https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/foodindustrydevelopmenttradema

rkets/agri-foodandtheeconomy/foodwise2025/report/FoodWise2025.pdf page 29 

• The pilot scheme in North Leitrim (RBAPS - result based agri-environment payments 

scheme). 

Objectives for policy 

Objective 6.1: Aggressively and proactively incentivise the maintenance of carbon sinks, 

protection water quality and biodiversity through high-nature value farming and sustainable 

agriculture. 

Objective 6.2: Place collaboration with local communities and land owners at the centre of 

policies and plans to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 and put this collaboration on a 

statutory basis. 

Objective 6.3: evaluate competing demands for land use of basis of multiple benefits – 

choosing actions that are good for the farmer, the bottom line, water quality, air quality, 

greenhouse gas emissions, climate resilience and nature; that anyone involved in 

implementing change in agriculture and land management needs to be thinking in an 

integrated way. 

Voices of the people 

We can best leverage natural carbon sequestration by having the local authority expert 

group evaluate the most effective means of doing so within environmental conditions. The 

current approach to afforestation is the least effective to sequester carbon - any benefit is 

Lost to the ecological devastation resulting from monoculture & clear-fell practice. In my 

view, regenerative agricultural & silviculture practice are optimal in mitigating the effects of 

climate change. 

https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-%20LEAFLET%20-%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf
https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-%20LEAFLET%20-%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf
https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-%20LEAFLET%20-%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf
https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-%20LEAFLET%20-%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/foodindustrydevelopmenttrademarkets/agri-foodandtheeconomy/foodwise2025/report/FoodWise2025.pdf%20page%2029
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/foodindustrydevelopmenttrademarkets/agri-foodandtheeconomy/foodwise2025/report/FoodWise2025.pdf%20page%2029
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Mixed native and broadleaf trees have been proving to be great for drainage and carbon 

balancing. 

We need to take a different approach to land use in Leitrim.  The acquisition of substantial 

areas of land by Coillte, areas traditionally farmed, and covered with Sitka Spruce must not 

be allowed.  We need forests to sequester carbon, but in Leitrim, these should be a majority 

of deciduous trees.  The practice of growing Spruce, then felling them, is a very dubious way 

of sequestering carbon.  Indeed, the energy used in felling, transport and industrial 

treatment is never adequately added to the equation and our afforestation practice at 

present cannot be considered sustainable. Our approach to land use going into the future 

must be as diverse as possible.  Should a specific area of land continue to be used for cattle 

farming?  Would it be better used for renewable energy, e.g. solar farm?  Could we have 

multiple uses for the land, e.g. combine forestry with solar?  What about energy storage? 

Another option to increase the natural forced carbon sequestration is through the plantation 

of perennial crops such as apples trees, rhubarb or Alfalfa. Through the use of such plants 

and the introduction of symbiotic fungi such as Mycorrhizal carbon deposits can be 

concentrated in soils rather than the atmosphere. Due the use of plants mentioned above 

there is no requirement to till the soil meaning the carbon deposits shall remain in the soil. 

(1) There are some bogs within the county that could be left undisturbed for sequestration 

purposes. There is practically no tillage within the county, so this is a further contribution. 

(2) It would be misleading to draw definite conclusions from one dry summer. I think the 

current approach is accepted as the most effective. There is a further advantage as after the 

tree is felled and sawn and used for building it still stores carbon. 

Peatlands hold the most carbon and are MORE effective at sequestration that forestry. 

Commercial forestry holds less carbon and supports less diversity of wildlife.  Stop draining 

peat for forestry and other agricultural activities. Farmers in these areas should be 

encouraged (paid) to protect the valuable nature in their county and to be proud of their 

indigenous lands 

Forestry is the primary tool in the war against carbon emissions. The policy makers in 

Ireland have already enacted forestry legislation to promote forestry nationwide. Leitrim 

council should focus on making the county the centre of excellence for the bio-economy and 

perhaps strive to be the first county to have a zero-carbon footprint. The current approach 

to afforestation is the most effective one. The council should actively promote additional 

local afforestation and lead the country by its example. How many solar farms are located in 

Leitrim? Zero. How many wind farms exist in Leitrim? Only 10. How many micro-generation 

hydro stations exist in Leitrim? Zero. What has Leitrim local authority done to promote the 

bio economy in Leitrim? Nothing. Has Leitrim Co. Council promoted a Greenway Track to 

promote additional tourism? No. Has Leitrim Co. Council engaged in a policy of attracting 

people to live in the county? No. Has photovoltaic been promoted as a means of green 

energy generation at local level? No. 
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Why is Leitrim responsible for carbon sequestration to offset the output of vast swathes of 

industries and populations of the country? And if we are expected to why aren’t we being 

compensated? As a county are we carbon negative/neutral? 

The hijacking of the carbon sequestration issue by forestry companies is a cynical attempt to 

allow the wealthy to profit from the pressing issue of climate change. Some facts: Carbon 

Sequestration should never be a first option. Policy should be to prevent carbon emissions 

happening in the first place. Putting a carbon tax on aviation fuel would be a far better 

demonstration of intent in dealing with climate change. Many soils - particularly peaty soils 

which are so common in Leitrim - are natural carbon sinks & the disturbance associated with 

forestry releases this carbon. A proper understanding of the net sequestration gain/loss is 

necessary before continuing with this policy & in the absence of detailed study Leitrim 

County Council is justified in stalling further afforestation. Leitrim is not a large greenhouse 

gas-producing county & we have no obligation to be the dumping ground for others. 

A regional spread of sustainable forestry is very important to sequester carbon and provide 

timber for a construction industry that will require more timber as it replaces high carbon 

materials like cement. Planting trees is an important climate action but there must be equity 

in climate action. Equity is a long-standing principle within international law and climate 

change law. IPCC AR5 describes equity as having three dimensions: intergenerational, 

international and national. National is described as fairness between individuals. IPCC SR1.5 

outlines the principle as generally agreed to involve both procedural justice and distributive 

justice. Distributive justice is described as justice in how costs and benefits of climate 

actions are distributed. The people in the west of Ireland did not contribute or benefit from 

the industrialisation and intensification of agriculture in the South and East of Ireland in any 

serious way. The North West of Ireland is characterised to a large extent by small low-

income family holdings practicing environmentally sustainable farming. It is not equitable 

that people living in the west of Ireland should be asked to shoulder a disproportionate 

responsibility for offsetting greenhouse gas emissions generated in other more prosperous 

regions in Ireland. We have shown that we will carry a high share of afforestation. The 

government wants to change land use in order to reduce the overall greenhouse emissions 

from agriculture while increasing agricultural output. It wants to increase forest cover from 

11% to 22%. At an Oral hearing the chairman of the forestry appeals committee claimed 

that he could not consider location as a basis to make decisions about whether land should 

be planted or not. “Carlow or Leitrim” it was all the same to him. He had to apply the 

forestry guidelines or rules as he put to every application equally. Government however, 

through the environment protection agency has indicated clearly that land type and location 

is very important in its land use policy. The EPA make reference to “the right farming in the 

right place” at a hearing in front of the joint Oireachtas committee on agriculture food and 

the marine in 2018. 

A study on carbon sequestration in Irish Forest Ecosystems (Black, K.G. and Farrell, E.P. 

(eds). 2006. Carbon sequestration and Irish forest ecosystems. COFORD) found that 

“generally, the increase in soil C stocks over time varied between 0.2 and 2.3 t C per ha per 
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yr” in forested soils. Intensive farming on wet mineral soils would not lend itself to 

increasing carbon stocks, especially when the emissions from beef, sheep or dairy are taken 

in to consideration. Forests, be that broadleaf, conifer, native woodlands, community 

woodlands, commercial woodlands all contribute to our national greenhouse gas (GHG) 

inventory and contribute positively to our national emissions profile in that they sequester 

carbon over time. In a commercial forest “the average C sequestration rate over the entire 

life cycle of a selected chronosequence (10 to 50 year old stands) was estimated to be 4 to 8 

t C ha-1 yr-1” Black, 

K.G. and Farrell, E.P. 2006. There are other methods within agriculture to reduce emissions 

and these should also be investigated and implemented where it is appropriate to do so, 

however as far as I am aware none of them sequester carbon, they aim to reduce it but 

don’t sequester it. Forestry and farming can complement each other when the forests are 

planted, owned and managed by the farmers and the local communities. 

Biodiversity 

Forest practitioners need to consider biodiversity and socioeconomic contexts where land is 

being planted. Do you believe this occurs current Irish policy and how do you think that 

might be achieved? 

How the question was answered 

  Does current Irish policy consider biodiversity and 
socioeconomic contexts adequately? 

Attitude to 
forestry 

Answers No Yes Ecological 
considerations 
imperative 

Forestry 
(business as 
usual) 

Forestry 
(high nature 
value) 

 

Pro 26 8% 92% 8% 77% 0% 
 

Con 52 92% 8% 20% 0% 22% 
 

 78 63% 37% 15% 27% 14%  

Issues Raised 

• This is the most polarised of responses – 92% of respondents in favour of forestry 

agree that current policy adequately considers biodiversity and socioeconomic 

contexts. An equal percentage of forestry opponents disagree. 

• Proponents of forestry cite Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the 

Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC) certifications as indicators that current 

policy works. Some, while accepting that these standards are voluntary, that 

compliance is market-driven.  

• Opponents simply do not believe that, in practice, any attempt is being made to 

introduce or to preserve biodiversity. 

• Neither side, in this survey at least, offers much evidence in support of their 

assertions – contrary to the considerable evidence offered in other sections. 
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Proponents say that the guidelines are adequate; opponents say they are not 

adhered to. 

Evidence Cited 

• Biodiversity In Irish Plantation Forests, prepared by the EPA which identified the 

impoverishment of the biome in closed canopy spruce forests 

https://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/research/biodiversity/ERTDI%20Report%2051.pdf  

• There is a river running through our local forestry that had eels and trout in it, very 

likely many other species. After planting it was a milky fluid for a year or two, and no 

eel or trout has been seen since. However, the mess cleared up until it was 

"harvested" a few years ago. 

• Environmental Guidelines from the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine 

(https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/forestservice/environmentalinformation/); 

Biodiversity Guidelines in particular: 

https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/biodiversity.

pdf 

Objectives for policy 

• Objective 7.1: Promote and enforce a more rigorous and ambitious implementation 

of the existing biodiversity guidelines, particularly site development, retention of 

habitats, and species selection 

• Objective 7.2: Create a formal role for local expertise to foster biodiversity 

enhancement as part of forest design, development and machine operations 

• Objective 7.3: Promote openness and transparency in the implementation of 

biodiversity guidelines by requiring forest developers to publish comprehensive 

biodiversity statistics.  

• Objective 7.4: Ensure openness and transparency in the application of environmental 

standards by publishing all monitoring and enforcement activities on the 

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform’s Open Data Portal. 

Voices of the people 

It has become imperative for forest practitioners to consider biodiversity & socioeconomic 

contexts - failure to do so should become a criminal offense. Minimal regard is given for 

biodiversity under current Irish policy, socioeconomic context is not considered. 

Forestry must be grounded in sound ecological principles not the present environmental 

damaging plantation forestry. 

Yes, I do believe under current regulations that there is better consideration of biodiversity 

and socioeconomics. Much of the issues associated with biodiversity are as a result of 

maturing forests meeting older regulations where there is little mixed species or set back 

https://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/research/biodiversity/ERTDI%20Report%2051.pdf
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/forestservice/environmentalinformation/
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/biodiversity.pdf
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/forestry/publications/biodiversity.pdf
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distances. Setback areas and fire breaks on larger sites can provide some area towards open 

areas. Mixed species are also in place, with new conifer plantations surrounded by a number 

of rows of hardwood. Campaigners suggest a reduction in wildlife as a result of forestry, for 

example reduced fish stocks in local rivers, however, I feel a reduction such as this is more 

likely a result of increases in the use of fertilisers in agriculture. 

Biodiversity and Social benefits are part of FSC and PEFC standards and while these 

standards are not obligatory sawmills and their end markets demand them. Therefore, while 

a small percentage of non-certified timber is allowed, as the private estate matures it will 

have to become certified like the Coillte state forests. Therefore, the multipurpose nature of 

these schemes will ensure a more balanced approach. 

No that does not happen, mono-culture Sitka forestry is a money-making business. The 

carbon sequestration of it is a red herring. Unless we start to think holistically, we are not 

getting it. My forester told me when he helped plant my land with broadleaf trees, that he 

would rather plant Sitka spruce, because it makes him more money. I can't blame him, he 

also needed to make a living. But it was rather telling. 

Irish forestry policy simply tramples on biodiversity and is exterminating ground nesting 

birds such as Curlew by providing cover for Pine Martin and other carrion. Most waterways 

adjacent to spruce plantations are devoid of fish life and other aquatic species. Many have 

been eliminated by the silting up of rivers through planting and clear-felling activities. It is 

now internationally recognised that clear felling is extremely damaging environmentally. 

Government here has turned a blind eye to all this. 

Social impacts 

What do you think the social benefits of forestry are? Do you think the forestry in Leitrim is 

designed to provide these benefits, or is in reality providing these benefits? 

How the question was answered 

  Does current Irish policy deal with social impacts 
adequately? 

 

Attitude to 
forestry 

Answers No Yes Importance of 
public 
amenities 

Equity in 
distribution 
of benefits 
and costs 

Local 
benefits 

Pos 
Mental 
health 
impacts 

Neg 
Mental 
health 
impacts 

Pro 31 19
% 

81
% 

68% 3% 52% 32% 0% 

Con 60 98
% 

2% 27% 17% 25% 8% 35% 

 91 71
% 

29
% 

42% 12% 25% 29%  
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Issues Raised 

• Many of the issues raised in response to this question have already been raised in 

other sections in this document – land use, biodiversity, rural economy chief among 

them. 

• Opponents of forestry claim that Sitka spruce plantations are inaccessible, degrade 

the visual amenity of an area and accelerate rural decline – all aspects that have a 

damaging social impact. Forestry when properly planned can have huge benefits for 

local communities to provide an arena for outside activities essential for improving 

health. Blanket Sitka Spruce planting is negative as it destroys traditional landscapes 

and brings a darkening effect to many townlands as the canopies close in. 

Neighbours lose the view of their fellow neighbours and all become socially isolated. 

Many people abandon these areas as their quality of life is so impaired, by damage 

to roads and the isolation felt. 

• Proponents of forestry cite the employment and investment it provides as a social 

good that should be increased. They also point out that the level of broadleaf 

planting is increasing: in the last ten years of planting figures from the Forest Service 

show 27% of new planting in Leitrim was broadleaf. When averaged over the last 20 

years it comes back to 11%. This does not include the replanting of clear-fell sites 

where only 85% of Sitka area is being replanted with the balance planted with 

Broadleaves. This is shows that felling and replanting is making second rotation crops 

more socially appealing in the landscape and for biodiversity. 

• One feature of the social benefit not discussed elsewhere relates to distributive 

justice – how costs and benefits are shared in a community. Some respondents have 

claimed that forestry has become profitable only because of significant transfers – 

into forestry financial benefits through taxpayer funded subsidies and tax relief, and 

out of forestry the costs in the form of damage to infrastructure, and fragmentation 

of communities. These respondents assert that rural population of Leitrim did not 

contribute or benefit from the intensification of agriculture in the South and East of 

Ireland and that it is not equitable that people living in Leitrim should be asked to 

shoulder a disproportionate responsibility for offsetting greenhouse gas emissions 

generated in other more prosperous regions in Ireland. 

• Mental health impacts are another highly disputed aspect of forestry, with strong 

claims made on both sides – though backed up mainly with personal experience as 

the evidence.  

Evidence Cited 

• Sustainable forest management. http://www.fao.org/forestry/sfm/en/. Accessed 24 

March 2019. 

• Kirstie Brewer, “Nature is the best way to nurture pupils with special educational 

needs”, The Guardian. 1 May 2016. 

https://www.google.ie/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/teacher-

http://www.fao.org/forestry/sfm/en/
https://www.google.ie/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2016/may/01/nature-nurture-pupils-special-educational-needs-outdoor-education
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network/2016/may/01/nature-nurture-pupils-special-educational-needs-outdoor-

education. Accessed 24 March 2019 

• Pat Glennon (Irish Timber Council): 18 million visits made to the Coillte estate, cited 

in Coillte Harvesting Rights: Discussion with Irish Timber Council, Joint Committee on 

Agriculture, Food and the Marine debate - Thursday, 2 May 2013. 

https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_agriculture_foo

d_and_the_marine/2013-05-02/3/. Accessed 24 March 2019. 

• Saarinen NM, Wärri A, Mäkelä SI, Eckerman C, Reunanen M, Ahotupa M, et al. 

Hydroxymatairesinol, a novel enterolactone precursor with antitumor properties 

from coniferous tree (Picea abies). Nutr Cancer. 2000;36:207–16. [PubMed] 

• The Woodlands for Health project was developed by Coillte: 

https://www.coillte.ie/our-forests/public-goods/health-and-well-being/. Accessed 

20 March 2019. 

• Lough Key forest park has a large % of conifer trees, Belleek forest park in Ballina, Co 

Mayo is mostly coniferous, actually most of the open Coillte forests including those 

for mountain biking and trails are coniferous forests. 

Objectives for policy 

• Objective 8.1: support and encourage greater public awareness of engagement in 

the benefits, value and responsibilities of forestry in a healthy society. 

• Objective 8.2: develop a public-health driven strategy for forestry in Leitrim, which 

maximises the social and health benefits of all kinds of forestry and high-nature 

value farming activities. 

Voices of the people 

Trees do provide many mental health benefits. Shade in summer and shedding in winter and 

allowing light through the canopy. Sitka has none of these benefits. Increasing depression 

and S.A.D in Leitrim. 

When they clear cut the forestry, I suffered panic attacks and nightmares. Solastalgia. No 

forestry in Leitrim causes stress, isolation, depression (lack of sunlight), fear, sadness, 

loneliness. Lough key forest park has amazing health benefits. Leitrim plantations negatively 

affect their neighbours. 

Allow more public access to plantations, ensure paths for public to walk thru are provided. I 

live beside a cycle track every time I go on it I meet and talk to someone. Ensure passages 

from one plantation to another are left. If not there already, put them in, more work 

involved in this, where large areas are planted, leave paths thru the forestry more benefits 

for people. 

Surrounded by darkness; not good for mental health. 

https://www.google.ie/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2016/may/01/nature-nurture-pupils-special-educational-needs-outdoor-education
https://www.google.ie/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2016/may/01/nature-nurture-pupils-special-educational-needs-outdoor-education
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/2013-05-02/3/
https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/debates/debate/joint_committee_on_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/2013-05-02/3/
https://www.coillte.ie/our-forests/public-goods/health-and-well-being/
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Forestry is only beneficial with farming in a diverse manner. Blanket planting is dull and 

monotonous. 

There are no social benefits to monoculture afforestation - only ecological devastation. 

Timber grown in Leitrim is mostly sent for processing elsewhere, employment generated is 

minimal compared to sustainably managed woodlands. The current system is designed to 

dis-empower local communities. 

Social benefits - addition of amenity areas, improvement of landscapes, beauty, places to 

roam and exercise.  Resource for jobs, recreation, tourism, crafts, students of science, 

research, mental health, relaxation. 

The benefits of current plantations are positive, but they require further management to 

increase social benefits. The use of forest parks in the USA provide great socioeconomic 

benefits, this is achieved through good management of the natural resources. 

Very little. I may have 4 beside me but I very rarely would decide to walk them. Their [sic] 

very bleak and dark places. Broadleaf forests are a very different storey if you can find them. 

A great place for biodiversity, different seasonal views and wonderful get away from the rest 

of the world spaces. True assets for a local community. 

I feel forestry in Leitrim could provide many social benefits, but I think steps could be made 

to help make the most of these. More emphasis should be made to encourage amenities 

such as walkways and bicycle trails in forestry, there are examples of this in other areas and 

such sites bring huge numbers for things such as special events.  As Leitrim is the most 

afforested county in Ireland, it should host a round of the Stihl timber sports, an 

international event that draws huge numbers from around the world. This would provide a 

fantastic tourism opportunity for Leitrim. 

From checking the last ten years of planting figures from the Forest Service 27% of new 

planting in Leitrim was broadleaf. When averaged over the last 20 years it comes back to 

11%. This is showing an increasing tread in the percentage of broadleaf planting taking place 

in Leitrim. This does not include the replanting of clear-fell sites where only 85% of Sitka 

area is being replanted with the balance planted with Broadleaves. This is shows that felling 

and replanting is making second rotation crops more socially appealing in the landscape and 

for biodiversity. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Survey Responses 

Rural Economy 

How do you think land should be used to benefit the people of Leitrim? In your view, what makes an area suitable - or unsuitable - for 

forestry? What kind of forestry do you think would be suitable? What kind of uses do you think Leitrim is best suited to? Do you think the 

forest service policy mentioned above impacts on land use and land ownership in the county? What are these impacts? 

ResponseID Answer Evidence 

31120182036
35 

I see the main economic benefit in the long-term. Mature mixed 
forestry can attract tourists who like spending time in nature. A 
healthy environment is not just good for wildlife but also for 
people and tourists are drawn to beautiful forests. (Not 
monoculture single species plantations). Secondly, healthy mixed 
forestry will have continuous economic benefit for the owner who 
can harvest wood continuously if the forest is managed well (i.e. 
not once off clear felling) 

I do not have figures to support this just experience from travelling to 
countries where forests are managed sustainably. For instance, I 
have been to forest nature reserves in Finland, Sweden, New 
Hampshire, Austria, Germany and others. People seek forests for 
recreation and holidays. I never saw monocultures and clear-felling of 
forests in these countries. However, this is a personal impression. 

13112018155
421 

Unfortunately, as Leitrim has been designated as marginal land, 
the rural economy is entirely dependent on EU funding, either by 
way of forestry premium or farm payment. 
Previously, larger populations achieved a relative degree of self-
sufficiency on Leitrim land - but, in more recent times, the rural 
population has become increasingly dependent on the 
supermarket supply chains, less so on local land & traders. 
Present forestry practice, monoculture plantation clear-felled at 
harvest, imposes all the externalities of the timber industry on 
Leitrim land & watercourses, without providing benefit to the local 
communities. Monoculture forestry, based on chemical cultivation 
of conifer species, is poisoning the Leitrim environment, 
destroying habitats & hindering opportunity to develop 
sustainable agriculture & tourism. 
Sustainable forestry, where the right tree is planted in the right 
place, could have a very important role in reviving the rural 

The primary problem facing Leitrim at this time is the perception that 
the land is marginal. It's land in need of bioremediation, where the 
acidic gley soils could be transformed to clay loam by way of natural 
processes. There are many examples of bioremediation achieving 
desired outcomes from around the world - however, local research in 
this area is urgently required. 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

economy of Leitrim - protecting the ecology, generating 
bioenergy and providing for the establishment of craft industries. 

17112018003
117 

major role best practice for example Vermont 

19112018190
129 

Tourism and the Shannon river. Mixed native woodland will bring 
more tourists Farming- mono culture- is killing the native frosts 
having just trees like the Sitka spruce is very bad for the 
environment and wild life 

The results can be seen across the country: Sitka spruce tree farms – 
more sylvan desert than forest – planted in crowded, linear rows, 
robbing light from the forest floor and lacking the plentiful flora and 
fauna found in our natural forests. 
 
From the Irish Tins. (Murphy, 201) Unlike broadleaf woodlands, Irish 
Sitka spruce monocultures require fertilisers and pesticides. Their 
“harvesting” also creates quite a mess. In England, foresters artfully 
coppice hardwoods such as oak, hazel, chestnut and ash in rotation, 
felling them while still young enough to regenerate multiple trunks, 
prolonging their life and sequestering more carbon. Here, Sitka 
plantations are “clear-felled” over vast areas at a time, generating acid 
sulphate, affecting waterways, and leaving whole hillsides scarred for 
up to two years. 

29112018173
342 

Leitrim's rural economy depends on sustainable employment, 
whether agriculture or other.  The social economy is also very 
important for rural areas.  Forestry at present has a marginal 
impact on the rural economy.  Ways of increasing the potential of 
sustainable forestry must be examined and new policies 
implemented 

Lack of jobs results in migration away from rural areas.  Jobs in 
forestry are fewer than is possible - the down-stream employment 
arising from the timber industry is not exploited - wood-turning, crafts 
using timber, exploitation of the forests themselves - forest trails, bio-
diversity, walks, cycling, slow tourism 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

11220182121
35 

Forestry is long term. Due to EU cattle restrictions. Farmers seek 
other ways to gain income 

EU membership 

11220182343
38 

It's gives off bad pollution blocks out natural light and hinders the 
wild life  

I live in CORNULLA and it's getting very barren all just stickle spruce  

21220180234
02 

Worst question ever. but to me it helps the continuing deflect of 
rural Ireland  

Half this county is covered by silka spruce  

21220181224
15 

Agriculture is vital to the rural economy, forestry detracts greatly 
from our county as it creates ecological problems and makes it 
harder for younger generations to acquire agricultural lands. This 
is caused by inflated prices and lack of land due to plantation. 
The current forested areas of the county are sufficient if managed 
properly, forestry does not play a vital role in the rural economy 
as it is for the few not the many. 

Many ecological study papers from across the world. Personal 
experience of trying to acquire agricultural lands and competing 
against prices offered for plantation of lands. Employment through 
forestry enterprise is limited, one company plants the forest and one 
company maintains and harvests the forestry. These are the same 
companies that carry out most works on all forests in the county, 
meaning the monies earned from the enterprise do not provide 
sufficient growth across the whole economy. Agriculture involves the 
whole rural community monies are constantly in circulation providing 
growth across the whole rural economy. 

21220182245
33 

A rural economy depends on people, jobs and a hopefully next 
generation. As for how much land resource we need, we'll we 
don't need to be losing any more to forestry if we're to look ahead 
and increase rural population instead of everyone moving to the 
east coast for jobs/lifestyle. Forestry only detracts from rural life 
and from what I see doesn't contribute anything near as much as 
agriculture does. One crop every 30 years with minimal 
intervention throughout those years and then a highly 
mechanised extraction method. Ground ruined for eternity and 
minimal jobs. Forestry should not be increased in the form it's in.  

What a stupid question. I taught this was a questionnaire for the 
people of Leitrim. Do u want stats and figures? That’s not going to 
happen. All I can say is I'm 40 years old, I've grown up on a rural 
farm, surrounded by forestry(4 of them in a 1 mile radius of me), work 
in Dublin as most industry is there, spent most of my 
weekends/holidays helping out at home in the hope of bringing my 
very young family up in the lovely place where I had such a happy 
childhood.  

31220181209
15 

people have been leaving Leitrim for the last 100 years, stats 
prove this, Leitrim people are unhappy about this and want to 
blame something and forestry is a tangible, visible thing to blame. 
forestry is a new method of farming and change does not come 
easy to the one of the most agriculture die hard counties in the 
country. there are rural areas of Leitrim where there is little or no 
forestry but yet 50% of the houses are unoccupied. the people 
left before the trees came. this is a harsh truth about rural living 
and the cultural trend is to move towards the towns and villages. 

working in Leitrim on a daily basis, coming from and agricultural 
background and being a part time farmer and full-time forest worker. 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

31220181614
01 

Forestry is most important 
 

61220181208
42 

LM rural economy depends on farmers living on their land and 
their needs being met by their local town/village 
(Groceries/banking/post office/social etc) 

I live in Leitrim (Carrick on Shannon) and my Wife is from Drumkeerin. 
Locals around Carrick seem happier than the locals from Drumkeerin 
as their off-farm needs are met in their local town where as the locals 
from Drumkeerin end up travelling to Carrick to meet their needs and 
are not as happy in their locality. 

17122018080
826 

Biodiversity in forestry planning is absolutely essential regarding 
Leitrim’s rural economy. Bad forest planning will impact Leitrim’s 
water and soil quality.  

EU and UN environmental research.  

19122018230
303 

It obviously has a poor economy when it comes to agriculture as 
seen as farmers are planting their ground instead of farming it, 
forestry will and should play a key role, soon a sawmill will open 
close to/in Leitrim to meet the demand coming on stream of Sitka 
plantations ready to be harvested in the near future, this will 
create jobs for locals  

BSc in Forestry  

22122018164
612 

Planting should only be allowed on land that is totally unsuitable 
for any other use. It should not be allowed on mountain sides 
where it alters forever the visual and environmental impact. It 
should not be allowed where it blocks views of lakes and 
mountains, not anywhere close to roads, and certainly not 
anywhere close to houses.  

Mountains are already pockmarked by plantations. Look at Sliabh an 
Iarainn from Cornabrone or from anywhere near Drumshanbo. Roads 
are already tunnels in some places with no view of anywhere.  

30120190336
26 

(1) Basic Payments Scheme, Suckler Cow returns, Sheep sales 
and schemes, Forest premium  and some receipts from timber 
sales, some work in social services inside and outside the 
county. 
(2) The rural population depends on the land for income from 
agriculture and forestry but is becoming less dependent on the 
local shops and post office. 
(3) Forestry can contribute the rural economy by the premium 
payments and jobs in the planting and maintenance of the 
forests. There are also jobs in transport and saw mills. 
(4) There should be integration between farming and forestry as 
is the case in Co. Wicklow which had the highest percentage of 
forest cover until recently. 

The rural post offices are closing because technology is impacting on 
all walks of life rural and urban, forestry is not causing the closures. 
The impact is not peculiar to Co.Leitrim.Rural football clubs in Mayo 
and Kerry are complaining about falling numbers but are not blaming 
forestry for their plight. 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

30120190338
39 

(1) Basic Payments Scheme, Suckler Cow returns, Sheep sales 
and schemes, Forest premium  and some receipts from timber 
sales, some work in social services inside and outside the 
county. 
(2) The rural population depends on the land for income from 
agriculture and forestry but is becoming less dependent on the 
local shops and post office. 
(3) Forestry can contribute the rural economy by the premium 
payments and jobs in the planting and maintenance of the 
forests. There are also jobs in transport and saw mills. 
(4) There should be integration between farming and forestry as 
is the case in Co. Wicklow which had the highest percentage of 
forest cover until recently. 

The rural post offices are closing because technology is impacting on 
all walks of life rural and urban, forestry is not causing the closures. 
The impact is not peculiar to Co.Leitrim.Rural football clubs in Mayo 
and Kerry are complaining about falling numbers but are not blaming 
forestry for their plight. 

11012019002
611 

Leitrim's rural economy depends on agriculture, and forestry is 
part of this.  
Forestry contributes more to the local rural economy than it 
detracts from it.  
Forestry provides an additional income for farmers and give 
farmers an opportunity to make better use of their lesser 
performing sections of land.  
It is better farmers engage in their own forestry rather than sell 
their land, which opens the door for forestry investment 
companies.  
 
A large number of Leitrim people are involved in forestry industry, 
not just farmers, but personnel who plant, manage, harvest, 
transport, process and sell the material.  
 
In addition to sale of forest material and products, the production 
of biomass fuel in the county also has the benefit of displacing 
the use of imported oil and retaining revenue in the local 
economy.  

My family farm has a small portion of planting. It complements the 
farming business very well and is providing a good income from land 
that previously would have cost more to maintain than it made.  
 
Based on the numbers in employment in facilities such as Masonite, 
transport companies such as McMorrow Haulage, harvesting 
contractors, forestry companies, sawmills and wood fuel processors - 
There are a number of each of these based in Leitrim, few other 
counties have the same number of businesses involved in industries 
related to or as a result of forestry.  
 
My family business alone, a small wood fuel processor in south 
Leitrim, produces enough wood fuel every week to displace the 
equivalent of over 100,000 litres of oil. In 2018 we processed enough 
wood fuels from local forestry to meet the heating needs of 1,200 
households, approximately 10% of the number of households in 
Leitrim. Displacing an import fossil fuel with a home-grown crop.  

11012019101
518 

0.00 0 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

11012019114
728 

Economy depends on agriculture, art, fishing tourism, wetland 
management, eco-tourism and social welfare and EU grants! 
Commercial conifer forestry has been encouraged on this 
marginal, acid land. Conifer are shallow rooting, acid forming 
trees. Lots of pesticides are used to encourage this foreign 
growth. These pesticides runoff into water bodies. Forestry 
benefits individual landowners and semi-state Coilte looking for 
profit. What individuals benefit from, others loose out. 
Monoculture is bad for nature and so many people lose out to 
forestry. Protected species and protected areas which are 
important for tourism, fishing etc. are being lost. Leitrim, as the 
least populated area in Ireland should be preserved and 
protected (see CANN project on Boleybrack mountain for eg) 

4 years of studying environmental science in Sligo has directed me 
towards a lot of government, industry and NGO studies relating to 
forestry. While working on above project on boleybrack mountain, we 
encountered a lot of encroaching forestry. That is, trees from 
surrounding forestry are making their way into a special area of 
conservation. They should not be there are serve no purpose. 

11012019233
734 

Any economy requires supply and demand. A rural economy 
generally supplies natural resources and their products to satisfy 
demand usually located elsewhere. In Leitrim's case the land 
resources are heavy mineral soils that are highly fertile but prone 
to podzolization and poor trafficability. Historically the rural 
economy has depended on conventional grass-based agriculture 
which unfortunately hasn't sustained the population. Forestry 
contributes employment, recreation and biodiversity to the rural 
economy as a true circular bioeconomic. Since plantation forestry 
started in the mid-1980s the population of Leitrim has begun to 
steady and increase. While the extent of the exact cause and 
effect is open to debate the correlation is significant and a factor 
that can’t be dismissed. Forestry should play a triple role in the 
rural economy, it should drive prosperity, promote the 
environment and provide social benefits such as jobs and 
recreation.     

The population census and the afforestation figures for Co Leitrim. 
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ResponseID Answer Evidence 

12012019093
953 

The health of the economy of Leitrim depends on people, its 
citizens.  Without people (of all ages) living and active in the 
economy and communities around the county (working, in 
education, socialising, involved in sport & cultural activities, 
engaging with the various services commercial and statutory) the 
"health" and "wealth” of the economy and of the county declines. 
It is generally accepted that there is a certain "critical Mass" of 
consumers, service users, people required to maintain and retain 
even basic both statutory service, (health social care, policing, 
schools, infrastructure, libraries etc.)  and commercial services 
(banking, post offices, retail, etc) and to ensure that they are 
sustainable in some way.   
 
It is also well documented and researched that the absence of or 
the inaccessibility of or decline and withdrawal of such services 
leads to increased level of exclusion, isolation, poverty and 
quality of life.  
 
Increasing level of afforestation is most certainly diving and 
possible accelerating population decline in some electoral 
divisions in the county. if this is allowed to continue, in an 
unplanned, way the effects of population decline and subsequent 
problem for the remaining population will be compounded as the 
level of afforestation increases and this will inevitably spread to 
more and more of the surrounding Electoral Divisions, This needs 
to be analysed fully and the affects of this decline analysed on 
the social economic fabric of these areas and on the local towns 
and villages and businesses.      

There is lots of reports and research on rural decline  
https://www.esri.ie/system/files?file=media/file-uploads/2015-
07/JACB201454.pdf concludes the following "...... changes reshaping 
rural Ireland and also the complex implications of these 
developments. This change is driven by a long run concentration 
process that draws people and some types of economic activity out of 
more remote or less accessible rural areas into initially urban areas. 
This is only part of the story. The past 20 years have seen flows of 
people and households out of the cities and many rural towns into the 
surrounding countryside, a process commonly referred to as counter 
urbanisation. The impacts of these processes mean that accessible 
rural places are increasingly areas or ‘zones of growth’. Less 
accessible and remote rural areas have not fared as well as these 
zones. Decline in traditional industries combined with a general 
inability to retain or attract sufficient population has denuded the 
critical social and economic capacity of these places, particularly 
through the process of youth migration. It has left them with relatively 
weak industrial structures, exposed to consolidation of various 
economic sectors, e.g. farming and food processing, and high levels 
of persistent unemployment."   
This is particularly true of many parts of Leitrim which have continued 
to see consistent populations decline even through the so called " 
Celtic tiger boom " years.   
 
The CSO figures for 2011 and 2016 indicate that there is very very 
significant population decline in some EDs in Leitrim over that period. 
It is also very important to note that these EDs are also the most 
heavily forested and these EDs (along with others close by) also 
currently continue to have many applications for forest planting 
licenses in them. This could indicate an acceleration of the decline in 
population by more rampant afforestation once it forests cover 
reaches a certain level. This needs much more assessment and 
research which should be conducted by Leitrim County council and 
the Department of Agriculture Food and the Marine with detailed 
professional researchers. We don't have the detail of the level of 
afforestation in these areas but we from local knowledge we know that 
that are very high well in excess of 50% of the utilizable forage area is 
planted.  
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Some of the population decline in these Electoral divisions is as 
follows (source CSO census of population) These EDs are spread 
around the county both north and south  
 
Breandrum  
2011 pop  269 - 2016 pop 253 -16 people less -5.9% decline  
Keeldra  
2011 pop 198 -2016 pop 179 -19 people less -9.6% decline  
Cattan 
2011 pop 260 -2016 pop 235 -25 people less -9.6% decline  
Kiltyclogher  
2011 pop 233 -2016 pop 206 -27 people less -11.6% decline  
Ballaghmeehan  
2011 pop 216 -2016 pop 189 -27 people less -12.8% decline  
Barnaghmenagh  
2011 pop 159 -2016 pop 145 -14 people less -8.8% decline 
Lisgillock  
2011 pop 197 -2016 pop 185 -12 people less -6.1% decline  
Gortermone  
2011 pop 289 -2016 pop 271 -16 people less -5.5% decline 
Belhavel  
2011 pop 261- 2016 pop 239 -22 people less -8.4% decline   
 
This a very worrying level of population decline an there is no doubt it 
is leading to the closure of service and decline / withdrawal of others. 
There is no doubt that current forestry policy is driving this decline 
through very high levels of afforestation in these areas and may now 
actually be accelerating the population decline leading to all the 
issues which that raise for the communities involved and the people 
who remain there.  
    
  Many of the EDs close to these (above) currently show static 
population levels or very slight increases in population between 2011 
and 2016 and it would be a concern that the contagion from land 
sales and afforestation in these heavily forested EDs (above) will then 
tip those close by EDs into population decline also.       
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http://www.irishrurallink.ie/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Poverty-and-
Social-Inclusion-The-Case-for-Rural-Ireland.pdf 
 
Leitrim's County Development Plan, the LECP 
http://www.Leitrimcoco.ie/eng/Business/Leitrim-Local-Community-
Development-Committee/Local-Economic-and-Community-
Plan/Leitrim-Local-Economic-and-Community-Plan1.pdf and the RDP 
LDS all include references to the decline in our rural population and 
communities in Leitrim and the issues which that causes. 
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12012019160
758 

Farming is declining, and land is being abandoned the age profile 
of farmers in Leitrim suggests this will continue. If subsidises 
where to disappear so would the farms. Forestry is a viable 
alternative to farming on poor land. Farm forests are common in 
across Europe. Forestry provides employment in a range of 
areas and is an important part of the mix. 

The huge uptake is forestry planting in Leitrim is by the farmers 
themselves not faceless companies as claimed. Poor lands can't 
delivery an income from beef even with subsidies forestry can and 
does.   

13012019123
622 

Forestry should be a mixed amenity. Yes, logging is part of this. 
However, over the last number of decades it has been 
considered all of this. Ireland is rampant in Sitka spruce 
plantation, which does nothing to contribute to biodiversity, 
beauty or soil quality. Few countries are so prolifically planting 
non-native tree species all to serve a logging industry. This 
should be avoided.  

http://www.antaisce.org/topics/forestry-and-woodlands 

16012019173
119 

Forestry provides sustainable employment and income for 
Leitrim, employing several hundred people and receiving north of 
€5 million per year in state support to local farmers. Masonite 
further provides more than 100 jobs locally  

Department figures for grants. Coillte analysis 

16012019210
908 

Almost 19% Land use is in Forestry. 383 farmers received over 
€2.33m in premium in 2017. €1.2m in private timber sales. 5% of 
total workforce in Leitrim is employed in Forestry. Forestry is vital 
to Leitrim's rural economy. 

Department of agriculture statistics. 

17012019090
938 

Forestry is a major contributor to the rural economy. The forestry premium payments bring revenue to the county, nearly 
400 farmers have planted trees in the county (€2.3 million/yr).  The 
harvesting of timber from the conifer plantations bring jobs and 
income (€1.2 million/yr). 

17012019110
948 

Forestry can contribute more to the rural economy if it were to 
employ more local people. This is largely being determent by the 
type of forestry. Broadleaf forestry management is more labour 
intensive (pruning, coppicing, selective harvesting, etc) and will 
therefor employ more people then conifer monocultures on a 
clear-felling principal. Furthermore, hardwoods offer more job 
opportunities for the creation of end products (furniture makers, 
artisans, artists, etc.) 

common sense 
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Broadleaved forests have an added value in terms of biodiversity, 
which in turn has an added attraction to tourism. 

17012019111
342 

A Big One Forestry creates jobs 

17012019114
549 

Leitrim has a high growth rate for Forestry, nearly 4 times that of 
a country like Norway. Forestry employs many people in rural 
communities particularly with conifers. Leitrim is ideal for forestry 
growth because of the raised water tables. Forestry is self-
financing and does not rely on too many state subsidies other 
that planting subsidies. 

A well-established industry exists competing at a high level in the UK. 
Our forefathers could see this and established planting regimes in the 
1920's. 

17012019132
506 

Leitrim's rural economy depends on agriculture and forestry. One 
in twenty people in this county depend on forestry for their 
employment. Forestry positively impacts on the rural economy 
especially the many self-employed people involved in the industry 
locally. The more raw material that is grown in the county the 
greater the number of small businesses that will emerge over 
time to utilise the locally grown timber - especially as it will not 
have to transported far to be processed. Forestry should play a 
much larger role in the future for Leitrim's rural economy. We 
should embrace the fact that our growing conditions are the best 
in the country for conifer plantations. Why does Leitrim not 
position itself as the most environmentally-friendly county in the 
country and a centre of excellence in timber production and 
carbon sequestration with Ireland's cleanest air? 

Employment: Masonite - one of the largest employers in Leitrim uses 
locally produced timber; Crowe's Sawmills; McMorrow Haulage; 
Drumkeerin Stone and other stone quarries needed for forest road 
construction; forest management companies and registered foresters 
in Leitrim etc. 
Rural Population: Wicklow has marginally less forestry than Leitrim 
but a population that is growing at a higher rate and a higher level of 
tourist visits to its forests. Wicklow has positioned itself as the "garden 
of Ireland" which is largely as a result of its level of forest cover. 
 

17012019145
207 

Forestry is established in most parts of the county and it is now 
an important part of the economy of the area. Locals should get 
involved in the activities connected with forestry or people from 
outside the county will be brought in to do the work. This includes 
management of the land, harvesting and transport of the timber 

The evidence is that the trees are already there and have to be dealt 
with whether new land is planted is a probably a question for now 
what has already been planted cant be changed 
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which will have to be done in the years ahead even if there is no 
more planting. 

17012019150
723 

Leitrim depends on farming and fishing to a huge extent. Also, 
tourism contributes massively to the local economy. Spruce 
forestry detracts from this as it takes farming land and turns it into 
a dead monoculture and it harms the rivers and lakes in the area. 
Tourists come to see Leitrim's beautiful nature areas and Spruce 
forestry is creating an ugly monoculture all over the county 

 

18012019231
557 

Leitrim's rural economy depends on jobs, broadband and the 
ability to get planning permission. Forestry provides rural jobs 
that are few and far between. There is no chance that any large 
employer is going to set up in Leitrim, our land in a lot of cases is 
marginal and hard to farm and much of the younger generation 
has no interest in farming long hours for small returns so we are 
very lucky forestry is so productive in our county and we should 
embrace it.  

I am a Leitrim man born and bred and was able to return home to full 
time employment thanks to a forestry job. Many of my friends have 
told be if there was better broadband they would be able to live and 
work in Leitrim.  

12020191724
43 

Forestry contributes greatly to Leitrim rural economy greatly in 
jobs, financially the value of the timber sold is great it is second 
only to dairy farming for the value per hectare and the best 
financially on marginal land great for the environment and 
biodiversity 

In 2017 €1 200,000 was the value of private timber sold in Leitrim plus 
€2,337,937 was the value of premium paid to 383 farmers 

12120192136
28 

Rural economy depends on people and farming and forestry 
contributes nothing to local economy. Once land is planted it is 
gone forever. 

Anywhere there is a lot of forestry people are gone and communities 
are fading out. 

12220191207
16 

Leitrim's economy gains from mixed agriculture, tourism, and its 
green image. Forestry makes an enormous contribution to our 
rural economy bringing income through jobs, transport services, 
and grants to rural landowners. contrary to popular myth it 
supports the rural population staying on the land 

Per head of population Leitrim has the highest per capita employment 
in the forestry sector of a county in Ireland. The growth in forestry in 
the county is because our landowners are embracing its benefits 
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12220191611
17 

The rural economy of Leitrim depends on income from many 
different sources and with employment in 
agriculture/agriculture/fisheries at 8.6% and over 90% living in a 
rural environment, the vast majority of the employable people in 
rural Leitrim are working in other industries and counties. Health 
& Social work (13.5%) is the county's largest employer influenced 
by commuting to health sector employers in county Sligo. The 
county’s next largest sector is Wholesale & Retail at 12.1% while 
Industry is at 11.5%. 56.9% of those living in Leitrim are working 
outside of the county in various industries 
 
In terms of Forestry, there are 585 people working in forestry in 
Leitrim, the highest in the country in planting, contracting, 
haulage and processing.  
 
383 Farmers in Leitrim received €2,337,937 in forest premiums in 
2017 - a direct investment in rural Leitrim. Masonite Ireland 
based in a rural location alone 150 people directly in the Forestry 
Industry. Masonite contributes €8. 3M on an annual basis with 
54% of its employees living in rural Leitrim and 26% in 
Roscommon. Masonite also pays €504,000 rates to Leitrim 
County Council and since start-up has contributed approx. €9.0M 
to Leitrim County Council directly supporting County Leitrim. 
Masonite also purchases close to €5.0M per year in wood which 
is coming directly from forests in Leitrim and the North West. 
 
Forestry is playing and can continue to play its part in providing 
sustainable employment to people living in rural Leitrim while at 
the same time giving farmers a sustainable income. 

Information readily available from Census 2016, WDC, Department of 
Agriculture and Masonite 

12220192218
26 

I work Ecotourism and I feel the landscape potential of 
monoculture will decrease any potential for eco experiences and 
interactive experiences for biodiversity 

Ecotourism Ireland does not have any forest-based tourism 
experiences 

12320191001
4 

Leitrim depends on tourism, farming, organic food products, 
which has a growing market for such products also agri tourism, 
forestry creates a little employment a lot of rural isolation, 
pollution to our lakes rivers depleting our fish stock, because 
quality of the land is such that requires more land area, 

Tourists look for a different experience, so open space and the hills 
and views not blocked out by afforestation are a huge attraction, 
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12320191138
13 

Forestry is contributing to the rural economy. It is creating 
employment in rural areas for foresters, contractors, forestry 
workers, hauliers etc. All of these people work in the forest and 
contribute to other sectors for example - small rural shops, petrol 
stations, hotels/ B+B's, local mechanics, part suppliers etc 

Department of Agriculture forestry figures quote 5% of Leitrim county 
is directly employed in forestry. Small business owners have told me 
that forestry activity in the area boosts foot fall in their shops. 

12320191423
24 

Leitrim’s rural economy currently depends on forestry, farming 
and business. 
Forestry is symptom of the lack of local employment 
opportunities. All of the opportunities are based outside the 
county which involves a lot of travelling time which reduces the 
time available to carry out farming. Forestry has low inputs with 
regards time and labour. Its attractive to get a premium will for 
little or no return. 

 

12320192103
15 

Farming - milk & meat production. Forestry DETRACTS from our 
rural economy - NO PROBLEM with small farmer planting native 
trees and retaining ownership if he has planning permission but 
these foreign vulture funds should not be allowed. Forestry 
(controlled) should generate an income for a family which will 
then be spent at local level. 

Just drive around Leitrim and you will see the devastation being 
caused by overplanting. The lorries are then wrecking our roads. The 
pine needles are destroying/poisoning our water, killing wildlife. 

12320192312
49 

Forestry contributes to the rural economy through employment 
and support services. 

Forest industry statistics 

12320192332
51 

Forestry plays a big role in the rural economy. In 2017 approx. 
383 farmers received forest premium payments which amounted 
to €2,337,937. This money would be feed back into the rural 
community. 

Statistics from the Dept of Agriculture, Food and the Marine. 

12420190232
5 

Local farming depends on its people visiting local shops, farming 
& jobs in towns. Forestry detracts from local economy because it 
encourages local farmers to sell their land to the forestry. 

Just looking around at how my area has been planted. Hearing how 
people have 2nd jobs. 

12420191329
41 

Leitrim is forgotten. Most land in Leitrim does not viably support 
normal suckler, dairy or tillage farming. Very little business in 
rural parts. Forestry can help the rural economy by bringing 
people and employment to rural places. Forestry should put back 
into a community in the form of business generation 

The evidence is everywhere. The amount of farmers getting out of 
"normal" farming now is staggering. No money to be made. Why not 
make this land work and pay you! 
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12420191510
37 

Forestry creates revenue to rural owners of land- creating income 
and local employment for timber contractors 

I am employed by a company that is involved in haulage for the timber 
sector 

12420191539
33 

Forestry contributes greatly to the rural economy, providing 
revenue to land owners and employment to contractors and 
sawmills 

Protrans Ltd employs 24 full time people involved in timber haulage 

12420191703
45 

Forestry is a great asset to the rural economy, giving landowners 
a great opportunity to receive revenue from land with otherwise 
may lie unused cos it is unsuitable for farming purposes. It also 
provides huge employment to contractors and Sawmills in 
Ireland. 

I am presently employed by a haulage company the relies on the 
transport of timber for a considerable amount of the work. And I 
myself working in administration for this haulage company. 

12420192235
12 

Mono-culture forestry detracts from the rich diversity of nature in 
Leitrim. Walls of dark green forest covering hillside sis ugly an 
depressing. 

The evidence of my eyes. 

12520191234
08 

Leitrims rural economy depends on many SEMs who can work 
together to form a solid supply chain. This occurs in forestry 
through planting, maintenance, havesting, transportation and 
eventually end production. All the above takes place in forestry. 
 
Europe typically has 30%+ of land covered in forestry. Ireland is 
behind this target running at 15%. This target is achievable but 
needs to be managed correctly. 
 
Forestry can enhance a rural area and economy but as 
mentioned above, this needs to be managed correctly with the 
right forest planted to suit the local economy. 

The forestry Industry in Leitrim employees many people and add 
millions to the local economy though transport companys (McMurrow 
Haulage), Harvesters and processors (McCauleys, Crowes Sawmills, 
Masonite) and indirectly all of the other suppliers to all thee 
companys. 

12520191540
46 

Forestry can play a part in retaining the ownership for the next 
generation. It can provide employment in the management , 
felling and restocking of the land. Initial forest grants for 15 years 
will provide income to the local population. 

Forest grants are available for 15 years. Forest require management 
which requires employment. An aging rural population can retain 
ownership of the land but at same time get an income. 
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12520191739
20 

It depends on a sustainable base which will give people the 
opportunity to live and work in the county for life. The local 
resource is a primary source of income for some and only part of 
their income for others. Forestry is a long term renewable 
industry which gives employment to local contractors and through 
grants and timber sales provide income to the owners which can 
be either a main source of income or in other cases additional 
income. As a % of the employment rate, Leitrim has the highest 
rate of any county in forestry. 

DAFM forestry facts and figures bulletin 2018 

12520192246
20 

Farming Tourism water,forestry destroys these also communities Dead countryside,nothing in lives in Sitka,everything polluted 

12520192303
17 

forestry shadows the roads making them stay wet or ice for 
longer , the shadows stop growth , the forest block the views 
inhibit tourism , crafts people like my self cant get delivery's made 
some times as the hedging on these forests are never trimmed in 
my area ,, stopping drivers from delivering goods.. forestry is 
responsible for water runoff from hilly areas which creates 
flooding , and mineral and clay loss ,, fish in the lakes cant grow 
naturally as the pine makes the water acid,, 

anyone that sees and lives beside forestry will say the same , 

12520192303
40 

Native trees please. Nothing lives in conifer plantation s. Forestry 
companies buy land that local farmers might buy . People cannot 
live close to dark forestry plantation s. Conifers are bad for 
tourism for commuties and sprays used on the conifer plantation 
s are poisonous. 

My experience of living close to them 

12520192337
49 

Rural economy depends on agriculture,tourism,small local 
businesses and off farm incomes and social welfare for the 
unemployed etc Farmers have to scale up to survive in agri 
business as it becomes a race to the bottom to survive and cover 
ever increasing input costs.Forestry has an unfair advantage 
financially and in human terms it eliminates or replaces humans. 
Forestry should be only allowed in situations where all other 
alternatives have been exhausted 

practical experience and 50 years experience of living in rural Ireland 
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12620190042
8 

Agriculture is still the primary economic activity in rural Ireland, 
especially Leitrim. Money farmers make tends to be reinvested 
locally. Forestry employs very few people locally and the vast 
majority of money made from it is not reinvested/spent locally. 
Forestry of the Sitka spruce variety creates no go zones people 
and wildlife, and anyone who has walked through them can attest 
to this. Many forestry owners don’t even live locally or in the 
county or even in the country. Their money is lost to our local 
economies. 

The land recently sold beside us was bought by a man from Dublin 
who’s never been to the farm he bought. He bought it to plant it. He 
has no interest in Leitrim or trees, it’s an investment where all he’s 
concerned about is his own personal profit. This is going on in lots of 
places. 

12620191028
58 

Rural economies depend on farming and supporting industries. 
Forestry adds nothing to the local economy. 

Forestry uses contractors to plant, and contractors to harvest in 20 or 
30 years. It uses no local businesses for supplies either in the start up 
stage nor throughout the following years. Farming supports many 
small businesses in the region, and creates employment and 
community. Forestry destroys the communities it divides. 

12620191320
31 

It should not monopolise the landscape. It doeant offer 
sustainable employment. It is using land that could be utilised for 
small scale cropping and tourism . 

There is a lot of rural unemployment. Forestry is highly mechanised. 

12620192335
22 

0.00 0 

12720191504
42 

Forestry should not play a role in the rural economy in Leitrim. 
Land has been destroyed and devastated by the number of 
spruce trees 

Loss of natural wildlife such as the corncrake and grouse in pic areas 

12720191817
58 

Very little to the econony of Leitrim Very few people have been directly employed in the forestry sector in 
North Leirim except by Coillte in the early 60s and 70s as part of its 
planting programme. 
40 years later following clear felling is selected plantations none of 
this product was processed in LEITRIM despite promises but sent to 
Feacle in Co Clare and latterly to Ballycassidy co Antrim. 
From the 80s all new planting and felling was contractd to outside 
companies. 
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12720192153
52 

Leitrim is heavily dependent on agriculture and it supprts 5 marts 
namely Mohill, Carrigallen, Dowra Drumshanbo and 
Manorhamilton. The county has a great reputation for store cattle 
and these cattle are normally bought by farmers in the midlands 
and Leinster wherethey are fattened. Te 5 marts are of huge 
commercial importance. Drumshanbo Mart is the largest seller of 
Organic cattle in Ireland and organic farming is playing a much 
bigger part in the local economy. Leitrim is now viewed as an 
organic county but the continued expansion of conifer plantations 
will erode this image and it will also damage the potential for the 
fledgling Eco-tourism industry. This industry requires a clean 
environment with great landscapes and clean water. Sitka Spuce 
is changing this landscape, evoked by john McGahern amongst 
others. acidifying waterways and damaging roads and 
landscapes. The timber is almost worthless and it is mostly 
processed outside of the county 

I am manager of Leitrim Organic farmers Coop with 200 members. I 
am also an Agricutural Consultant and i am in touch with farmers and 
others ion a daily basis whose livlihoods are effected by the damage 
this unplanned forestry is doing to their farms and villages. 
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12820197591
6 

In the preliminary to this survey it is stated "Forestry is a valuable 
and well established industry". Speaking as a lifelong resident in 
the rural north of Co Leitrim I can agree with "well established" 
but I would strongly refute that it is "valuable". 
Forestry as practiced in Ireland DAMAGES LOCAL 
ECONOMIES, DAMAGES LOCAL COMMUNITIES & DAMAGES 
THE ENVIRONMENT. 

Afforestation started in North Leitrim in the 1950's so many plantations 
are on their second or even third cycle. This means that local people 
have had ample opportunity to make an assessment of afforestation. 
We live with & see the effects of afforestation every day. It is a 
frequent claim of the vested interests promoting forestry that benefits 
(i.e. jobs) will accrue from forestry "at harvesting" or "when a critical 
mass is reached". But in the north of the county we have long since 
reached these stages & meaningful local employment has not 
followed. Harvesting with modern machinery requires a small number 
of transient workers from outside the area operating in a local forest 
for a week or a fortnight. The timber is hauled away to distant 
processing mills (damaging the local roads in the process). The 
clearfelled land is quickly replanted providing about a fortnight's work 
for a few workers. The gate is closed & the next employment will be at 
least 15 years away when the forest might be thinned.  
The fact that afforestation provides no meaningful sustainable local 
employment is not just the opinion of local residents. It is also the 
(usually unstated) position of forestry companies. They promote 
forestry as an option which will allow landowners to plant, close the 
gate & walk away. An example: for several years one of the largest 
forestry companies placed advertisements in newspapers urging 
landowners to plant with the slogan "No Tax, No Work". 
With most forests in Co Leitrim in the ownership of either a semi-state 
company or outside investors what income there is never recycled 
locally. 
And what of the effect on the local community? Every farm planted 
means the possibility of a family living on that farm is lost forever. The 
sustainability of the local school, the local post office, the local shop, 
the local mart, the local church, the local football team is undermined. 
The degradation of the local landscape with an alien species of tree 
(appropriately termed "Deadzone Forestry")& the loss of the 
wonderful landscape that was a feature of Co Leitrim, saps the will of 
local people to remain & discourages new families from settling. 
Damage to local roads at harvesting & the ugly defaced landscape left 
behind after clearfelling further undermines morale. 
The damage to the environment takes many forms. Already referred 
above is the damage to the visual amenity. This is accompanied by 
the loss of the flora & fauna found in the High Nature Value farmland 
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which is typically converted to forestry. The damage to water quality is 
another effect; the EPA has found acidification of waterways to be 
commonplace where the catchment has been planted. In their words, 
"Coniferous forestry is the likely cause". (see 
http://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/water/rivers/Interim%20Report_2005_
web.pdf) 

12820191022
07 

We employ 37 people in our business that is all forestry related 
and these are jobs in a rural community. 

I am the managing director of our company and I'm also a native of 
Leitrim. 
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12820191042
36 

I work for a company employing nearly 40 people in the forestry 
sector in a small village in Leitrim. This village depends hugely on 
this source of employment. 

 

12820191142
38 

I work for a company in the forestry sector. Rural Leitrim depends 
on employment in this sector. 

 

12820191230
19 

the foresty has taken over from the farming I have land around my house that has been planted and this has 
destroued my vied the farmer that did own it always had his cattle 
feeding it and was a pleasure to watch 
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12820191453
37 

1. What does Leitrim's rural economy depend on? 
Leitrim’s rural economy depends on the best use of its natural 
resources, be that farming, fishing, forestry and tourism. 
 
2. How much local resource (land, traders) does a rural 
population depend on? 
The average farm size in the border midlands and west is 27ha 
(Western Development Commission), the average forest area is 
7.5ha (Forest Service). The reality of farming in the west of 
Ireland is that majority of farmers are part time farmers, which is 
not the fault of forestry, indeed it has been our experience to date 
that forestry is supporting farming in Leitrim. This can be seen in 
our own organisation where our four forest workers, all from 
Leitrim, are all part time farmers, the flexibility and continuity that 
forestry offers allows these farmers to complete their own farm 
work before or after they start their forestry job, and also take 
time as is needed to complete seasonal work on the farm or 
attend the mart. Leitrim has a high proportion of forestry workers, 
forestry contractors that part time farmers (Crawford Brothers, PJ 
McLoughlin), local machine contractors are part time farmers, 
haulage drivers for McMorrow are part time farmers as well as 
Gerry McMorrow himself being a part time farmer, three of our 
co-op foresters are part time farmers, McCauley Wood Fuels are 
part time farmers, it would seem that farmers are struggling to 
farm full time in Leitrim (and other western counties), which pre 
dates the private forestry programme; for example the Leitrim 
Resource Survey undertaken by An Foras Taluntais (precursor to 
Teagasc) in 1978 stated in the report that “No matter how much 
agricultural development takes place, the wet drumlin region will 
remain a difficult area to farm. The wet soils, which respond but 
poorly to drainage, combined with steep slopes, restrict animal 
movement and impede mechanisation. These inherent 
drawbacks of the soil are further complicated by poor farm 
structure and an ageing population. Even if the demographic 
problems are solved and farm structure improved the farmer in 
Leitrim will remain at a disadvantage compared to his more 
fortunate counterpart on better soils. Thus, in the foreseeable 
future farming in Leitrim will continue to be more difficult than in 

DAFM 2018 - County Leitrim Forestry Facts and figures Bulletin 2018 
DAFM 2015 – Food Wise 2025: a ten year vision for the agri-food 
industry. 
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine. 
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other areas.” 
 
3. How does forestry contribute or detract from the rural 
economy? What role should forestry play in the rural economy? 
Irish forestry continues to have an increasingly important role in 
rural development by providing opportunities for diversification of 
farm income as well as well as provision of rurally based 
employment (DAFM 2015). Farmers have traditionally been the 
largest private forest owner in Leitrim, 383 farmers have 
undertaken forestry up to 2017 and for that year alone would 
have received €2.3 million in forest premia payments (DAFM 
2018), income tax free which is important farm family income and 
an important contribution to the rural economy of Leitrim. A 
further €1.2million worth of timber was sold by private owners in 
2017, this not only is important income to local forest owners but 
also to the labour force that was employed to generate this 
volume which include harvesting contractors (of which Leitrim 
would have a high share of indigenous harvesting contractors 
than most western counties), hauliers, machine contractors, 
foresters, forest workers, Forest Service inspector, Teagasc 
advisors, firewood producers, timber buyers, sawmills, panel mill 
such as Masonite etc all are a part of the forest chain to get the 
timber to market. Many of the people who work in Balcas across 
the border in Enniskillen live in Leitrim, having employment in 
Balcas allows them to live in Leitrim. Forestry not only contributes 
employment but also ecosystem services such as soil and water 
protection, habitat creation, enhanced biodiversity and carbon 
sequestration. 
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12820191722
33 

Farming and Tourism are key employers in rural Leitrim, and 
forestry detracts seriously from these two mainstays of 
employment. 

The number of small to medium farm holders and separately, the 
numbers involved in tourism throughout the whole county, not just the 
south in Carrick-on-Shannon. Just look at the number of farmers, 
marts, and separately the number of hotels, self catering & other 
classes of accommadation providing services for visiting tourists. 

12820191844
31 

The rural economy in Leitrim is surely already broken: so many 
villages without shops, post offices, transport connection, fast 
internet etc. I live in Rossinver, and there is actually not really any 
place where anyone - visitor or local - can spend money. Forestry 
in its current, predominantly monocultural, coniferous, all up all 
down form, destroys Leitrim's most valuable asset, the scenery 
with a lot of intact ecology, while at the same time isolating 
dwellers even further. A properly planned and executed 
woodland management could seriously enhance the landscape 
and leisure value of Leitrim, attracting walkers, cyclists and all 
people with special interest, however the current forestry is only 
counterproductive, polluting and destroying bogs, cultural 
heritage, streams and lakes as well as neighbourhoods without 
contributing anything. 

I live just below one such plantation. During winter the sun does not 
reach above the tree tops, thus leaving my farm (and lane) in 
permanent shade with the consequence of snow and ice not thawing 
away (and the lack of light having consequences for the mental and 
physical health). In the summer the hours of sunshine are shortened 
by the tree line, impeding our fruit and vegetable garden. My land also 
has got very wet since the forestry was first planted, probably 
diverting underground drains and streams. 
Generally the evidence has been widely published and is well known. 

12820191912
52 

Recent statistics from Failte Ireland and LCC's tourism briefing 
show that revenue from tourism in Leitrim was €38.5m in 2017. 
Official figures for the county say that 1,300 people are employed 
in the sector but CEO believes this figure is more likely 2,000 or 
25% of the countys population. I feel that tourism and farming, 
the indigenous industries in the county are the backbone of a 
sustainable economy. Recreational forestry can aid both tourist 
and locals enjoyment of the county but monoculture forestation 
can have a detrimental effect on both tourism and farming due to 
spoiled views and loss of biodiversity 

See statistics above. Heres the link to Failte Ireland statistics; 
http://www.failteIreland.ie/FailteIreland/media/WebsiteStructure/Docu
ments/3_Research_Insights/Research_reports_infographics/Profile-
of-Tourism-in-the-West-Region-2017.pdf?ext=.pdf 

12820192042
05 

The rural economy depends on farming, forestry destroys land 
that could be farmed & also destroys the natural habitat for 
animals. Even to look at it it’s horrible, Even if it was native timber 
that could be planted instead it would be a slight improvement. 

My home is surrounded by forestry & we are small farmers so I 
experience it everyday. It has drastically reduced the value of our 
house as we used to have a perfect lake view & now we can’t see the 
lake at all anymore 
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12920192000
15 

Years ago, people used to work on the forestry but there is 
nobody local working there now. The work is all done by outside 
contractors using big machinery leaving very little economic 
benefit behind to the local community. Most rural families are 
involved in farming in some way as am I. Most rural farmers are 
part time farmers and has off farm incomes. I worked in London 
in sixties until the early eighties when we came back to build a life 
in Leitrim and to look after the family farm. My wife and I worked 
so that we could support our family and most of what we earned 
was spent locally. Our children want to continue to live in North 
Leitrim. They are working in local business, nursing and helping 
at home. 
I grew up in Kiltyclougher and saw the devastation that forest 
plantations brought to our community. Farms being planted while 
neighbouring farmers couldn’t afford to buy them at the forestry 
price of 5 pounds an acre. The forestry could always afford to 
give more than the farmer. This applies still to this very day. I 
have planted some land that I couldn’t drive a tractor on. Any 
income I get from this small portion of my land gets spent locally 
in Leitrim. I’m concerned about distant farmers, non-farmers, and 
vultures taking possession of too much land in Leitrim that should 
be available for local people who 
want to contribute and remain in the local area. I’ve heard of a 
farmer that looked at who owned the forestry around him in South 
Leitrim. Out of 16 forests he found that 14 of them were owned 
by foreign companies from outside Ireland. We don’t know who 
own the land anymore. I know a contractor who got a call from a 
farmer in Tipperary about mounding a farm in Drumkeeran. We 
have huge interest from outside investors in planting conifer on 
Leitrim land. Our farmers can’t compete and are not going to be 
able invest in farming. What I experienced in Kilty is now 
widespread across the county. 
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12920192015
55 

Leitrim rural activity consists of a mixture of Farming families and 
non-farming rural dwellers. Non-farming houses have sprung up 
because farm family members choosing to live close to their 
parents and where they grew up often including our towns and 
villages. These people have strong ties to their local community 
and provide a very strong support network for each other. They 
share their identities very closely with the farming families from 
which they originated. This base rural population is responsible 
for our culture and many of our core values as Leitrim people. 
This culture is further shaped by our interaction with the rest of 
the world largely because of immigration, coming and going to 
the major cities and continents of the world and the fact that we 
tended to 
bring great partners back with us. This broad experience of the 
world has further enhanced a welcoming and diverse culture 
which in its turn has attracted many new families who wish to live 
in rural Co. Leitrim. People aren’t attracted to Leitrim because of 
money. They are here because they love this beautiful place. 
Those of us that grew up here had access to a good education in 
good schools. We went on to third level education, gained 
experience around the world and returned home to continue our 
family’s looking after our parents and so on. 
 
Our farming families while closely tied to farming through our 
identity and activity have never being totally economically reliant 
on agriculture because that activity hasn’t ever fully sustained us. 
Low farm income created the need for immigration and created 
our culture. It’s a paradox. We live here and identify the way we 
do despite poor returns from agriculture. This deficit has 
generated a 
resilience that has come to define us a group. Leitrim people 
survive and thrive because we overcome the limitations of our 
farm incomes. We work off farm, we take full time and part time 
jobs to make up for lost revenue associated with low farm 
incomes. We travel beyond our local economy so that we can 
sustain a vibrant rural economy in Leitrim. Leitrim’s people and 
the environment that we love so much is our greatest resource. 
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Much of Leitrim land was once covered by native trees. We value 
our natural landscape. It is a part of us. Connifer plantations 
served a purpose here in the past when they provided jobs for 
family men who choose not to leave for work in hard times. We 
accepted them reluctantly while grieving for the loss of the 
families the plantations replaced. A symptom of rural decline, the 
forestry was 
state owned, so people could feel the forestry at least held some 
value for the country. We observed the loss of biodiversity that 
the blanket conifers brought to all other life. We saw the fish die 
off in the rivers. These conifer plantations reflected the rural 
decline that happens during hard times. They are like a cancer on 
the landscape. They fore tell the death of our culture and the end 
of people 
living in Leitrim. To return to Leitrim is to reject the future the 
conifers offer. 
People who love this county and who want to sustain our 
population don’t willingly plant conifers. It is only in despair that 
Leitrim people resort to planting. When people get old, sick, or 
have no one to pass land on to or get into financial difficulties 
they may be forces to plant land. The forestry has always been 
subsidised by government. The forestry will always pay just a 
little more than the 
agricultural value to ensure a gradual flow of land permanently 
moving into monoculture forestry. As forestry takes more and 
more land people become scarce. Eventually isolation pushes 
out even the most hardened rural dwellers. The community of 
people striving together cannot be sustained between the 
evermore dominant patchwork of forestry. This is the story that I 
have witnessed as I have grown up in Leitrim watching areas 
around kiltyclogher be swallowed up. Without those communities 
rural villages find it difficult to sustain shop’s butchers, post 
offices, schools and pubs. Despite the resilience of people 
fighting back un-controlled state subsidised planting kills 
community’s in places like Leitrim. It is great to see people 
fighting back more than ever now. 
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13120191626
46 

Forestry has a very negative impact on Leitrim's economy. 
Agriculture has a return of €4.32 for every €1 in subsidies (UCD 
IFA study). Forestry has only a few cents for every €1. Forestry 
schould cease planing for land in Leitrim. 

Population in rural DEDs -> down. Closure of schools, shops, pubs. 
Very negative impact because of forestry. 

13120191643
58 

In moderation over afforestation has a negative effect. 
 

13120191652
01 

Less than 5% because it displaces communities and people. Some townlands have more than 30% planted or completely planted - 
and nobody lives these anymore. 

13120191708
36 

Rural economy depends on people living and working on the land 
be it part time or full time. Forestry should play no part 
whatsoever in Leitrim. Plant elsewhere. 

High emigration levels in Leitrim and the fact young trained farmers 
can't get land and can't complete with forestry. 

13120191726
11 

Tourism, forestry, hospitality, service industry, SMB's farming 
depends on schools, shops, pubs, post offices, doctor's 
surgeries, local jobs, investment in local infrastructure, should not 
be a drain on present infrastructure. Sitka does not provide jobs 
long term planting, spraying and cutting in 30 years. Forestry 
should provide permanent jobs which are sustainable. 

Roads leading into forestry are not equipped for the heavy loads and 
sizes of lorries, which leads to road damage. See the end of the 
L42301 roads need resurfacing and replacing. No fire breaks in a lot 
of cases leading to anxiety of residents. Long term pollution of land 
and water - top of list for preservation. 

13120192216
42 

Forestry takes away from tourism. Tourists do not like the look of 
clear cut forests. Forestry means less tourists = less money spent 
locally. Forests = less rural dwellers = less locals to spend money 
locally. 

We have had hundreds of visitors to our home from outside of 
Leitrim/aborad. Out of the hundreds, zero wanted to visit a rural area 
that had been clear cut. 

13120192227
01 

Be environmentally friendly and be of economical benefit to the 
local area; e.g., deciduous not coniferous e.g. agriforestry. 

Fora and fauna destruction, acidification of water ways, no rural 
employment. 

13120192234
03 

Sitka spruce foresty destroys land and communities. Properly 
funded agri-forestry, which would still allow animals to be grazed 
is the way to go. 

Worldwide examples 
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13120192245
32 

The thriving towns in Leitrim are driven by tourism, industry that 
is attracted due to availability of a high quality educated 
workforce, small businesses are mainly built on servicing the spin 
off from tourism and industry in the county most of this is not land 
dependant. Farming is and has always been the backbone of 
activity in Leitrim but due to a lack of profit from beef farmers are 
now highly dependant on government subsides and farm 
payments. Forestry plantations enhance the county from a tourist 
standpoint. New plantations are being screened with broadleafs, 
and set back from roads and rivers etc 

Department of Agriculture- Forestry & the landscape guidelines. 
The arrival of companies like Masonite & Bank of America in Leitrim 
Development of creative activities in the county a high potential area 
that has sprung up in Leitrim in the last 10 or so years. 
Ie. Newly redevloped Lough Key Forest Park 

13120192245
14 

Leitrim depends on agriculture and tourism, rural populations 
decline rapidly due to forestry taking land out of agriculture and 
forcing farmers off their own farms, closure of schools, post 
offices, garda stations and businesses. forestry plays no part in 
the rural economy 

look at the land scape of Leitrim now to what it was 100 years ago. 
decline in population, closure of businesses, towns and villages and 
polluting our water ways destroying our wild life and producing vermin. 

20120191645
30 

Tourism, Manufacturing, Farming. One-off housing needed to 
sustain rural towns/villages. 

Sustainable jobs in tourism. More than forestry jobs. 

20120191703
12 

Leitrim's rural economy depends on people and families living in 
the area. Forestry drives people out of area and closes down 
townlands. 

Once a farm is planted it contributes nothing to the economy for 20-30 
years. 

20120192232
23 

Forestry gives little employment in Leitrim. 
 

20120192245
51 

People, whatever is available at present plus a lot more. It 
contributes nothing at present. It takes people out of Leitrim. It 
should be owner occupier focused. 

I live in the community of North Leitrim. I can see the depopulation. It 
supports nothing. 

20120192304
03 

Farming land the more the better. Forestry does not require the 
same amount of local labour as farming. 

When the gate is closed on a plantation it does not require any local 
labour or material. 
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20120192316
02 

None Forest pays no taxes - local or national - no dwellers on forestry land 
using shops, schools, etc. 

20120192327
19 

New forestry no people Let Leitrim people farm the land. 

20120192338
06 

No forestry Forestry closes up the local communities and businesses 

20120192340
41 

Local school population Lesser number in schools. 

20120192348
51 

[unclear] statistics. False sense of [unclear]. Small employment 
but massive depopulation. 

Population per square mile. 

20120192355
03 

It depends on farming mainly. Forestry is putting farm land out of 
use basically. 

Look at the country side and see for yourself. 

20220190007
04 

Depends on local communities. Fully depends on them. Forestry 
contributes nothing to rural population/economy. Should play any 
role. 

Forestry leads to nothing good. 

20220190014
46 

Rural economy depends on agriculture. forestry takes away from 
agri traders, local marts, etc. forestry should only be done in 
native hardwood form. 

mart closure. local townland 100% forested. No agri activity, leads to 
rural decline and rural isolation. 
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20220190021
20 

Farming. Forestry only contributes to the person profiting from it. 
Animals and people do not. Natural native forestry contributes to 
the natural environment and all that (people and animals) around 
it. 

I live beside a spruce forestry and I walk a lot. I have seen that 
nothing grows under it an NO wildlife lives under it. It blocks out 
natural light, so nothing can grow NOTHING. 

20220190028
59 

To keep local shops and businesses open it is essential that we 
keep as many small farms viable, also for our schools, post 
offices, etc. Farmers should be allowed to plant a section of their 
own land - but no Sitka spruce. 

20% of Leitrim planted - most of it by people from outside the county. 
very little payback to the local economy. banks throwing out money for 
afforestation but not to young farmers to purchase land. 

20220190036
08 

Too late - monoculture crops destroy our environment. This gov 
policy decimates rural communities. no benefit to the Leitrim 
economy. 

school closures, rural businesses, loss of GAA clubs, destruction of 
our heritage. Destruction of habitats, pollution of our rivers and lakes. 
if you live in Leitrim the evidence is everywhere. 

20220190041
31 

farming is main economy, forestry should be not more than 5% of 
economy 

some areas have 30% forestry some townlands fully planted. 

 

Land Use 

How do you think land should be used to benefit the people of Leitrim? In your view, what makes an area suitable - or unsuitable - for 

forestry? What kind of forestry do you think would be suitable? What kind of uses do you think Leitrim is best suited to? Do you think the 

forest service policy mentioned above impacts on land use and land ownership in the county? What are these impacts? 

ResponseID Answer Evidence 

311201820363

5 

I think forests are the best land use for marginal lands and any 

land which is not in use otherwise. The benefits for the 

environment (carbon storage, fauna...) are crucial. There is also 

great benefit for human health, 'forest bathing' is a thing in 

some countries. Forest walks and trails that are open to the 

public are very important to locals and visitors in Leitrim. I would 

not still be living here if I didn't have places like Slishwood/Sligo-

Leitrim way/Burren forest/Lough Key forest park/Deerpark and 

Apologies this is just my opinion and I have no evidence. 
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others nearby. These places are priceless. There cannot be too 

much forest. 

I understand that private single species plantations such as 

spruce have no benefit to the public and clear-felling of forests 

and other common practices may be damaging to wildlife. The 

economic benefit of these practices may not justify the damage 

that is done. It would be advisable to encourage more 

sustainable forestry of mixed species and gradual harvesting 

which is how forests are traditionally managed in other places. 

Although his may need forestry courses and education. 

131120181554

21 

The land should be used to provide for the people - to build 

community resilience against the effects of climate change or 

economic shocks. Ideally the community could become self-

reliant for vital resources without compromising the 

environment or tourism potential. 

The areas most suitable for forestry are those unsuitable for any 

other form of agriculture - however, the definition of agriculture 

needs to be expanded to include regenerative practices - where 

sustainable woodland development could form the framework 

for same practices. The right trees or the right crops on the right 

land. 

The most suitable forestry would be short rotation coppice 

willow or alder on riparian & waterlogged land - sustainable 

agroforestry & continuous cover practices on higher land.  

Leitrim is mostly a landscape of outstanding natural beauty, it 

would be best suited to ensure it stays that way. 

I think the current Forest Service policy is genocidal in its 

application - a clear & present danger to the well-being of future 

generations. 

For visual reference - observe any river flow in the county & note the foaming on 

the water - the effect of rock phosphate fertilizer from monoculture plantations. 

The herbicides & insecticides are not visible but will also be present. 

171120180031

17 

We should be growing our native hardwood trees focused at the 

level of the family farm not commercial plantation forestry 

where vulture funds take the land out of local community use.  

The environmental destruction of plantation forestry of which Leitrim is the worst 

example 
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191120181901

29 

Loch key forest park is well known throughout the country, all 

forests in Leitrim could be made into walkways, educational 

trails for all, e.g.- adults, school children people with intellectual 

and physical disabilities. Mixed native trees are better for the 

environment. Maybe bring in more dears and eagles and make it 

all a national park with some animal and bird breeding 

programs. An area for study in bio diversity, maybe there is 

funding for that. 

There is loads of research to back up that monoculture is disastrous for the 

environment on so many levels, so it would be good to try and fix that now and 

make some finance out of it. 

291120181733

42 

Forestry in Leitrim at present is almost entirely mono-culture.  A 

move to deciduous trees, mainly native species, would make a 

huge difference to forests and make it possible for them to have 

multiple uses - tourism, crafts, specialised industries, etc. 

Sitka Spruce is banned in some countries, it is so non-environmentally friendly.  No 

birds, other flora or fauna in existing forests.  Wood produced is low-grade and has 

few uses.  Hardwood is rarely produced. 

112201821213

5 

If the ground is deemed marginal for shallow root crop 

agriculture, is most certainly not good for trees. The ground is 

clay based with little, or shallow top soil. The ancient drainage 

planning for fields is ruined. The ground floods. 

Its cattle country, but due to EU restrictions cannot farm 

accordingly. 

Fast turn over crops would be ideal for the Leitrim climate and 

land. Yes, HEMP. 

I live in the middle of forestry on top of a hill. Some of which has now been 

removed, as it just blows over. The ground, and its drainage is destroyed. No 

consideration was given to the property, and its slow sink into the bottom of a big 

green swimming pool. 

212201802340

2 

Again, this is terrible  Claim back incentives  

212201812241

5 

The forestry currently planted if maintained properly would 

below suitable. As per my previous answer, yes. Forestry is 

having a devastating effect on land use and ownership, older 

generations without heirs are choosing to plant prime 

agricultural land due to the financial incentives. This is making it 

extremely difficult for younger generations to access agriculture 

as the land purchase price is making it a lot harder to make 

common agriculture profitable. 

Please research forestry plantations in Scandinavia and see how the same land is 

creating equivalent product through good management, instead of taking away 

agricultural lands. 

 

Personal experience. 

212201822453

3 

I'm beginning to think these questions are being phrased in 

favour of forestry. A lot of the land may be marginal but it’s 

Here we go again with the stats and figures. I work in a company (East Coast) with 

16 engineers and 2 of them have invested in forestry funds. Guaranteed 
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perfectly suitable for suckler cows and sheep. This also sustains 

wildlife that has evolved to make perfect use of this "marginal 

ground", or more so than that of Sitka spruce covered acres. 

Leitrim is the soft target for funds looking to get year after year 

taxpayer funded grants and best value in buying ground to do 

so. Forestry is sold as a way of farm diversity I'd say that's just a 

cover up for wealthy people being able to outbid local farmers 

with a guaranteed return over x number of years. 

percentage grant return every year and then a cut of the final crop. No work 

required and that money ain't ever heading west 

312201812091

5 

Leitrim is a brilliant county to grow timber, high growth rates, 

high quality timber, land is capable of growing a crop to full 

rotation with no chemical fertiliser required unlike agriculture 

where Leitrim land needs high input of chemical fertiliser to 

grow grass well. 

the one big problem I see is the loss of Leitrim land being sold to 

outside investors and the potential for this land to provide 

money that will circulate in the rural community is lost. forests 

planted in Leitrim by local people contribute to a sustainable 

rural economy. 

Leitrim can arguably grow the most profitable conifers in Europe. the current 

department afforestation scheme does not encourage broadleaf planting in a 

sustainable manner in Leitrim, so people should not be forced into something that 

will not provide a long-term future for their family and the next generations. 

312201816140

1 

I favour native Irish trees, for farmers and nonfarmers 
 

612201812084

2 

Forestry should only be permitted where a farmer who has 

farmed his land for at least 15 years wishes to supplement 

his/her income by planting. The land should be offered for sale 

and if no buyer is found then planting should be allowed where 

no other farmer wishes to farm the land. Outside private 

interests should be excluded from planting Leitrim land.  

I'm from a farming family and see local farmers suffering at the hands of outside 

interests. 

171220180808

26 

Lack of biodiversity in forestry planning is a very serious issue 

regarding the impact on Leitrim’s land and private planting 

needs to be investigated by Leitrim County Council.  

UN environmental forestry guidelines and research.  

191220182303

03 

Planting rotations of Sitka Spruce will help improve the soil, 

forestry is becoming more and more diverse in terms of 

continuous cover forests and other Silviculture systems, the 

Again, BSc in Forestry 
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improvement of the soil in these marginal lands will open the 

areas that are currently planted in Leitrim with Sitka Spruce to 

be planted with native species like oak 

221220181646

12 

The proliferation of forestry has impacted negatively on the 

desire of people to live in rural Leitrim.  Apart from those who 

are farming, it also affects others who would desire to live in 

rural Leitrim. There is a ghostly eeriness about forests. It is a 

reminder of the "big house” with its walls and trees surrounding 

landed estates. You weren't meant to live anywhere near there. 

Keep Out! Traditional farming does not displace people or have 

a negative visual affect.  

It is plain to see people want to move away as the forests approach them. 

301201903362

6 

(1) It should be examined with the intention of developing it to 

its maximum potential. The area of a farm that can give a better 

return under forestry can be planted and if the remainder can be 

put to better use, then set about finding that better use. 

(2) Access to roads, free draining soil, low elevation, shape of 

area(not too narrow). 

Drainage problems, exposure to wind, presence of power lines, 

proximity of rivers or lakes noted for amenity or fishing. 

(3) 70% Sitka spruce or Norway spruce and 30% hardwood, alder 

of birch or  sycamore or mixture of these. 

(4) It is best suited to the suckler cow, sheep rearing and 

forestry. 

(5) The forest service policy impacts on land use as it provides 

the farmer with alternatives. The policy enables him/her to earn 

the best return from the farm regardless of the quality of the 

land. 

The policy may impact on land ownership as it enables a farmer 

of advancing years to afforest his land rather than sell it. By 

doing this the farmer can collect the premium, benefit from the 

thinning and clear-fell and then bequeath the forest.  

Usually a farmer selling land is not concerned with its future use and is only anxious 

to get the market value of the land. 

Possession is important to some, and the fact that when the land is afforested and 

a premium paid while ownership is preserved is an attractive outcome to many 

farmers. 

301201903383

9 

(1) It should be examined with the intention of developing it to 

its maximum potential. The area of a farm that can give a better 

Usually a farmer selling land is not concerned with its future use and is only anxious 

to get the market value of the land. 
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return under forestry can be planted and if the remainder can be 

put to better use, then set about finding that better use. 

(2) Access to roads, free draining soil, low elevation, shape of 

area(not too narrow). 

Drainage problems, exposure to wind, presence of power lines, 

proximity of rivers or lakes noted for amenity or fishing. 

(3) 70% Sitka spruce or Norway spruce and 30% hardwood, alder 

of birch or  sycamore or mixture of these. 

(4) It is best suited to the suckler cow, sheep rearing and 

forestry. 

(5) The forest service policy impacts on land use as it provides 

the farmer with alternatives. The policy enables him/her to earn 

the best return from the farm regardless of the quality of the 

land. 

The policy may impact on land ownership as it enables a farmer 

of advancing years to afforest his land rather than sell it. By 

doing this the farmer can collect the premium, benefit from the 

thinning and clear-fell and then bequeath the forest.  

Possession is important to some, and the fact that when the land is afforested and 

a premium paid while ownership is preserved is an attractive outcome to many 

farmers. 

110120190026

11 

Using the land in Leitrim for forestry instantly provides rural 

employment by creating jobs in planting, management, 

harvesting, haulage, processing, admin, sales, and machine 

maintenance. Helping to keep people living locally and 

preventing communities diminishing. One example, McMorrow 

Haulage, a haulage contractor based in Dowra, employee 38 

people and has grown with the growth of forestry in the county.  

 

Looking at forestry for the perspective of biomass, my family 

business is steadily growing on the back of forestry growth and 

has the potential to provide huge renewable energy 

opportunities and help meet carbon reduction obligations.  

 

In 2018 we produced enough biomass from local forestry to heat 

the equivalent of 10% of the houses in Leitrim. In 2019, we 
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believe we will double that figure as a result of improved 

machine capacity. We have sufficient capacity in our current 

setup to meet 50% of the heating need, provided we can source 

the forestry material locally - Leitrim would be benefiting hugely 

from forestry if it was providing secure, sustainable and carbon 

neutral heating for equivalent of 50% of all the households in 

the whole county.  

 

Note, the material used to produce biomass does not compete 

with or reduce the amount of material going for commercial 

sawmilling, biomass material is in addition to this and is an extra 

product stream for forestry.  

 

In addition to employment and renewable energy, tourism could 

also benefit from forestry with things such as bike trails. There 

are many examples in other areas of well managed forestry. 

These can bring huge volumes of people for special events.  

 

Considering the growth rates for forestry in Leitrim relative not 

only to the rest of Ireland, but the rest of Europe, Leitrim clearly 

has an advantage for growing trees. Added that land in Leitrim is 

obviously at a disadvantage in terms of land quality for other 

types farming enterprises, I consider it is understandable how 

forestry is suitable for Leitrim.  

 

The type of trees planted must be economically viable. It would 

be great to plant exclusively hardwoods but given the crop life 

cycle and cash turnaround time, it is difficult to make sense and 

means hardwood will usually only be planted where there is a 

keen desire to plant hardwood. When we decided to plant 

forestry on the poorer performing section of our farm, we 

planted hardwood as we seen an opportunity to make economic 

sense of it through our biomass business.  
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110120191147

28 

Mixed native woodland is obviously most beneficial to the land 

and thus, the people. Acidic, peat land is only going to become 

more 'marginal' after planting forestry so in 100 years’ time all 

that will be left is rock (shallow rooting trees on sloping land 

results in soil erosion. This forestry soil, containing vast amounts 

of pesticides will run off into waterbodies). Leitrim does not 

have suitable land to compete with other farmers around 

Ireland. The country is being geared towards intensive 

agriculture and the country is awash with pollutants. Leitrim 

already has drained land and applied massive amounts of 

pesticides (found in groundwater) and still farmers are 

encouraged to do more/be bigger. It is understandable that 

farmers will do what they can to earn a living, it is policy that 

needs to change and as much grant should be aided to mixed 

forestry as monoculture forestry. Leitrim should be one massive 

SAC/SPA and farmers should be rewarded for farming 

responsibly and with regard to the environment. Maybe this will 

offset some of the terrible farming practices elsewhere.  

I do think that the forest service policy impacts on land use and 

ownership. People are being paid well to plant forestry or to sell 

up to private forestry services. More money for mixed forestry is 

needed!! 

This has also been a problem in New Zealand where I lived in 2009/2010. Lots of 

toxic erosion to waterways after forestry was felled. Evidence is supported by peer 

reviewed scientific papers.  

110120192337

34 

Land in Leitrim should put to optimal use and sub-optimal uses 

shouldn't be favoured or protected at the cost of others. 

Optimal uses can be measured in monitory, social and 

environmental ways, however, the latter two are more difficult 

to measure. The majority of Leitrim's climax vegetation would be 

forest of one sort or another, therefore, in theory most of the 

land area of the county would be suitable for forestry. However, 

from an optimal use point of view it should be targeted to 

certain areas. Such areas would be where it provides the optimal 

economic land use and / or environmental benefit. The best kind 

of forest that Leitrim is suited to would be one that is certified 

The Forest Service statistic on afforestation by owner type for Co Leitrim. 
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by the FSC and / or the PEFC. I understand it to be the case that 

the Forest Service policy at one stage did favour farmers, but the 

uptake was low and hence the change. The impact has been for 

investors to enter the market. While investor activity has 

increased they are still way behind the farmers who choose to 

plant.         

120120191607

58 

I think unsustainable subsidies for sheep and cattle on the poor 

land and hills should be reduced or removed in time. Uplands 

should be let go wild and be a haven for wildlife. Uplands should 

be opened up far walkers and tourists thus bringing in a new 

income stream for the communities. Conifer plantations should 

be consolidated, and the number of new plantations reduced. 

Broadleaved planting should be increased dramatically with a 

strong deer management plan alongside.  

Rewinding projects across Europe have seen tourism and walkers bringing more 

money into the local economy that marginal farming could. 

160120191731

19 

Leitrim can easily sustain one third forest cover which is the 

average forest cover in Europe. Further forest cover should be a 

mix of Sitka spruce and broad leaves to sustain the level of forest 

action  

Industry knowledge  

160120192109

08 

A wide variety of land use for best suited practise is beneficial in 

every community. Where land is intended for commercial 

agricultural use soil types, productivity and potential revenues 

should be considered in determining land use. Land in Leitrim 

has proven itself to be very productive forestry land and can 

produce excellent revenues as compared to other agricultural 

practises. Forest service policy is the same for every county in 

Ireland and follows the principles of sustainable forest 

management in social, economic and environmental aspects of 

practise. A decision to plant is based on economic evidence not 

forest service policy. 

As a chartered surveyor and valuer with over 20 years in valuing different types of 

land use and with particular expertise in forestry valuations it is clearly evident that 

marginal land in all counties can produce higher rates of revenue than other 

agricultural practises. 

170120190909

38 

The land should be used for growing economically profitable 

conifers with multiple benefits. 

The forest service has a rigorous system of ensuring all planting meets these 

multiple benefits.  
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170120191109

48 

When calling land "marginal" there is a risk to follow this train of 

thought by saying "it is only good enough for ...." I have heard a 

forest inspector visiting my broadleaf forest say, "Leitrim land is 

only good for Sitka spruce". The difficulty is that from a short 

term and financial point of view he is right. But I had another 

forest inspector visit me saying that this approach lacks long 

term vision and creativity. And I share this view. 

Leitrim and Ireland as a whole, doesn't have a long forestry 

tradition like in other countries in Europe. There are no vast old 

broadleaf plantations in Ireland. The cycles of broadleaf forestry, 

which for species like oak take hundreds of years, are not in 

place, and so it is hard to establish a new industry when one 

must wait for so long. And I see that this is Irelands main 

problem, it has to take that first hump in the road, of basically 

put land for hundreds of years "out of commission" to establish 

a new industry. That requires boldness and vision. 

Labels like "marginal" are detrimental to forming a vision. In the 

eyes of nature there is no such thing. When working with nature 

one has to abide by the rules of nature. Oak is not a species that 

naturally colonizes a grassland. But we expect it to do well when 

we plant it, it doesn't always work that way. In nature any 

"marginal" land is made "not marginal" by pioneering species 

like alder and birch, but it takes them their entire life-span to do 

so. And this where the problem arises, we feel we don't have 

that time. We want solutions NOW, we want timber NOW, and 

above all we want money NOW. 

Nature operates on its own time frame, we have to harmonise 

to it, not the other way around. And as long as we don't get that 

we will keep making mistakes. 

Experiential evidence through working with broadleaf forestry 

170120191113

42 

They bring jobs Production forestry supports jobs 

170120191145

49 

Establish local contractors, let local people and hauliers gain 

economically from the plantations. 

There are well established hauliers in Leitrim but there could also be forest 

contractors managing, thinning and felling the forests. 
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170120191325

06 

Leitrim land should be used to generate the best economic 

return for the residents of Leitrim and if that is deemed by its 

owner to be sheep grazing or forestry then that freedom to 

make that decision should be applauded - we do not live in 

Mao's China! If conifer forestry is deemed by the owner to make 

the best economic sense, then that decision should be 

applauded and supported. It is not fair to expect a land owner to 

use his land to please other people. Similarly it would not be fair 

to expect a farmer to be forced to raise badgers instead of sheep 

because they "look nice". 

Leitrim should be focused on positioning itself as the ecological 

capital of Ireland with an emphasis on its tourist potential for 

greenways and its potential to attract employment based on 

bio-economy technology. 

In terms of the forest service policy, it is a national policy and 

benefits land owners in Leitrim as much as it benefits land 

owners in Longford. Land ownership in Leitrim is determined by 

many factors and not just the forest service policies. The concept 

of restricting ownership, which some extreme Marxists have 

recently proposed, would negatively impact on Leitrim farmers 

owning land in Roscommon, Cavan, Longford and Sligo. 

Common sense, constitutional law and a belief in the inherent business acumen of 

people in Leitrim 

170120191452

07 

I think local people should be more involved as it is seen that 

outsiders are coming into the county buying up land, planting 

and not contributing or considering the local community. The 

majority of the land planted is marginal and is suitable for 

planting, but it should be treated the same way as agricultural 

land as regard to subsidies and encourage locals to look at 

forestry. 

The evidence is that forestry has been more successful than farming in the 

marginal areas otherwise people from outside the county would not be investing 

their money in forestry. 

170120191507

23 

I think it's so cynical that commercial forestry comes under a law 

that I presume was supposed to protect Ireland's natural 

woodland, as in once trees are planted the area must always be 

forest. 

Communities disappear when farms turn into forestry. I think it 
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would be great if commercial forestry was limited to Ireland's 

native trees and so-called marginal land be left for sheep 

farming or left to return to natural biodiversity, which could 

then become tourism areas of natural beauty 

180120192315

57 

The land should be used as the owner sees fit as long as it 

follows all guidelines whether that be forestry or standard 

farming. you hear a lot of people who aren't considering forestry 

or have no land shouting for more native woodlands, they don't 

seem to realise or care that most people who plant commercial 

forestry are doing so because they need to make a living along 

with providing for their pension or their kids future. There seems 

to be a large anti spruce group as there non-native, yet they 

have no problem with non-native livestock. Leitrim is very lucky 

to be very suited to forestry giving land owners if they choose 

another option. The forest service policy does allow outside 

investors buy land in the county to forest which I’d prefer wasn't 

the case but I’m not a farmer so should I not be able to get the 

same premium if I could afford a few acres that I wanted to 

plant as say my brother in law who is a farmer, if he bought a 

few acres for the same purpose.  

Asking for evidence of what I think seems strange, there my views based on living 

in Leitrim and my experiences 

120201917244

3 

Leitrim is perfect for forestry. The forest service rules with 

85%conifers and 15% deciduous is a good mix of getting the best 

monetary value from the land and complimenting biodiversity. 

There can be the family forest as well as the family farm, to pass 

down through the generations. 

Timber is nature’s answer to building homes from an entirely renewable resource 

121201921362

8 

Farmers should get same Grant's to farm land as do the forestry. 

They should be encouraged to remain in farming and not plant 

land because once land is planted it can never be farm again. 

Young farmers get no grants to help them stay in farming and forestry get 100% 

grant tax free 

122201912071

6 

As much of our land is marginal we cannot expect to be 

maintained in a subsistence existence by taxpayers’ money. We 

have to use our lard to grow the most suitable and beneficial 

When the UK leaves the EU, there will be even less support over the coming 

decades for subsistence farming. We in Leitrim have to move on and embrace what 

we are good at. Tourism; green image; and profitable use of our land. 
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crop. In many cases this is forestry. Provided that forestry is 

properly balanced we should encourage more growing. 

122201916111

7 

It is disappointing that this survey is designed in such a bias way 

with leading questions to solicit a particular response. 

Nevertheless, I believe that land should be used for the benefit 

of the owner - not for 'the people of Leitrim'. Who are the 

'people of Leitrim? - they are individuals trying to make a living 

and if they hold an asset such as land they need to be able to 

derive an income from that land or if they do not have family 

members interesting in farming, they should be allowed to sell 

the land and realise its value. Individuals should not be 

intimidated when they try to sell or plant their land just because 

someone has a different view. I believe all areas are suitable for 

forestry subject to any planning laws and restrictions. There 

should be a mix of broad leaf plantations and softwoods such as 

spruce. It is regrettably that when private forestry commenced 

25-30 years ago that mistakes were made. Ireland has no history 

of forestry and all of this was new. Trees were planted too close 

to roads, houses and too many people who planted their land 

sold sites in the corner of the field that are now overgrown with 

trees. There have also been poor practices in terms of species 

mix in the early days along with poor practices in terms of 

thinning forests to realise their full value. These mistakes are 

now coming back to haunt us as those trees come to maturity. 

Notwithstanding that, the forest practices and regulations have 

improved which should see better management as these older 

forests are harvested and planted with new forests. 

22 years in the industry along with living in an area which is heavily planted. 

122201922182

6 

Broadleaf and hardwood better for biodiversity See any reference site and biodiversity Ireland portal and birdwatch Ireland for rare 

species and hen Harrier sites etc 

123201910014 Farm subsidies should be more tied into land improvements, any 

land that is planted with spruce after the trees are mature and 

felled the land is worthless and unsightly and is lost for 

generations. The investors who gain from this don't care about 

The visual isolation and seeing nothing only dark ugly trees every day contributes 

to ill health, it's the same scene every day, with deciduous trees scenes change 

with the seasons, forest fires and road blocks by fallen trees and damage to the 

local roadway. 
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the aftermath or the hardship, isolation and especially mental 

illness that their industry has inflicted on the people who have 

homes close by, 

123201911381

3 

There should be a mix of land uses in any county. Production 

forestry is well suited to the Irish conditions and has the best 

impact on the rural economy due to the activity needed to 

maintain and harvest it. I don't think the forest service policy has 

a massive impact on land use or ownership. 

Every landowner has a right to use their land in a way that is productive and money 

making for them. I think forestry is a viable option for people. In some cases, it is 

the only viable option for people because their sons and daughters can’t get jobs in 

rural Ireland. My generation has to move to Dublin or at least the nearest big town 

or city in order to get employed - as much as we may want to stay at home on the 

farm - we can’t. Planting a bit of land at home keeps the land in the family and 

means less maintenance. 

123201914232

4 

It’s the land owner choice on what he wishes to do with his own 

land. As long as the regulations and guidelines for the follow. 

Land is an asset and should be used to provide a benefit for the 

owner whether social, environmental, health or economic. The 

land in Leitrim is suitable currently of sheep farming, forestry 

and tourism. The climate and land type impacts on land use and 

land ownership. The window for carrying out farming works is 

shorter and the benefit less than carrying outs similar works in 

other counties.  

This has led to more farmer buying / renting land in more 

productive areas and planting or selling the less productive land 

in Leitrim. 

 

123201921031

5 

No more forestry in Leitrim it is already overplanted. 
 

123201923124

9 

As stated land in Leitrim marginal i.e. very low agricultural 

output even with inputs of fertilizer/ slurry and drainage. Very 

few full-time farmers exist in Leitrim and most farming activity 

occurs at the weekends. Leitrim has an active land market and 

has a significant percentage of farmland unmanaged. This clearly 

shows there is a declining interest in farming. Current farming 

activity in Leitrim is heavily subsidized by off farm income and is 

therefore a lifestyle choice. Marginal farming is not sustainable 

From living in Leitrim and working in the forest industry and driving around the 

countryside seven days a week. 
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economically as is self-evident i.e. people leaving the land. 

Hence the land market in Leitrim. 

 

Commercial forestry was introduced as an alternative land use 

and is proving very successful for those engaged or are engaging 

in it both through subsidy to transition land use and through 

favourable taxation.  

 

If the Forest Service Policy had not been applied to Leitrim 30 

years ago we could be looking at an additional 19% of land cover 

being unmanaged, no Masonic factory, no forestry contractor 

businesses, no haulage business and no downstream timber 

processing employment. 

123201923325

1 

It is good to have diversity therefore farming and forestry can 

work together. In a lot of situation farming on its own will not 

provide a good enough income but when paired with forestry it 

does. In Leitrim 15% of forestry planted in 2017 was 

broadleaves. 

Forest premiums received by farmers in Leitrim in 2017 amounted to €2,337,937. 

124201902325 If farmers are willing it could be used for crops, nice country 

walks, and on suitable areas for the rearing of cattle. 

A nice walk I go on is by the old rail line in Dromahair, it has lovely old trees on 

each side, then the river is on one side and farms on the other, thus making the 

area good for the people of the area and farming to exist beside each other. 

124201913294

1 

Not all land has to benefit the people around it - normal 

business don't have to look to neighbours to carry on expansion 

etc. I think that forestry is best suited to outlying, isolated and 

mountainy areas, where there is little viability. Unfortunately, 

Leitrim’s land type lays itself open to forestry. I think the forest 

service policy wont impact on land ownership if other methods 

of income have failed 

Again, so many people getting out of farming as land is too hilly, or too isolated to 

make a real income possible. Forestry premiums put food on the table where other 

types of farming fail. It keeps the landowner on his land 

124201915103

7 

Unfortunately, land quality in Leitrim is not suitable for certain 

types of farming and may not produce high yields but the option 

of forestry for many land owners provides a secure income 

Family members have opted for forestry as a guaranteed income for their land that 

would be otherwise deemed idle or useless 
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124201915393

3 

Leitrim’s land type is predominantly marginal making it 

unsuitable for farming enterprises such as tillage, dairy, 

fattening. It is however very suitable for foresting which can 

provide land owners with a secure income and increase land 

value 

Land owners receive grants for planting, providing a guaranteed income along with 

increasing the value of their land. 

124201917034

5 

A large majority of Leitrim’s land type is unsuitable for farming 

purposes, so instead the farmers can plant their land and get a 

secure income which they otherwise would not have. 

Land owners receive grants for planting their land which gives them a stable and 

secure tax-free income for up to 15 years. Farmers can also retain their single farm 

payment entitlements. 

124201922351

2 

Planting should be based on a diversity of trees. why is this the 

policy? "When land is planted with forestry, it must be replanted 

after the trees are felled" 

The fact that the policy is so bad (just like this survey. Are you trying to put people 

off replying? ) 

125201912340

8 

Land should be used for forestry and for the benefit of the 

community through natural walkways / cycle areas / running 

paths 

There is a young fit population who need areas to work out 

125201915404

6 

The most fertile land would probably be best for commercial 

farming, though the holding needs to be economically viable. I 

think it’s the owner of the land that decides what they will use 

their land for. Whatever use for either fertile or less fertile if has 

to be of an economic size to survive in commercial farming. 

The acreage owned/farmed by farmers in the UK and of a reasonable size in order 

to provide an income. Are farm sizes too small in Leitrim and will require 

consolidation for whatever commercial activity is done 

125201917392

0 

The benefit for the people has to take into account who owns it 

and their rights, and the constitution recognises and gives 

protection to the rights of landowners. The land should be used 

to benefit the people directly in providing an economic return to 

the owners who spend money in the locality through using the 

land. If the land is not productive, the owners are not going to 

be able to spend money they don't have so the best use is to use 

the land productively. As to what makes an area suitable or not 

for forestry, there are professional foresters who are better 

placed than me to give a correct answer. We need to look at the 

type of land and whether it is best used to bring jobs and people 

back on a sustainable basis. I think that Forest Service policy is in 

relation to getting something achieved and cannot discriminate 

CSO population statistics 
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between farmers and non-farmers. Land which is not being used 

to its best use is not going to help bring jobs back if small 

marginal landholdings are being held back. The impact of not 

having activity is further depopulation and rural decline and 

communities die. 

125201922462

0 

Suited to sheep and very suitable to hemp, cattle in parts will 

grow broadleaf despite what the forestry companies are 

saying,tourism 

We in inhfa have done research on this 

125201923031

7 

I think there should be a law on height of forest, fast growing 

crops like bio willow should be grown and harvested every 

couple of year for year, more tourist initiative's as there is a 

traditional culture which has sustained and survived in Leitrim 

for many years crafts and trad music ect... which needs to be 

harnessed and supported more by not wasting the land to mono 

crops that diminish the animal and wild nature that was Leitrim, 

the drop-in tourism in the last 10 years, the decline of local shops and post offices, 

the drop in social networks and pubs in towns, the number of ghost towns or 

unoccupied new or half-built houses that are empty. 

125201923034

0 

Organic farming and tourism hill walking would be preferable I see more conifer planting all the time and people being driven out because the 

forestry is ugly dark and depressing. Also destroys flora and fauna 

125201923374

9 

Forestry should not be considered where adjoining land is being 

farmed efficiently. Financial institutions give preference to 

forestry over agri. Leitrim is best suited to tourism and small agri 

enterprises 

personal experience with banks 

126201900428 The policy is too vague and has attracted people principally on 

an investment return and not environmental and social impact. 

More emphasis and better returns should be placed on native 

forests that primarily exist to be there for the long term, not as a 

cash crop. Producing wood which isn’t fit for much else than 

pallet production should not be the aim of forestry policy. And 

no other agricultural practice would be allowed when it creates 

such a social and visual impact. A wind turbine can’t be erected 

because it’s an eyesore on the landscape, yet someone’s home 

can be totally engulfed within a forest of trees? It doesn’t sound 

like a very just system. 

What I see in my local area. Whole areas are blacked out in forestry. 
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126201910285

8 

The impacts of forestry are on both the communities and the 

wildlife and ecology of the region. If forestry is the only land use 

suitable for an area deciduous trees and preferably coppicing 

which allows the wildlife to survive should only be allowed. Our 

uplands support curlews, harriers and many other birds and 

wildlife. Covering these areas with conifers destroys these 

habitats without creating jobs or benefits to Leitrim. These areas 

can be used for tourism via wildlife parks, bird watching 

holidays, hill walking etc. 

If there is forestry there should be no forestry within 1/2km of 

roads to ensure that people are not isolated from their 

communities 

We are losing our protected wild birds due to disappearing habitats. 

Rural communities are spread apart, when you can't see your neighbours you lose 

touch and you can't keep an eye on the elderly and other at-risk people in your 

communities. 

126201913203

1 

Deciduous trees. They are sustainable and build the soil instead of depleting it and acidifying it. 

127201915044

2 

Coillte do not abide by the rules as the majority of trees planted 

are above 300m and are right on the river sides. Especially seen 

on route to Lough Melvin where fish stock in recent years have 

reduced dramatically!! If forest had to be planted, natural 

hardwood should be used as it helps sustain wildlife and does 

not poison everything surrounding it. 

As above 

127201918175

8 

Unsuitable for most upland areas particularly in North Leitrim as 

they are particularly scenic...therefore there is a visual impact. 

Monoculture forests block views. 

Affect watercourses. 

Coillte mono culture afforestation has been planted in unsightly square blocks and 

when clear felled left as ugly landscape. 

An exception to this is Milltown and Ballyglass woods and part of Glenfarne 

demesne where existing pockets of hardwoods were left, and a replanting is 

visually attractive as it is interspersed with march.  

Replantation was keep back from main watercourses and roads but very few 

promised amenities developed...except by community 

127201921535

2 

The Irish forestry guidelines are completely divergent from the 

EU water quality and habitats directives. Because the 

government is funding the programme is has not kept in line 

with the requirements under these directives. Forestry should 

be kept in the hands of local farmers and landowners and they 

Work carried out by CRANN and Pro Silva Ireland and other bodies have long 

demonstrated the benefits of having diverse forests and planting higher value 

deciduous woodlands 
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should practice sustainable forestry such as those espoused by 

Pro Silva and those embodied in Agro Forestry 

128201975916 We need The RIGHT TREES, in the RIGHT PLACES, owned & 

managed by the RIGHT PEOPLE. 

 

The Right Trees: Broadleaf trees which enhance the landscape 

where conifers despoil it, Broadleaf trees which repay care in 

growing & pruning with valuable timber suitable for a variety of 

uses.  

 

The Right Places: If we are to preserve rural communities in the 

county we need to retain diversity in land use. Blanketing whole 

townlands with forestry (even broadleaved forestry) will 

inevitably drive people out. Forestry should only be approved as 

part of a mixed landscape with stringent setback distances from 

roads & houses. 

 

The Right People: Not matter how well suited to the landscape, 

no matter how supportive of diverse flora & fauna, no matter 

how carefully & sustainably managed, no forest will be of 

benefit to the local community unless it is retained in local 

ownership. Grants for afforestation should only be given to 

people who can prove long-term residency in the District 

Electoral Division (DED) where the forest is to be located or in a 

contiguous DED. NB this should not be interpreted as being 

underpinned by xenophobia or racism. The key test should be 

residency; not citizenship. 

The place names in the county give repeated testimony to the rich variety of native 

trees that can grow here. A quick survey of only one Civil Parish (Cloonclare) gives 

Ballaghnabehy (Birch); Camderry (Oak); Cullentragh (Holly); Druminshin (Ash); 

Glenfarne (Alder). The frequency of place names which include "Derry" (an oak 

wood) gives the lie to assertions by the Forest Service and forestry companies that 

broadleaf trees will not thrive in Co Leitrim. Poplar is a tree with excellent 

commercial properties which is often seen self-seeded after clear-felling of 

conifers. 

 

The need to retain a patchwork landscape is self-evident and other objectives of 

the County Development Plan such as tourism & agriculture cannot be met unless a 

diverse landscape is retained. 

 

As to the importance of local ownership, a cursory knowledge of Irish history in 

which the evils of absentee landlordism feature prominently ought to be 

persuasive enough of the need for protecting what is, by international standards, 

an unusually democratic model of land ownership. 

128201910220

7 

The land should be used in a way to support all aspects of our 

community and our farmers should consider planting a poorer 

section of the farm which will give a much-needed income to 

support the Leitrim farmer and help ensure our farmers future. 

I am a farmer and I have carried out the above. 
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128201910423

6 

Farmers should consider planting their land if they have no other 

use for it. This would give farmers an Income for their future. 

 

  

128201911423

8 

Farmers should use their land to get the maximum potential out 

of the land. And some areas of poorer land are only suitable to 

be planted. 

 

128201912301

9 

No, I don't think forest is much good to Leitrim. Forestry is only 

being planted by lazy farmers who don't care for the wild life 

that is around my house one example is the Curlew. They just 

want handy money 

The man who planted the land beside me is a publican and has no interest in 

farming 

128201914533

7 

1. How do you think land should be used to benefit the people of 

Leitrim? 

The people of Leitrim have property rights and should be free to 

choose the best economic use of their land that suits their 

circumstances in line with both the law and local and national 

policy. As a landowner you are a custodian of land for future 

generations. It should be managed in accordance with local and 

national legislation, policy and environmental considerations 

etc. 

2. In your view, what makes an area suitable - or unsuitable - for 

forestry? 

Mary Reynolds, Chelsea flower show winner and author of “The 

Garden Awakening” wrote that all lands want to be forest, and if 

we were to look back to the island of Ireland before man arrived 

it was all forest mainly of Oak and Pine (a conifer). Areas that are 

suitable for forestry depend on the land type, environmental 

sensitivities, the owner’s long-term plan and objectives, the 

county development plan, legislation etc, all of this is considered 

before 

a forest can be established. There are examples of older forests 

planted in the 1980s when private forestry was in its infancy and 

the same level of scrutiny did not exist, however that is not the 
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case for the last 25 years, and it is fair to say that any house that 

is surrounded by forestry since then is most likely because the 

trees were there first and the house was built amongst them. 

It is known that it is not suitable to afforest blanket or raised 

bogs, but one must be cognisant of the fact the reason some of 

these were originally planted in the 1940s to 70s was part of a 

social forestry programme i.e. to create employment in western 

counties. It is also not suitable to afforest Natura sites (SPA and 

NHA, SAC is allowable with native woodland). 

 

3. What kind of forestry do you think would be suitable? 

The types of forests that are suitable are those which are 

planted to suit the soil, the species must be suit the site type. In 

an SAC for example the only type of woodland that is allowable 

is native woodland. If the soil, climate and local climate and 

conditions can support the establishment and growth of the 

intended forest, and if it is planted in line with all the required 

setbacks, guidelines, consultation, regulations etc and fulfils the 

owner’s wishes then it is a suitable forest? 

 

4. What kind of uses do you think Leitrim is best suited to? 

The market normally decides, if people cannot earn a viable 

living in Leitrim then Leitrim will lose its people. We know that 

forestry is complimenting farmers and local landowners’ 

incomes in Leitrim, it is being used for loans, college fees and 

family income. 

 

5. Do you think the forest service policy mentioned above 

impacts on land use and landownership in the county? 

Since the farmer and non-farmer rate of premium was merged 

in to one payment, it is our opinion that this has had an impact 

on land ownership in Leitrim. More land is being sold for forestry 

than was heretofore. Western Forestry Co-op has always 
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encouraged farmers and local landowners to plant their own 

land, if it suits their circumstances. It is our opinion that the 

price of land in Leitrim increased due to the lack of 

differentiation between a farmer and 

a non-farmer since 2015. The argument on the other side is that 

it has provided a better return for local people who want to sell 

their land, some of which are farmers who use this to purchase 

better farm land. 

 

6. What are these impacts? 

The main impact is that because this land has become more 

valuable since the introduction of the one forest premium that 

land in Leitrim has become more expensive. We would be 

concerned that some landowners may be more inclined to sell 

their land than retain ownership themselves. 

128201917223

3 

The remaining available land should be used primarily for 

farming and tourism related activities, with public forests 

adapted to provide activity, biking, hiking and walking activities / 

trails as evidenced in other parts of the country, see Ballyhoura, 

Tipperary / Limerick borders and Three Rock Mountain / Joust 

Mountain in the Dublin / Wicklow mountains. 

The map clearly shows that there is already more than ample forestry coverage, 

without adding any more. 

128201918443

1 

Sitka spruce and other monocultures are unsuitable anyway with 

their known consequences for the ecology. As farmers we also 

feel the impact of and damage by forestry dwelling animals, e.g. 

foxes and pine martens. The current forestry is neither managed 

towards amenity/tourism nor wildlife/conservation nor quality 

timber production nor towards the local economy. It has 

depleted bog, river and lake biodiversity, destroyed cultural 

heritage and impacts on the traditional land use, e.g. by 

retaining water and releasing it slower, thus making farmland 

untrafficable all year round. The largest landowners in Leitrim do 

not even know the county or their land, do not contribute to the 

social life nor to the economy as they do not pay tax, least of all 

Again, it is difficult to separate the evidence from the opinion, particularly as the 

evidence is available and has been there for decades. I refer to an episode of "Ear 

to the Ground" ca. 20 years ago when four Leitrim persons took part and pointed 

out the devastating effect that the forestry in its current form had and still has. 
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locally. 

A total rethink of Coillte and their function has to happen with 

assiduous trees, sustainable harvesting without far too heavy 

machinery that compacts the ground for thousands of years. 

128201919125

2 

Land in Leitrim, I believe should be used to support the existing 

tourism and farming sectors. I believe there are situations where 

it is appropriate for farmers to plant a part of their land for 

additional income but only as an add on to main stream 

activities. I totally disagree with the forest service policy of not 

distinguishing between farmers & non-farmers in the payment 

of premiums 

See extract from research paper "Forestry and the Local Community in Ireland - A 

Case Study in the Arigna Area" 

"People in the area believed 

that forestry replaced people and was some form of 

sinister depopulating force (Gallagher 1991). More 

recently a study by O’Leary et al. (2000) examined 

the perceptions of forestry among Leitrim’s 

population. Their main findings were that the 

majority of those interviewed considered the extent 

of forest cover in their county to be excessive. They 

also believed that forestry occupied land that 

should be used for agriculture" Here’s a link to the article; 

http://www.coford.ie/media/coford/content/publications/projectreports/small-

scaleforestryconference/Flechard.pdf 

128201920420

5 

Land sound be used for farming, for young farmers & also 

tourism & fir young people who return from abroad to build 

homes.  

If it had to be planted, then native timber would be better. 

All of our family returning home from abroad & seeing the change in the landscape 

& trying to get planning permission 

129201920001

5 

It’s of no benefit to Leitrim if the land ends up being owned by 

foreign companies and absent investors. The people of Leitrim 

need to be in control of the land in Leitrim. If fracking is ever 

legalised and proposed (again) in Leitrim we will need people 

who care about the land to protect it. Absent investors and 

foreign companies may not care the way local communities do. 

 

129201920155

5 

It is important that we use our land resources in a sustainable 

way. The EPA 1 has shown through their research that Leitrim is 

suited to High Nature Value Farming. Certainly, forestry should 

and is a part of that land use mix, but it mustn’t be allowed to go 

https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_

agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-

statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf 
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beyond sustainable levels. We must make sure that we 

encourage a land use mix that supports a future for the next 

generation of Leitrim people and including rural dwellers and 

farmers. 

 

Local government and regional planning protections need to be 

put in place to ensure that there will be enough land available to 

support a rural economy. Forestry suits an ownership model 

where the owner can live and receive benefits without living 

close to the land. We are seeing now that 50% of payment to 

Leitrim forest owners is going outside the county. When we 

consider private property rights it is difficult to see how we 

could ensure forestry ownership would stay in the hands of 

people who would contribute to Leitrim communities in the 

longer term. It would be prudent to maintain land in an 

agricultural or other use that will maintain our rural economy. 

The forestry that is currently in place needs to be made more 

suitable to biodiversity and water quality requirements. Tourists 

are not interested in walking down silent dark roads with no 

views. They want to be able to experience our beautiful rugged 

landscape with all our cultural and heritage intact. 

131201916264

6 

Land should be classified in its NATURA Value. Leitrim has a high 

nature value status. 

Leitrim has a lot of marginal land of high nature value. It has a low agricultural 

price/value to farm therefore a big push by certain elements to plant it. BALANCE if 

required. 

131201916435

8 

Areas of nature habitat. Forestry makes land useless for 

anything else. 

 

131201916520

1 

Agroforestry and extensive farming is suitable use of land. - Keeps communities together 

- meets climate change policy 

- is good for environment 

131201917083

6 

It should be, if sold Leitrim, potential buyers should get first 

refusal at any sale of land. Suitable places would be in the south 

Land prices rising out of reach of Leitrim farmers and open season for forestry 

companies and a cheap carbon dodge for southern farmers. 
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or east in the back gardens of the monopolies of dairy farmers 

that think it's fair to do it in Leitrim. 

131201917261

1 

Forest should be organic, environmentally friendly, it should 

support people, animals and wildlife should be an asset for all 

the community to benefit from including tourists and amenities 

for all who wish to use it including eco-tourism. should be co-op 

ownership not vulture or pension funds. A resource rather than 

a burden, an asset rather than a liability. Native, indigenous 

species tree and plants that suit the local landscape thrive in our 

soil. Clear management plan overseeing the whole project. 

Other countries have ecotourism brining in large GDP. The land it utilised in a 

sustainable manner. It is completely untapped at this moment. Potential revenue 

generating in this industry in immense if does in a sustainable and organic way. 

131201917354

9 

Leitrim should be promoted more as a tourist destination for its 

unique landscape. Forestry as seen at present (Sitka spruce) is 

not a long term feasible use of the land. 

After 3 rotations of forestry disease will build up in the soils that can only be 

treated with chemicals and will eventually end up in the water system. Consider 

that Dublin water supply being taken from the Shannon. 

131201922164

2 

Suitable forest = forestry that does not poison soil and water. 

Forestry that is owned locally so you have a human to contact if 

a problem arises that affects you. Leitrim is suited for 

recreational forestry. Community owned coppices forests, 

hemp, tourist ventures, permaculture, schools, leaving wild land, 

community projects. Forest service policy poisons land, anti-bio-

diversity puts off tourists, puts off people wanting to move to 

Leitrim. 

QUB study on lough Melvin. Tourist/potential people moving to Leitrim 

commenting on the internet. 

131201922270

1 

Deciduous 
 

131201922340

3 

Agroforestry works because farmers would still be working, 

taking care of land and trees and large-scale investment funds 

would have no interest because there would be work involved. It 

would make family farms sustainable. 

Worldwide examples. 

131201922453

2 

Forestry is a crop like any other, conifers provide the best option 

for most farmers due to premium payments and time between 

plantation and harvesting. Most of the land being planted is 

marginal, and in a lot of cases is so remote it would not be used 

much by the general population living in Leitrim, it offers very 

www.cso.ie  

Numbers of Farms in 1915 & 2010 
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poor prospects as a base to run a profitable farming enterprise 

on, younger generations know this and have either been 

upskilled/ educated and are in a position to avail of better 

opportunities than staying on the farm. Most of the farmers in 

Leitrim are part-time or have diversified their businesses at this 

stage. Forestry plays a major role in farm diversification in 

Leitrim 

131201922451

4 

all lands in Leitrim is suitable for farming for lighter cattle or 

sheep forestry in Leitrim impacts on Leitrim very much and have 

Leitrim destroyed. 

with farming decline tourism sickened with the sight of blanket of Sitka spruce and 

polluting our waters killing all fish beyond any doubt 

201201916453

0 

Farming (small farms) 

Forestry - hardwood, forest walks, mountain bike trails 

closing of schools/villages/towns 

people cannot get planning (one off houses) 

townlands vanishing 

forestry needs to go through planning process 

201201917031

2 

Land should be farmed if at all possible. high slopes may be 

suitable. land near rivers or lakes not suitable. 

pollution of our waters is as a result of forestry 

201201922322

3 

Land should be used for young people to build their homes. If you want to plant 

201201922335

8 

More people, broad leaf forestry. 
 

201201922455

1 

Land should be planted in a user-friendly way. It should 

recognise the value of the people who live in an area. No 

conifers. Marginal land can manage livestock production. No 

human life active in forested areas. 

I live in the North Leitrim area. There is no support for local people. 

201201923040

3 

The broadleaf forest enhances the local landscape and therefore 

is better for tourism. 

Inside a Sitka spruce forest there is very little life. 

201201923160

2 

Land can be used for environmental and biodiversity schemes to 

support nature. 

Anywhere such schemes are run. All benefit - rural dwellers, environment, water 

quality, wildlife. 

201201923271

9 

the land should be left for children forestry is not giving work in Leitrim 

201201923380

6 

Left along as small farms supporting families and communities. 

No type of forestry is suitable. 

With all the forestry all the young people are leaving the area and communities are 

disappearing. 
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201201923404

1 

Farming and self-sufficient living in the rural. No planting of land 

in Leitrim. 

Living on the farm best way of life and living. No forestry. 

201201923485

1 

People of the soil should be left to manage the soil. Sitka spruce 

is not a way. Leitrim is suited to local farm enterprise. 

Forestry destroying the country. Population falling. 

201201923550

3 

Forestry is a major pollutant of rivers and lakes because the pine 

needles ferment in the water because the weather is not cold 

enough to kill them. Leitrim is for cattle and sheep grazing. 

Look and see for yourself. Forestry is a dead-end business. 

202201900070

4 

Land should be used for business/enterprise/farming. No 

forestry would be suitable. far too much in first place. local man 

can't buy land they want to. 

 

202201900144

6 

Land should be used for renewables such as anaerobic digesters 

where local farmers could sell grass (silage) and slurry into 

digesters. By so doing this would create a local employment not 

once every 30/35 years which forestry does. 

 

202201900212

0 

The land should be use for growing crops i.e. hemp/snails!! In 

my view all land is not suitable for spruce forestry. 

 

202201900285

9 

should be more incentives for young farmers to stay on the land 

- combine farming and tourism projects. impact of planting Sitka 

spruce is damaging to the land, the water supply and the 

environment. 

young farmers leaving. poor water quality affecting fish life. planting extensively 

around people's homes, damaging to mental health. serious damage caused to 

roads in many areas. 

202201900360

8 

clear felling should be banned and when Sitka spruce is removed 

it should be replace with broad leaf trees. current policy is of no 

benefit to the environment and is forcing our young potential 

farmers out of Leitrim as they cannot complete with the forestry 

companies 

if you live in Leitrim the evidence is for all to see. 

202201900413

1 

agroforest and intensive farming climate change should support this 
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Do you think that forestry should be subject to planning by the local authority, and if so, how? If the forest service retains its current control, 

what role should a local authority have to manage land use in their area? On what additional grounds should the forest service be required to 

consult the council? 
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3112018203635 I think the environmental impact should be the main reason for 

requiring planning permission. It must not be allowed for individuals to 

damage the environment on a large scale.  

 

13112018155421 Yes, forestry does need to be subject to planning. The local authority 

needs to establish an expert group, including Forest Service, Teagasc, 

academic institutions & all other stakeholders, to consider land use in 

Leitrim based on environmental factors & how regenerative practices 

could be best implemented. 

Control of forestry would ideally be transferred to expert group. Leitrim 

could become a test bed for regenerative agriculture & silvicultural 

systems, where local research could inform national policy through 

organisations including Forest Service. 

We wouldn't be having a global ecological crisis if government bodies 

worldwide were doing their job properly - therefore, it has now become 

necessary to hold government bodies to account at a local community 

level, in order to prevent a civilization collapse. 

17112018003117 The county development plan should be ecologically based and should 

determine the ecological footprint that is acceptable not based on greed 

but based on best practice environmentally.  

The evidence is that we are on the high road to environmental 

catastrophe at present. 

19112018190129 They definitely need to be consulted but if the country council was to 

have public servants managing the frost there would be more jobs. The 

country council should be able to object on specific grounds in the use of 

land for forestry planting. 

I don’t know 

29112018173342 Regulations should be implemented, relying on local planning can be a 

blunt instrument and also is liable to be impacted by politics.  it is my 

view that this must be taken to the highest level - Government must step 

in and pass laws regulating the mixture of tree types that are planted in 

our forests.  Subsequently, the local authority must oversee the 

implementation of such laws, and resort to legal forcing of compliance 

where necessary.   

This is not just a Leitrim problem, all of Ireland is impacted by the 

current situation of mono-culture (Sitka Spruce) 
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1122018212135 Yes. As stated previously. Trees removed have not only given back the 

stunning 360deg views. But also, full mobile phone signal, and TV. 

Property value is affected. Growth must not impact public access to 

services. I found out of site, a notice from the owners stating intent and 

that all those local to be notified. My water supply is from water 

harvesting. Chemical spraying ground or aerial has to be addressed. Oh, 

and the 50 hectare limit. They will just chop that into chunks and laugh 

at the loop hole. 

Also the lack of trees now gives back the natural airflow. no more roofs 

blowing off. 

2122018023402 This is worst thing to stop it The questions  

2122018122415 All forestry should be reviewed by the local authority. The local authority 

needs to review land usage across the county and create a plan to bring 

us up to 2040 to consider population increase and requirements. With 

population growth across the county the use of lands through 

agriculture shall be of greater benefit to a growing population than 

forestry. 

What benefits does forestry provide to the whole rural economy? 

2122018224533 Well if u can't build a house without local authority permission then why 

should forestry be any different. And it should be done so in a similar 

manner with a view to the impact to local people and their environment. 

The forestry service number 1 objective is to meet European forestry 

coverage objectives so national govrenrment can be seen to be green, 

but this doesn't take in account any consideration of the people of a 

county that has 19% coverage already.  

I don't like this question, remember 99% of all stats were made up by 

someone to back up their argument. Just because I say something 

without backing it up doesn't necessarily make it an untrue.  

3122018120915 a high number of applications are forwarded to the council as the 

application process stands. These applications are also dealt with by 

several other government agencies who are professionals in their field.ie 

NPWS, an Taisce, Fisheries, Archaeology etc. 

do the planners have the education, knowledge and skills in forestry to 

make an informed non-biased decision on forestry.???? 

3122018161401 Planning permission should not be required. If a forest fails, for example 

due to fire, there should be no obligation to replant at the expense of 

the owner 

Forest insurance is expensive 

6122018120842 planting over 10 acres should require planning. Planning conditions 

should stipulate % of native trees, contribution to local roads etc. 

Noncompliance with planning should mean that grant payments are 

common sense 
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withheld. The forest service should manage plantations & coordinate 

tree felling/replanting.  

17122018080826 Because of the highly significant impact of forestry planting on local 

biodiversity, the relevant County Council should absolutely not just be 

consulted but should have a key regulatory role in decisions directly 

impacting local land use.  

UN guidelines regarding forestry and biodiversity.  

19122018230303 No as it already has to adhere to setbacks from houses and dwellings As before  

22122018164612 Planning permission should be required for all planting of trees, more 

than 20 trees at a time and in the same location. There should be a 

complete survey of Leitrim land and Areas of the county should be zoned 

where planning is not allowed.  

It is almost impossible to get around the sewerage restriction for 

planning permission in Leitrim, for a single house, but, amazingly, 

someone can plant a forest next door to you and not even have to apply 

for planning.  

3012019033626 (1) Forestry is a land use and so it has to be overseen by a local authority 

to inform it of controls and regulations in force. The local authority 

would have to take measures to ensure that it be seen to be free from 

bias, as bias is evident among many elected members of Leitrim County 

Council. 

(2) If forests were in an amenity area the local authority could be 

involved in the planning of felling operations to maintain canopy and 

general appearance.  

(3) Water quality is important for everybody; the local authority could be 

consulted when harvesting operations are about to commence.    

The main problem with forestry and the local authority concerns roads 

and harvesting. There is opportunity for consultation, a forest thinning 

or clear-fell can be calculated in loads as the output can be measured in 

the forest and so make consultations easier and useful. 

3012019033839 (1) Forestry is a land use and so it has to be overseen by a local authority 

to inform it of controls and regulations in force. The local authority 

would have to take measures to ensure that it be seen to be free from 

bias, as bias is evident among many elected members of Leitrim County 

Council. 

(2) If forests were in an amenity area the local authority could be 

involved in the planning of felling operations to maintain canopy and 

general appearance.  

(3) Water quality is important for everybody; the local authority could be 

consulted when harvesting operations are about to commence.    

The main problem with forestry and the local authority concerns roads 

and harvesting. There is opportunity for consultation, a forest thinning 

or clear-fell can be calculated in loads as the output can be measured in 

the forest and so make consultations easier and useful. 
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11012019002611 No, I feel that the application for establishment of forestry through the 

forest service is sufficient. However, I would suggest the local authority 

could have more of an input in integrating it locally, possibly by focusing 

on amenities that could be developed with forestry and tourism events 

associated with forestry, such as the Stihl timber sports competition.  

 

11012019114728 Look at first question in questionnaire above - is area potentially acid 

sensitive? - I feel that for this reason (peat bog is acidic) alone, pine 

forestry should not be planted. I also feel that planning by local authority 

is not worth the paper it is written on. See for example, the Bride river 

project - with EIA it is still working against the environment. The forestry 

service is interested in profit so will have different motives. The 

economy always comes before the environment 

Common sense, news articles, peer-reviewed science. 

11012019233734 The LAs have a significant role in the existing process that is adequate 

and fit for purpose. Extending it to agricultural land use changes would 

be excessive. Regarding the role of a LA I don't believe a LA should 

manage land they don't own.   

Between the statutory consultations with LAs and others and the 

Forestry Appeals Committee there are adequate checks and balances in 

the system already. 

12012019160758 No. Should a farmer have to then apply for planning permission to 

change from grass to cereals? Where does this stop? Do the local 

councils have foresters on staff to assess the applications fairly? How 

much would this cost? Why double up with DAFM.  

There are already licencing, and permissions required for planted new 

lands.  

16012019173119 No  It would be similar to requiring a farmer to get planning permission for 

any crop they would want to grow 

16012019210908 No agricultural land practises including forestry should be subject to a 

planning permission. Forestry is governed by the Forest Service and in 

some land owners’ cases subject to rules of FSC Certification. There is 

already a consultation in place particularly in the forest road 

construction and contributions to councils for the purpose of haulage on 

public roads. 

DAFM Forestry Programme 2014 -2020 
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17012019090938 I do not think forestry should be subject to planning. We need to plant more economically viable conifer forest plantations for 

all the multiple benefits they bring but Ireland is failing to do this, with 

one of the lowest forest covers in Europe at 11%.  Leitrim has ideal, 

marginal agricultural land, suitable for trees but has only managed to 

plant 19%.  The average forest cover in Europe is 38%.  Clearly we need 

more incentives to plant trees and as simple a process as possible to 

access it.  Any increase in planning requirements will reduce planting 

even further.  Government targets for planting trees are not being met, 

if we are to get to a national figure of 18% tree cover and meet our 

carbon storage targets (National Mitigation Plan published by the 

Department of Communications, Climate Action & Environment), we 

need to plant 15,000Ha/yr up to 2050 but are planting less than 6000Ha 

currently. 

17012019110948 no opinion - 

17012019111342 None 
 

17012019114549 Local Authorities should not have anything to do with forestry because 

they don’t have the expertise. In addition, Forestry is a business and 

delays already seen in ordinary planning applications if applied to a 

successful business-like forestry will more than likely finish/stop that 

business from developing. We don’t need more delays to the 

development of rural Ireland. 

Forestry is a profession and the councils would need to employ foresters 

and forestry consultants to make planning judgements. This would be 

too costly also for the Council. 

17012019132506 No, forestry should not be subject to local authority planning. Similarly 

the local authority should not have any involvement in what crops 

farmers are planting in their fields, the frequency of milk collections or 

the animals that farmers choose to rear. 

The local authority should focus on the provision of services to the local 

population, proper planning of infrastructural needs, lobbying 

government for more funds to improve the lives of the local population 

and proper housing and ancillary development with proper necessary 

infrastructure. 

Rather than try to "empire build" with additional consulting grounds the 

local authority should address the already pressing needs of the local 

Basic common sense and a wider view of economic policy - especially in 

light of the upcoming challenges of Brexit. 
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population and seek to help national agencies source additional 

industries to situate themselves in the county. 

17012019145207 I don't know much about this. The local authority should probably be 

given extra funding for the roads in the area of the forests 

 

18012019231557 The forest service are trained professionals in the forestry sector, if the 

local authority was to have more of a say they would need to hire 

forestry professionals to help make educated decisions.  

my experience 

1202019172443 No need for planning by local authority forest service doing good job no 

need for duplication 

Ireland is perfectly suitable for growing conifers our climate ensures 

rapid growth high productivity and competitive products 

1212019213628 Yes, forestry should have to get full planning permission the same as it is 

to build a house. 

It’s virtually impossible to get planning to build a house yet you can plant 

as much land as you want without permission. 

1222019120716 No. None. Not at all. Land owners spent many years wanting independence. We should not 

give it up. 

1222019161117 Again, a pointed question. The local authority should have no role in 

managing land use beyond current planning laws. The forestry industry 

is a national industry - an all Island industry and should be managed at a 

national level with close co-operation and consultation with the local 

council. 

 

1222019221826 Yes Balanced land use development is bias towards forestry and family farms 

being lost and no rural regeneration 

123201910014 Forestry should be subject to more detailed checking than for what's 

needed for housing, because of the potential Damage and Pollution to 

the environment and animal and human life, 

Been an employee of a multinational healthcare company I am very 

aware of the importance of keeping our water safe and our environment 

clean, this is very important in attracting and ensuring such companies 

stay in the North West, 
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1232019113813 It shouldn't be subject to planning - it’s a crop. I'm alarmed at the suggestion that the council can tell me what I can or 

can’t plant on my land. 

1232019142324 The current forestry licencing system requires the council to be 

consulted prior to its granting. There are two opportunities allow of 

objections to an appeals committee. The forest service has the experts in 

forestry foresters, engineers, ecologists etc. If the county councils were 

giving a role in managing land use in their areas it would disadvantage 

landowner and farmers. The council would be able to dictate what 

practices could be carried out on the land owners land which could be 

based on personal preferences. 

0 

1232019210315 Definitely yes forestry should be subject to planning. Our local authority 

should have more powers and more decisions should be made at local 

level. Local authorities should be responsible for the air we breathe, the 

water we drink, the roads we drive on, the employment we need to 

retain our rural population, forestry management, planning permission, 

leisure facilities. We need to retain decision making/policy making within 

our county. 

As evidenced by 

* depopulation 

* closure of rural post offices, banks, credit unions, etc. 

* standard of water 

* standard of roads 

* overplanting especially spruce. 

1232019231249 Forestry should not be subject to planning as it is a non-industrial land 

use. It is an agricultural land use regulated by the Dept. of Agriculture. 

The Forest Service consults with the local authority on all granting and 

licencing - planting/ felling/ replanting/ road building. The Local 

Authority is a statutory consultee and given a 28-day consultation 

period. There are no additional grounds that the Forest Service can 

consult with the Local Authority. 

The actual Forest Service application process and the consultation 

processes involved. 

1232019233251 No, I don’t think forestry should be subject to planning by the local 

authority. Most forestry activities require consent by way of a licence. 

Some of these activities are tree felling, aerial fertilisation, afforestation 

and road construction. There is a period of 30 days allowed for public 

consultation during which observation in relation to the licence 

application may be made. The forest service does already consult with 

the local authority. 

Work related experience 
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124201902325 I think all tree planting should be under the control of the county council 

and the council taking in mind the wishes of the people in the area. 

Grounds the forestry should have to consult council - size of land, 

location, of land and what people of the area want. 

Since I came to live in Leitrim 15 years ago I no longer can see the 

mountains that were around my home - now my view is trees, trees, and 

more trees!! 

1242019132941 Unfortunately, in this age of objecting to everything, Forestry should not 

be subject to planning. it is already subject to Dept Forestry to ensure 

that all criteria for habitat or environment is adhered to. I think the 

council should only liaise with Forest service on any dangers at local 

level. Forest service should though consult councils on entry and exit 

roads as this can have a huge impact on any road users. 

There are a few exits onto main roads that need to be looked at as they 

are dangerous in my area. If people want to object, they can through 

Dept of Forestry so it’s not like it’s a closed shop if there is a valid 

objection. 

1242019151037 I do not think planning should apply to forestry as the process be it 

lengthy or not would add an extra burden financially to the farmer. This 

source of income can be the main source for many farmers. 

The process of planning would financially burden a relative’s application 

1242019153933 I do not think foresting should be subject to planning by the local 

authority. The consenting of forestry is regulated by Forest Act 2014 

which covers all environmental concerns. 

A work colleague had a forest application referral to the local authority 

relating to designated habitat (Butterfly). A survey was carried out and 

based on the results the application was processed. 

1242019170345 No, I do not think that forestry should be subject to planning by the local 

authority. There is already a Forest Act 2014 which covers any concerns. 

if there are any objections, you can already lodge an appeal to the 

forestry service. there should be no need for the Local Authority to get 

involved. 

1242019223512 Yes. What current control does a forest service have? You are not 

explaining things very well here. 

Not the evidence in this this survey at any rate. 

1252019123408 No, forestry should not be subject to local authority planning permission 

but should maybe be advised of areas which are being planted and could 

have the option to offer opinions to the FS. 

If planning permission is required by the local authority for forestry, then 

where does this stop - if land is deemed suitable for forestry then the 

owner should have the option to plant what they want once all of the FS 

requirements are met 

1252019154046 The forest service should manage the forest planning The forest service should have the necessary skills to manage rather 

than having to replicate those skills across county councils 
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1252019173920 Forestry is subject to planning as you clearly state - just the level at 

which it is required is set, so to ask if forestry should be planning is a bit 

of a non-question. There are controls in place through the existing 

planning structures and processes and these are for all local authorities 

to follow. I don't believe that adding additional grounds for consultation 

are either needed or warranted. as the DAFM website says in relation to 

the Forestry Act 2014 "This is necessary to protect forests and also to 

ensure that forestry operations and activities are carried out in 

compliance with the principles of sustainable forest management". I also 

don't believe that a requirement for the Forest Service to consult the 

local council adds any benefit and indeed would only add in another 

layer of bureaucracy. 

Forest Act 2014 

1252019224620 Yes, full control by council, environmental assessment for every 

plantation, independent person to decide the kind of trees to plant 

Research 

1252019230317 local authority and community should have every right to challenge the 

forestry as it is these people that is affected by the forests, economically 

and sociably 

the empty houses left beside forests that no one would live in, the 

danger of fires and falling trees 

1252019230340 Conifer planting is bad for communities and local people should have 

more control and be able to prevent the destruction of the landscape 

Why should something that impacts on people's lives be exempt from 

planning permission 

1252019233749 forestry is a change of use and should require a change of use 

application which should be published in the local papers where locals 

have a say in approving or objecting. Planning should only be given when 

a bond is raised and provides cover for all damage incurred by forestry 

traffic at both planting and harvesting stage 

I see so much damage being caused by articulated trucks and tracked 

machinery on small local roads 

126201900428 Yes, it should be under local authority control...what other large-scale 

development can take place without a planning and consultation 

process. In the interest of fairness, it should have to go through the 

planning process. When very few holding on county Leitrim actually 

exceed 50ha it’s a fairly redundant figure to use! 

I can’t build anything on my land without planning so why should 

someone be able to plant a potentially damaging forest beside me 

without any consideration of the impact on my holding. People are 

planting trees that are going to have long term consequences for their 

neighbours due to their size, scale and species, and that’s without even 

considering the impact of the harvesting process on local roads not fit 

for purpose, and the eyesore of post-apocalyptic scenes that are left 

behind. 
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1262019102858 Forestry should become subject to EIA over 5 acres. 10 lots of 10acres is a huge loss to an environment that would need no 

EIA over a ten-year period. 

1262019132031 Because it should be regulated just like ordinary farmers are. Many companies are private and are not accountable to the laws of the 

land. 

1272019150442 Yes of course the forestry should be made abide by planning by the local 

authority. an environmental risk assessment should be conducted to 

consider the devastation to the environment, the harmful effects to 

nature, and also the effects on farm lands. 

As above 

1272019181758 Yes! As should felling.....and all private afforestation For the reasons outlined above. Along with blockage of views. 

Inappropriate locations...poor maintenance. etc 

1272019215352 Yes, it should require full planning permission unless it is in an approved 

scheme such as GLAS or other Agri Environmental scheme. All forestry 

development should be in line with the counties Spatial Development 

plan which should be informed by a wide range of interests 

International best practice throughout the EU 

128201975916 It is unjust that by far the most significant land use change occurring in 

Co Leitrim is exempt from the planning process. This must change. All 

forestry development should require planning permission. In the 

meantime, in the interests of the survival of our rural communities, the 

local authority must exert whatever control & influence it can, by 

whatever means it can. The first step must be to change the County 

Development Plan. A suitable wording to insert would be: 

"Leitrim County Council recognizes that blanket coniferous afforestation 

is incompatible with the stated broad aims of this plan. Therefore, it will 

require that forests be kept back a minimum of 100 meters from all 

public roads, it will resist whole-farm planting and require that the 

landowner demonstrate that he/she is a long-term resident in the 

locality. All forestry development will be requiring the payment of 

development levies. The entire county will be designated as Low 

Landscape Capacity to Accommodate Forestry" 

The planning process was put in place to allow orderly development & to 

give the public the chance to make observations and/or objections about 

proposed developments that affect them. That local residents are 

denied the chance to do this in relation to forestry is unjust. 

The requirement for an EIA in relation to plantations of above 50 

Hectares means that an EIA will very rarely - if ever - be required in Co 

Leitrim. The requirement only applies when one single application for 

more than 50 Hectares is made - an application to plant 49 hectares 

adjoining an existing 200 Hectare plantation would not currently require 

an EIA. 

In relation to development levies, in neighbouring Co Sligo these are 

already in place. See 

www.sligococo.ie/planning/DevelopmentContributionScheme2018-

2024/AdoptedDCS2018.pdf 

1282019102207 Forestry as with all developments should have controls to address 

everybody concerns. 

Personal opinion. 

1282019123019 yes, I think it should go through the local authority Because the local authority would listen to the people in the locality 
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1282019145337 1. Do you think that forestry should be subject to planning by the local 

authority, and if so, how? 

No, I don’t see any benefit outside of the rigorous lengthy approval 

process that forestry already is subject to under the Forest Act 2014. 

 

2. If the forest service retains its current control, what role should a local 

authority have to manage land use in their area? 

 

The local authority works in co-operation with the Forest Service, NPWS, 

EPA, Fisheries etc, this relationship should continue. 

 

3. On what additional grounds should the forest service be required to 

consult the council? 

None comes to mind. 

 

1282019172233 I strongly recommend that forestry applications should be subject to 

planning by the local authority, and/or the forestry service should be 

required to consult the local council, as the local authority / council will 

have the best interest of the local community to best manage the land 

use in their area. 

Ballyhoura and Three Rock Mountain biking trails and other activities 

(referred to earlier) clearly demonstrates that where the local 

authorities have been involved from the outset, that the available land 

has been used to the benefits of the local community and is a robust / 

sustainable long-term use of the land, on commercial and community 

bases, for both land owners and the local community alike. 

1282019184431 It is sad that huge developments with such impact is not subject to such 

a planning permission whereas a house gets swamped with regulations 

and conditions. Even an Environmental Impact Assessment should not 

suffice, rather an independent Environmental Impact Study, possibly 

even a general one also looking at the history so far. 

In other countries a planning permission is required, not only to plant 

trees, but also to harvest those, to put in roads or lanes etc. Those 

planning permissions should only be granted if the general impact - 

socially, environmentally AND economically - is positive. So far there is 

no evidence that forestry is beneficial in any way bar some very limited 

employment. Coillte is also a State sponsored and governed company 

that claims it is private when it suits and that it is public when that suits. 

1282019191252 I think forestry should be subject to planning. The adverse effects on 

water quality caused by run off from monoculture pine will put extra 

pressure on councils to monitor and mitigate against it. 

There is a whole body of evidence showing the effects of forestry on 

hydrochemistry, e.g. this UCD study; 

http://www.ucd.ie/hydrofor/docs/Harrison.pdf 

1282019204205 Absolutely forestry should require planning permission & there should 

be a max limit for forestry coverage of land in a county 
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1292019200015 Forestry should be subject to local planning permission. If forestry is 

permitted in a specific area by Leitrim County Council anyone involved 

should be held 

responsible for any road damage, water pollution, or any other impacts. 

 

1292019201555 Land owners should have a right to apply for permission to use their land 

as they see fit. Their neighbours should be aware of their plans and 

shouldn’t be adversely affected by their actions. An industry that 

threatens the viability of the rural economy needs to be regulated in a 

way that acknowledges and manages that risk. National forestry policy 

that can’t take regional considerations 

and sustainability goals into account needs to be tempered by local 

government. Forestry cover land use should be plan led and assessed at 

county level. 

Forestry should be subject to local planning guidelines that take account 

of regional objectives. These objectives must take priority over market 

led initiatives where the market creates a unlevel playing field that 

damages indigenous goals and objectives. 

 

1312019162646 Yes - full PP for trees. Forestry is a full status change from farming - it is 

an industrial zone. Water quality has decreased in recent years because 

of forestry. Lough Melvin catchment report. 

The council has to be aware of the RISK possibility of fire as has 

happened previously - will the council be able to give people confidence 

to rural dwellers that the will be safe from fire? 

1312019164358 Yes, to regulate the size of plantations and make sure that the roads are 

maintained properly. 

Roads where forestry are, some are in poor condition. 

1312019165201 Yes. Planning by local authority. The CC is a competent arbiter on planning. 

1312019170836 Yes, once off dwelling are. Why 100s of acres of forestry? If the forest 

service continues control, there will be no need for local authority.  

- About percentages of hardwoods and softwoods,  

- intended dates and treatment sprays and cuttings 

 

1312019172611 Yes of course, it is reckless not to have any planning and not included in 

any forest application. The local authority should be working in 

conjunction with fire services, ambulance services, roads, esb, authority, 

etc. Impact studies need to be carried out on people, wildlife and 

R280 Manorhamilton, forestry planted either side of road, causing 

shading and eventually dangerous frost pockets. Forestry planted too 

near to lands causing residents to be trapped in their homes when trees 

fall as in recent storm, bringing trees and electric cables down causing 

danger to lives and days before anyone can clear the danger. 
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infrastructure. No planning should be given out by councils without 

exhaustive consultation. 

1312019173549 Forestry should be required to seek planning permission for any land use 

change over 5 hectares this can only be sanctioned by local co. council. 

The model of forestry we see in Europe allows for agro-forestry we do 

not have that model promoted nearly enough here. 

1312019221642 Imaging someone could, without planning, construct buildings slowing, 

floor by floor, over 30 years that completely block the sun/warmth form 

your home, knowing that when the structures get to 60 mts the will start 

to fall (maybe onto your land/structures, public roads) because the soils 

cannot sustain them at that height. Imagine there was no planning in 

place for this. Could be termed wilful negligence. 

Commercial trees falling on (and destroying) my trees and hedgerows. 

Trees falling on my road. 

1312019223403 Yes Common sense 

1312019224532 Forestry should be treated like a crop. Life experience.  

 

Improve forestry management while the crop is there. More fences, 

drain cleaning, weed control, better management of thinnings, all done 

Manually. More public access, perhaps a land access scheme whereby if 

the public are paid up members they are welcome to visit farms and 

forestry sites that are also members of the scheme! 

1312019224514 certainly forestry should be the subject of planning permission 

regardless of size of ground from as low as one square meter and not 

allow any more Sitka spruce in Leitrim only native timer and only 

resident farmers allowed permission. 

No rural getting planning permission for once off hours and no 

permission for forestry required that no premiums to be paid to non-

residents farmers and keep our tax payers money in Leitrim 

2012019164530 Planning process: bonds for roads damage, set fee like wind turbines, no 

sikta spruce|hardwoods; coillte forest walks/trails 

to control net damaging environment | water pollution 

2012019170312 yes - any change of use is subject to planning in all other areas blanket afforestation is no a common sight 

2012019223223 Forestry should be subject to the same planning as for a one off rural 

house. 

Check the number of houses young people are building in Leitrim 

comparable to forestry. 

2012019223358 Yes 
 

2012019230403 Forest effects landscape in a negative way. Look around you. 
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2012019230619 All forestry should be subject to full planning. Forest Service should be 

made responsible for road damage. 

 

2012019231602 Yes, planning needed. Social and environmental impact. At moment PP is 100 acres. Forest been submitted of 95-98. 

2012019232719 if the farmer is on the land he should get the chance to we have a lot of trees as we can 

2012019233806 Yes, it should need full planning permission. Local farmers should have a 

chance to buy the land. 

 

2012019234041 Forestry should be on same planning as houses. No planting in Leitrim Got no planning for house in Leitrim. No planting Leitrim. 

2012019234851 Yes, [unclear] Local community keep in touch with local environment 

pollution damage and home safety. 

Living in Leitrim 

2012019235503 It should be subject to planning. Local people should have the option to 

buy land at the same low interest rate. 

 

2022019000704 Yes - same as housing. Prevent forestry. Everything they do. 
 

2022019001446 Any area of land for forestry should be subject to planning, no matter 

what size the plot of land. 

Forestry is being planted up to people's dwelling without any local 

intervention or interaction. Forestry is planted up to river edge and road 

sides and this should be subject to planning. 

2022019002120 No. None. What council? They are not her to stop it and they letting it 

happen now, so the forest and council are doing nothing about it. 

Look around you. Thousands of acres of trees, all around Leitrim, 

Roscommon. 

2022019002859 all afforestation, planting and harvesting should be subject to planning 

laws and should have to apply to the local authority for planning 

permission 

for the most part at present it is exempt now. 

2022019003608 yes, no county should be exploits as is the case in Leitrim. national avg is 

11.5% in Leitrim 205. Leitrim warrings and EAI county council should 

demand it. 

above figures speak for themselves. 

2022019004131 yes, I think it should be same as for houses at all times. planning authority is a county authority 
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3112018203635 I think the guidelines are not good enough. People should be 

educated about sustainable forestry. Current practices lead to 

frustration in the local communities. Forests should be a positive 

aspect of the landscape, yet people here have come to resent 

them because of poorly planted forest.  

 

13112018155421 Regulations & guidelines are not fit for purpose - the whole 

system needs to be urgently reviewed - see mention of local 

authority expert group above. 

Visual reference watching the river flow. 

17112018003117 The Forest Service is promoting plantation forestry not in the 

interest of environmental conservation but profit. It promotes the 

use of pesticides that are carcinogenic persistent and damage the 

immune systems of life and the spawning grounds of rivers. 

Self-regulation can never work in the interest of the common good 

19112018190129 I don’t know I don’t know 

29112018173342 See previous answer 
 

1122018212135 This is Ireland. Guidelines are normally ignored. Rules and 

legislation make those in charge think twice and ensure a 

scapegoat is in place before doing anything. 

recent local plantings have certainly not been inspected, so they comply with 

rules/guidelines for safe planting. 

Oh and who came up with, its ok to plant 30m tall trees 5 m away from ordinary 

powerlines? 

2122018023402 No We need a better answer  

2122018122415 We require significant more regulation of forestry and greater 

public consultation on any proposed plantation. The current 

system is difficult to use and understand for the majority of 

people that it affects.  

Personal experience and research. 

2122018224533 So, u have a company regulating itself. I wonder that supposed to 

work.  

Ah here.  
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3122018120915 there are currently 5 different government agencies paid to 

comment and oversee forestry applications. it is one of the most 

regulated industries in the country. 

if any other industry including farming had this amount of regulation there 

would be mass protest. 

3122018161401 Regulations and enforcement are satisfactory 
 

6122018120842 Enforcement needs to be linked to the grant payments. 

Guidelines need to be adhered to, but increased inspections are 

required. 

 

17122018080826 Better enforcement is required, and regulation control needs to 

be within the remit of the local county council.  

Current Irish regulations re environmental policy.  

19122018230303 No, the regulations are fine as is As before  

22122018164612 
 

You have only to look at Leitrim and the map attached and compare this to 30 

or 40 years ago.  

3012019033626 There are regulations and guidelines from the Forest Service and 

Europe, and farm forestry may soon have to be silviculturally 

audited. Better enforcement may be required. 

The Forest Service has been understaffed for several years. 

3012019033839 There are regulations and guidelines from the Forest Service and 

Europe, and farm forestry may soon have to be silviculturally 

audited. Better enforcement may be required. 

The Forest Service has been understaffed for several years. 
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11012019002611 Yes, I believe that the current set of regulations around planting 

and management are the right ones. I think the enforcement of 

these are currently sufficient. All of the real issues highlighted by 

anti-forestry campaigners are legacy issues. The genuine issues 

are rightfully highlighted, such as proximity to housing, roads and 

watercourses, but these are plantings that are not part of the 

current regulations and a lot has been learnt in a forest industry 

that is only developing and not yet part of our culture. It will be 

+10 years before we see the impacts of current regulations, which 

I think are sufficient to safeguard against these issues.  

 

Other issues such as land type planted, a lot is campaigned about 

the planting of bogs, but this is not done under the current 

regulations and again, is an example of campaigning about legacy 

issues.  

 

Therefore, no, I do not think the current enforcement needs to 

change. However, more local communication should be 

encouraged with more efforts put into producer groups to 

encourage farmers planting section of their own land rather 

selling completely to external investment.  

 

11012019114728 As mentioned earlier, non-native monoculture forestry is 

encroaching on a SAC in Leitrim. This is happening all over the 

country. If regulations were based on environmental concerns 

then no non-native, monoculture forestry would be planted. 

Understaffing will ensure that monitoring and enforcement will 

be/has been sporadic.  

Previously worked on CANN project Boleybrack mountain so I have seen first-

hand the non-management of conifer plantation. I have also worked on EIAs 

and again, not worth the paper they're written on! 
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11012019233734 Forestry is de facto required to sign up to voluntary independent 

international certification such as the FSC or PEFC if they wish to 

sell their timber. These are very significant and highly regarded 

schemes that are a significant burden on the forest owners. These 

should be factored into the broader regulation debate. I believe 

the existing regulation are adequate however the monitoring and 

enforcement is an issue with the FS in my opinion. 

I believe that there was no Forest Service inspector for county Leitrim for a 

while, I'm open to correction.  

12012019160758 Would have to have a very in-depth knowledge of the guidelines 

to make a fair call on that. 

. 

16012019173119 It is highly regulated by the forest service  
 

16012019210908 Yes. Enforcement is always an essential practise. Compliance of all practising forestry companies. 

17012019090938 Yes, I think the regulations and guidelines are right. The guidelines used for forestry are in line with international standards of 

sustainable forest management and this can be demonstrated by owners being 

able to receive certification for the products they sell from the forest, FSC or 

PEFC. 

17012019110948 I still see many Sitka spruce plantations being right up against the 

hedgerows, with the subsequent death of those hedges rows. 

Nothing is being done about this. So yes, more regulation is 

needed. 

visual observation 

17012019111342 no Forest Service is well able to manage the forestry 

17012019114549 The inspectorate is well established with highly trained people. 

More bureaucracy is not what we need. 

Long established professional inspectorate. 

17012019132506 The current regulations are adequate and there is no requirement 

for additional enforcement. 

The government department charged with responsibility for forestry has the 

necessary skill set to fulfil its obligations. 

17012019145207 I think the monitoring and enforcement should be strict with 

sanctions on those practitioners that do not adhere to them. 

 

17012019150723 If it's left up to the practitioner to adhere to regulations the idea 

of enforcement is meaningless 

 

18012019231557 current guidelines 2014-2020 are strictly enforced by the forest 

service. I have seen many pictures of forestry supposedly 

breaking the rules, but these are always before that period.   

My job as a forester 
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1202019172443 Yes, I think they are the right ones Coillte have the SFM forest certification since 2003 and private landowners can 

do the same 

1212019213628 No guidelines are not right at present and do need to change 

ASAP. 

It's obvious trees are beginning to replace people 

1222019120716 Yes The growth of forestry in our county and the levels of employment being 

supported by the sector make it self-evident that the rules work. 

1222019161117 As I have already said, most of the current issues with forestry are 

from plantations from 25-30 years ago and I think the council and 

forestry owners have a role to play in maintaining these forests to 

an acceptable level. They should not just plant and walk away. 

The forests need to be managed properly and maybe we should 

have additional powers for councils to oblige forest owners to 

maintain forests in a tidy manner - i.e. cut back from roadways 

and keep in a tidy manner. Also feel that all forests should 

indicate who owns them so that if a resident has an issue, they 

have someone to ring. Due to this industry being relatively young 

these best practices are not yet in the DNA of the forestry 

owners. 

Personal observation 

1222019221826 Change policy forestry needs planning permission/ zero 

enforcement is happening 

See FSC and soil association websites  

Against sustainable development goals 

123201910014 We need tighter regulations and stricter enforcement There are many examples where spruce trees were planted and are still 

growing beside lakes and rivers, close to roadway, when we have wind these 

trees fall causing roads to be blocked and some have been the cause of serious 

accidents, I see several examples of this in the county area, which is costly to 

the councils who are left to do the clearing, cutting, 

1232019113813 Forestry in my opinion is more regulated than farming 
 

1232019142324 Compared to other countries Ireland is highly regulated in all 

areas of agriculture and forestry. As the system is grant based the 

system is easily enforced by withholding payments for non-

compliance. 
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1232019210315 It is obvious that guidelines and regulations are wrong. Major 

change is need urgently. 

It is evidence that there are no rules or regulations and no planning, and the 

forest service inspectorate does nothing!! Our waters are being poisoned, fish 

dying etc. No more in Leitrim. 

1232019231249 Forestry regulation is no different from farming regulation. The 

has to be greater enforcement on all land uses to protect water 

quality.  

 

The forest industry over 20 years ago initiated third party 

certification FSC certification. Both Coillte and the Irish Forestry 

Unit Trust, the two largest forest owners in Leitrim are FSC 

certified. All their forest activities are independently audited 

annually with audit results available to stakeholders. 

FSC Certification process 

1232019233251 Forestry in Ireland operates within a legal and regulatory 

framework. This ensures that forestry operations and activities 

are carried out in compliance with the principles of sustainable 

forest management. Audits are carried out regularly to ensure 

that regulations and guidelines are followed. 

Work related experience. 

124201902325 Of course, the regulations and guidelines are not the 'right' ones. 

The regulations allow people with money to spare, to plant trees 

and never even to bother to visit the area they have planted the 

trees in. 

Rich' people are planting trees for their children in years to come, without 

giving a single thought to what is happening to the people living in Leitrim. 

1252019173920 According to the DAFM "It is important that those involved in 

forestry sector are familiar with the various legal and regulatory 

obligations governing forestry." So, whilst there are indeed 

guidelines and codes of practice, there is also a stronger legal 

basis in the background which are supported by the regulatory 

environment. To use the phrase 'better enforcement' implies that 

there is a lack of adherence to existing regulations, guidelines and 

legislation and I don't believe this to be the case. Unless or until 

there has been a pattern of failure to adhere to the regulations 

and guidelines, it would be premature to look for change. 

The absence of enforcement actions 

1252019224620 There are no regulations being complied with We see what’s going on, fully corrupt 
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1252019230317 change, forest fires are more evident now and will get worse, we 

can’t wait until a number dies as a result of over planting in 

community areas 

the recent deaths and evacs that have been in the news 

1252019230340 Definitely there needs to be a change More conifers means less people 

1252019233749 don't know no experience 

126201900428 It needs to change to reflect the concerns of the people who live 

in rural areas. Someone from another country can invest in an 

invest vehicle and detrimentally affect my quality of life without 

due process. How is that fair? How as a citizen am I being 

protected and given a voice? 

The current state of play, where people are having to protest to have their 

voices heard. 

1262019102858 It needs to change. Swathes of land with no wildlife left. 

1262019132031 Better reinforcement. Because laws are there to protect the environment. 

1272019150442 It needs to be changed and enforced as same As above 

1272019181758 Need to be strict and enforced. Lack of maintenance obvious 

1272019215352 No, the regulations and guidelines are out of date and do not take 

EU directives into account. The forest service is just "making it up 

as they go along" 

I have looked at foresters reports in relation to forestry applications in Leitrim. 

There is no evidence here that they are complying with either the Water 

Quality Directive or the Habitats Directive 

128201975916 As outlined previously forestry needs to be brought under the 

planning process. Currently employees of the forestry companies 

are allowed to assess land and make applications - it is in effect a 

form of self-certification. The Forest Service sees the expansion of 

forest cover in Ireland as the overriding part of its remit & takes a 

never-mind-the-quality-feel-the-width approach which 

completely excludes the interests of local people. The exemption 

of forestry from the planning process is manifestly inconsistent 

with the extremely tight regulations regarding (for example) new 

housing. 

Self-regulation is no regulation. The evidence for the inadequacy of the current 

system is written across the landscape all over Co Leitrim. 

1282019123019 No 
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1282019145337 1. Do you think the regulations and guidelines are the right ones? 

As practitioners operating in the forest industry, the suite of 

environmental guidelines, codes of best practice, forestry 

schemes manual, the different forestry schemes and their terms 

and conditions, penalty schedules etc are extremely prescriptive 

so yes, it is our opinion that they are the right ones. I don’t think 

people are aware of how much preparatory work is undertaken 

with applications for afforestation, felling, roads etc, the amount 

of additional expertise that is hired to substantiate environmental 

considerations on the ground, the referral process with relevant 

statutory authorities and NGOs and consultation or adherence to 

their recommendations. 

 

2. Is better enforcement required or does it need to change? 

Enforcement is sufficient. Any application that we submit for 

approval which is a 

requirement of law is inspected prior to approval, on completion 

of the works, at year 4 and random annual audits any time after 

that. 

 

1282019172233 Forestry regulation should be legally prescriptive and laid down 

by statute, and not based on guidelines and codes of practice. 

Monitoring and enforcement should be strictly enforced. 

Self-regulation never works, evidence in other professions and industries shows 

this. More stringent public regulations, properly monitored by appointed 

representatives is required and this could be an area to provide increased local 

employment. 

1282019184431 There is very little control over the forestry business, e.g. if 

fenced or not, nobody measures actual distances of trees from 

rivers, lakes, roads, houses etc. The guidelines were probably 

produced and agreed upon by state officials when the Land 

Commission became Coillte with all of them suiting their ends and 

means. 

Again, I see this living beside forestry. This is probably supposed to be fenced 

off, but there are gaps and roads in that render any fence useless. The use of 

pesticides seems totally uncontrolled with no warning signs. The heavy 

harvesting machinery sometimes disappears wheel deep in the soft ground 

with all the soft and lose soil washing away. 

1282019204205 Monitoring should be from an external source & they shouldn’t 

be allowed spray whatever chemical on the ground after logging. 
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1292019200015 I can’t see how my concerns are addressed in the current 

regulations. It feels like the regulations are all about how to plant 

not whether it’s right to plant. 

 

1312019162646 NO. No other walk of life is based on guidelines. This is a cop-out. Leitrim. We have no fish in our waters, wildlife is almost extinct. Rural 

population user severe threat. Why forestry. 

1312019164358 Yes, the regulations need to change. 
 

1312019165201 better enforcement and change planted too close to rivers. Disregarded monuments. The 30% broadleaf 

regulation has not been enforced. 

1312019170836 No. National targets should not apply to Leitrim which is 10% 

above. 

 

1312019172611 Of course, it needs to change, nobody adheres to 'guidelines' or 

best practice if there is no system of checks in place by an outside 

regulatory body. 

Local farmers find planting up to their boundaries and their ditches and fences 

destroyed. No-on is interested. Who can they complain to for recompense or to 

make sure the correct boundaries are adhered to? 

1312019173549 There should be independent inspections in forestry services. 
 

1312019221642 In practice, no corporations often do not adhere to guidelines and 

regulations and just apologise and pay fines later. If this affects 

ecosystems, rural dwellers and wildlife than there as case for 

better enforcement. 

The history of the world. 

1312019222701 They are not farmer orientated. They are presently exploited by 

"hedge funds", "insurance cos", lawyers, doctors, and avoid 

paying their fair share of tax. 

 

1312019223403 At the moment they are wrong. Only active farmers should be 

allowed to plant and receive subsidies not judges lawyers 

insurance companies hedge funds politicians etc. 

The amount of the latter mentioned above who are planting just to available 

tax break with no regard for the land or local economy 

1312019224532 More monitoring after the crop gets planted to ensure guidelines 

are being met. GLAS scheme for Forestry. 

The success of the Rural Environment Protection Scheme 

1312019224514 In my opinion there, guidelines for forestry just a law of their own 

supported by all parties in government 

forest can open an entrance where every thie like regardless whether it's a 

danger to the public or not plant across rivers and streams spray ground with 

round up and poison everything 

2012019164530 not been adhered to guidelines; needs go through planning at 

local county council 

out of control afforestation 
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2012019170312 better enforcement and regulation is both coillte and private planters refuse to cut or maintain their roadside hedges 

2012019223223 There is no regulation for forestry. There are so little houses built in Leitrim 

2012019223358 Yes 
 

2012019230403 Yes Look around you. 

2012019231602 No. No enforcement. Piecemeal regard to neighbours. 

2012019232719 
 

we want people in Leitrim no tree 

2012019233806 No Full planning permission needed. Same rule should apply as if you are building a 

house. 

2012019234851 Needs change Time for coillte revolution 

2012019235503 The rules are one sided in favour of big business. 
 

2022019000704 No - needs to be far more and need to have locals views listened 

to. 

 

2022019001446 better enforcement is required a no more forestry should be 

planted in Leitrim without full planning from local authority being 

obtained. 

 

2022019002120 The regulations and guidelines are suiting their own needs. not 

the communities or the wildlife. it needs to change. 

anybody who needs to see just needs to go for a walk in a spruce forest. under 

the trees. 

2022019002859 no - they should not be allowed to police the guidelines, the 

should be done independently. 

it has failed miserably to date. 

2022019003608 we need change. a polluter pays policy should be adopted. this county has a poor record when it comes to regulations and guidelines. 

2022019004131 better enforcement required or change plantation done in places where it should not be planted beside rivers and 

monuments 30m rule not applied. 
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afforestation the most effective one? What other approaches would be better in your view? 
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3112018203635 Have as much forest as possible and as much grassland as 

necessary. 

A healthy environment is more important for everyone than economic gain of 

individuals. 

13112018155421 We can best leverage natural carbon sequestration by having the 

local authority expert group evaluate the most effective means of 

doing so within environmental conditions. 

The current approach to afforestation is the least effective to 

sequester carbon - any benefit is lost to the ecological devastation 

resulting from monoculture & clear-fell practice. 

In my view, regenerative agricultural & silviculture practice are 

optimal in mitigating the effects of climate change. 

https://matteroftrust.org/14195/carbon-farming-fighting-climate-change-with-

regenerative-agriculture 

17112018003117 We must get back to the native hardwood trees and a sound 

ecological base not plantation forestry.  

Best practice of Bhutan Vermont or Castro country 

19112018190129 Mixed native and broadleaf trees have been proving to be great 

for drainage and carbon balancing.  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Marcus_Collier/publication/235347606_T

he_Environmental_Impact_of_Planting_Broadleaved_Trees_on_Acid-

sensitive_Soils/links/02bfe511261760c8b1000000/The-Environmental-Impact-of-

Planting-Broadleaved-Trees-on-Acid-sensitive-Soils.pdf 

 

Link to a good study above 
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29112018173342 We need to take a different approach to land use in Leitrim.  The 

acquisition of substantial areas of land by Coillte, areas 

traditionally farmed, and covered with Sitka Spruce must not be 

allowed.  We need forests to sequester carbon, but in Leitrim, 

these should be a majority of deciduous trees.  The practice of 

growing Spruce, then felling them, is a very dubious way of 

sequestering carbon.  Indeed, the energy used in felling, transport 

and industrial treatment is never adequately added to the 

equation and our afforestation practice at present cannot be 

considered sustainable.   

Our approach to land use going into the future must be as diverse 

as possible.  Should a specific area of land continue to be used for 

cattle farming?  Would it be better used for renewable energy, 

e.g. solar farm?  Could we have multiple uses for the land, e.g. 

combine forestry with solar?  What about energy storage? 

What is needed is a win-win approach 

Farms being taken over for use as conifer forestry.  Forests planted too near to 

houses.  No thought given to the best uses for specific areas.  Poor planning.  Lack 

of realisation of the climate crisis that is upon us and the changes that will come.  

Lack of "outside the box" thinking.  Lack of investment in strategic planning. 

1122018212135 Plant more Broad leaf. The county has (or did have) areas of 

outstanding nature. 

First paragraph above is contradictory. Clay based is useless for forestry. What 

and grain agriculture is not Viable. Fast turn round high value crop like Hemp 

would be ideal. 

Ireland used to produce sugar beet. Could have had a cheap bio fuel option 

there. 

Ireland used to produce the best linen based cloth in the world. 

This just needs someone with the guts to do it. 

2122018023402 No Build hardwood 

2122018122415 Another option to increase the natural forced carbon 

sequestration is through the plantation of perennial crops such as 

apples trees, rhubarb or Alfalfa. Through the use of such plants 

and the introduction of symbiotic fungi such as Mycorrhizal 

carbon deposits can be concentrated in soils rather than the 

atmosphere. Due the use of plants mentioned above there is no 

requirement to till the soil meaning the carbon deposits shall 

remain in the soil. 

Several research papers on the topic that provide many options, the option 

above is only one of many 
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2122018224533 Skip this cráp will you. Why is it a national obligation. When every 

other county in Ireland has 19% forestry coverage then we should 

consider where to go further with our climate change targets. Do 

we want 100% forestry coverage in Leitrim so nowhere else needs 

to do anything.  

Common sense.  

3122018120915 the general consensus is that the public would like to see more 

broadleaf trees planted as a carbon sink, well if this is what the 

country and county wants then the land owner must be rewarded 

for same because a 15 year payment is not sustainable over the 

100 years of a broadleaf forest. 

Ireland has 11% forest cover, most of this land came from suckler 

farmers, if this land was not planted do farmers think that more 

livestock would help the current state of the beef sector. 

the beef sector is in a real crisis. 

3122018161401 Forestry is excellent 
 

6122018120842 Promotion of Leitrim as an organic producing county. Increase the 

value of farm products and study/quantify the ability to use the 

soils as a carbon sink. Don't commit the county to forestry and 

lose the carbon sink potential for decades. 

 

17122018080826 The current policy is not given due and serious consideration to 

biodiversity issues, and the connecting impact on water, soil, and 

animal survival. Cultural landscape issues are also currently being 

neglected.  

Current developments regarding Irish forestry plantation, as detailed by the Dept 

of Agriculture.  

19122018230303 Suggesting an area that is a "natural carbon sink" is as effective at 

storing nitrogen as a forest is a ridiculous statement, the current 

approach is fine as is  

As before  

22122018164612 Níl aon tuairim agam 
 

3012019033626 (1) There are some bogs within the county that could be left 

undisturbed for sequestration purposes. There is practically no 

tillage within the county, so this is a further contribution. 

(2) It would be misleading to draw definite conclusions from one 

dry summer. I think the current approach is accepted as the most 

By harvesting trees before they decay, followed by reforestation, carbon is locked 

up in the forest and later in wood products. 
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effective. There is a further advantage as after the tree is felled 

and sawn and used for building it still stores carbon. 

3012019033839 (1) There are some bogs within the county that could be left 

undisturbed for sequestration purposes. There is practically no 

tillage within the county, so this is a further contribution. 

(2) It would be misleading to draw definite conclusions from one 

dry summer. I think the current approach is accepted as the most 

effective. There is a further advantage as after the tree is felled 

and sawn and used for building it still stores carbon. 

By harvesting trees before they decay, followed by reforestation, carbon is locked 

up in the forest and later in wood products. 
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11012019002611 Leaving bog land intact would be the best place to start leverage 

on the natural carbon sequestration in Leitrim. I imagine the 

greatest negative impact on carbon sequestration is from cutting 

turf and harvesting peat.  

I believe the current approach of afforestation is a very effective 

means of improving carbon sequestration capacity  

 

There seems to be a misconception among many anti-forestry 

campaigners, that bog land is planted under forestry, however, 

under the current schemes, this is not possible.  

 

To my knowledge, bog land is the type of land associated with 

carbon sequestration, so unsure of how forestry is competing so 

much against carbon sequestering ground.  

 

There are misconceptions among anti-forestry campaigners are 

the carbon sequestration rates of commercial forestry and its 

growth rates. Suggesting that long-lived hardwoods perform 

better than typical commercial forestry, or that it would be better 

to leave commercial forestry in place for longer, rather than clear-

felling at ~30 years. This does not consider when peak 

sequestration rates being greatest in the earlier high growth rate 

years of commercial forestry.  

 

Further misconceptions held by anti-forestry campaigners, 

particularly when considering biomass, is based on papers 

published by some academics in the USA, which suggest that 

biomass is not carbon neutral. These papers do not consider a 

forestry model that is not employed, certainly not in Ireland. It 

assumes an overly simplified view and does not take into account 

that only a small fraction of the forestry grown is utilised in the 

biomass supply chain and that the rest remains to provide carbon 

I can present our business figures for quantities of biomass produced, with the 

associated diesel usage and diesel usage of the transport and harvesting, relative 

to the quantity of timber retained for construction, and below ground biomass. 

These are real world figures, from our region and show that it is carbon neutral.  
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sequestration. It assumes the whole product is used for biomass, 

which is far from the case.  

11012019114728 Peatlands hold the most carbon and are MORE effective at 

sequestration that forestry. Commercial forestry holds less carbon 

and supports less diversity of wildlife.  Stop draining peat for 

forestry and other agricultural activities. Farmers in these areas 

should be encouraged (paid) to protect the valuable nature in 

their county and to be proud of their indigenous lands 

This question took up a large part of my BSc Environmental Science degree 
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11012019233734 The question supposes that the only benefit or driver of 

afforestation is carbon. It is a driver but not the only one. Forestry 

should be planted where its best suited and provided the optimal 

benefit. Should there more optimal land use then they should be 

used.  

 

12012019160758 Forestry shouldn't be planted on deep peat I.e more than 30cm 

deep. Any trees planted on other lands are net carbon sinks and 

this have been proven in multiple papers all over the world.  

Forests are carbon sites multiple scientific papers  

16012019173119 Yes - young trees capture more carbon than Almost all other 

forms of land use 

Climate change action Europe  

16012019210908 Nationally the forest estate is a sink of 312 million tonnes and 

growing. Forestry is one of the most effective sinks. 

DAFM publicised statistics incl. "County Leitrim Forestry Facts and Figures 

Bulletin 2018". 

17012019090938 Forestry is the best approach. We need to take land out of agriculture and plant more trees.  (National 

Mitigation Plan). 

17012019110948 The discussion about climate change is entirely to lopsided 

towards carbon sequestration. It requires a far more holistic 

approach to the problem. The problem being that we as a species 

do not live in harmony with the planet. As a consequence, all over 

the world habitat has been destroyed. Our task is to restore 

balance. 

Planting Sitka spruce contributes to carbon sequestration, but it is 

still destroying habitat and not adding to biodiversity. So in order 

to "save the planet" we are destroying it. That makes no sense. 

But it is highly profitable on the short term, so that explains why 

we do it. 

 

A far better approach is long term permanent forest cover, 

focused on biodiversity and diversity of economic gains. 

Imagine the devastation if Sitka spruce got a decease like the ash 

got Chalara fraxinea. Don't put all your eggs in one basket. 

common sense 

17012019111342 Plant more Sitka spruce It sequests carbon the best 
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17012019114549 The current one is excellent. Hardwoods which are uneconomical 

with long rotations and no market are not the answer. 

Hardwoods won’t grow well in Leitrim; the land is not good enough. 

17012019132506 I would dispute the first statement. Forestry is the primary tool in 

the war against carbon emissions. 

The policy makers in Ireland have already enacted forestry 

legislation to promote forestry nationwide. Leitrim council should 

focus on making the county the centre of excellence for the bio-

economy and perhaps strive to be the first county to have a zero-

carbon footprint.  

The current approach to afforestation is the most effective one. 

The council should actively promote additional local afforestation 

and lead the country by its example. 

How many solar farms are located in Leitrim? Zero 

How many wind farms exist in Leitrim? only 10 

How many micro-generation hydro stations exist in Leitrim? 0 

What has Leitrim local authority done to promote the bio economy in Leitrim? 

Nothing 

Has Leitrim Co. Council promoted a Greenway Track to promote additional 

tourism? No 

Has Leitrim Co. Council engaged in a policy of attracting people to live in the 

county? No 

Has photovoltaic been promoted as a means of green energy generation at local 

level? No 

 

17012019145207 I don't know but we are told that trees are very good for the 

environment and on average 2018 was the exception rather than 

the rule 

0 

18012019231557 It’s all well and good saying our soils in Leitrim might be as 

effective as forestry as a carbon sink but that is a might and it 

doesn't put food on the table, farmers are struggling to make an 

income and less and less of the younger generation are interested 

in non-profitable farming on hard to work marginal ground. 

Forestry is a proven carbon sink the world over and our land is 

more suitable to forestry in general than standard farming 

practices.  

my experiences 

1202019172443 Yes, I think forestry is best for our environment and the carbon 

storage 

Each year Irish forests sequester 3.6 million tonnes of CO2 that is equivalent to 

80% of the CO 2 emitted annually by cars on Irish roads 

1212019213628 There is enough land planted in Leitrim. Leitrim has 20% of its land planted 

1222019120716 There are no better approaches Even the CEO of Shell, the global energy company says we need more forests. 

Essentially the size of Brazil is needed again. More forestry in Leitrim will hugely 

benefit our county and its population. 
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1222019161117 This is a national problem and I agree that forestry will be key in 

helping offset our obligations. We should however have a 

balanced mix of trees including hardwoods and softwoods, not 

one or the other. In terms of meeting our national obligations, 

agriculture is our biggest emitter of greenhouse gas emissions 

(EPA) and an either-or solution does not solve the problem. I 

believe farmers need to have a mixed farm and forestry provides 

an income to help support that approach. When I look at balanced 

regional development - we need to get away from the parochial 

county view and think regionally. 

 

1222019221826 Leave uplands / peatlands inishbofin act Any good ecological reference website or natural capital models EU have policies 

123201910014 Mountain, and hills which have a natural coverage of Heather etc 

is a far more effective carbon sink than any forestry and we have 

all of this in Leitrim, 

The peaty soil is a carbon store so planting forest releases carbon, 

1232019113813 The current approach to afforestation is a nightmare. It too time 

consuming and confusing to fill in the mountain of paperwork and 

jump through all the hoops and administration to plant a bit of 

land. 

 

1232019142324 Currently forestry is a scheme that puts money in the land owners 

pocket with regard to carbon sequestration. 

Intensive farming would lead to less natural carbon sequestration 

in Leitrim. A more passive approach to framing would lead to less 

income and more land reverting to scrub land. Natural bog has 

the highest natural carbon sequestration as more of these are 

becoming protected the are cannot be reclaim or maintained for 

agricultural use. 

Industry Knowledge 

1232019210315 Afforestation is not working in Leitrim and must be stopped now. 

 

* Leitrim's water retentive soil may be more productive so 

therefore we should aid our farmers in the same manner as 

money is being thrown at afforestation. 
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* Tourism - greenways, waterways, cycle paths, hill walking is the 

way to go . No more trees!! 

1232019231249 The top paragraph doesn't reference a source(s) for the statement 

made. The Forest Programme is based on timber production for 

industrial processing from which economic activities are created 

i.e. employment/ wealth creation/ consumption/ export/ 

taxation. Carbon sequestration is a secondary benefit/ objective 

of forestry. 

 

The alternative as suggested above is that we leave land 

unplanted therefore foregoing the economic benefits of forestry 

as stated above. 

Forestry industry facts 

1232019233251 Growing timber is one of the most effective means for 

sequestering carbon. The carbon is permanently locked in the 

timber unlike through agricultural means where it is released back 

into the atmosphere. Irish forests sequester 3.6 million tonnes of 

CO2 each year. 

Science 

124201902325 Again, farmers should be encouraged to grow crops. Tired of looking at trees which should not be planted in our area, perhaps give 

'grant' to grow crops and cut down on the number of cattle in the area. 

1242019132941 our carbon emissions are through the roof in Ireland as a whole - 

we need to try to bring this down to non-fine levels as a country. 

To say that to say that Leitrim’s soil "may" be productive 

depending on weather is not the best plan of action. other 

approaches are curbing amounts of land per holding etc but are 

counterproductive to a farm/family’s life in that area 

Trees are our natural filter for carbon emissions. 

1242019151037 Afforestation are a major contribution to climate change as trees 

provide a natural filter 

Trees omit O2 and take in CO2 

1242019153933 The current afforestation approach makes the most effective 

contribution to our climate change targets. 

Trees absorb CO2 and emit pure oxygen. 
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1242019170345 yes, I do believe that the current approach to the afforestation is 

the most effective 

Forests capture and absorb carbon and emit it as oxygen. Forests also reduce the 

use of fertiliser and pesticides 

1242019223512 "Ireland obligations are national"? Demand that balanced regional 

development of forestry is a priority. Do not allow anything other 

than balanced regional development. Use your power. 

National policy was changed with regard to fracking. 

1252019123408 In order to meet our targets, forestry is an excellent solution. Forestry has been quoted by the department as being the only quick solution to 

our emission targets 

1252019154046 Forest should form part of the carbon sequestration national 

policy 

Timber products replace carbon intensive construction materials 

1252019173920 When you say 'some' land, what % of the land do you mean? 

There is not a single statistic to back up your assertion here. Also, 

in relation to 'as effective' - what is the source of the assertion? At 

present, the approach to afforestation is to encourage new 

planting on order to reach stated national targets with a view to 

contributing to the obligations. Land use varies around the 

country because of many factors and not just soil types, so I am 

not sure that other types of agriculture would be usefully moved 

to the county on the basis on one dry summer. Use of land to help 

towards carbon sequestration is a consideration but also needs to 

be balanced against whether it is the primary consideration. If a 

given particular plot of land is more useful in sustaining a 

community through employment or farming does that come 

second to its potential as a carbon sink? 

 

1252019224620 Research shows Sitka sequests very little or no carbon,800000 

hectares planted Sitka sequests less than 4per cent broadleaf 

recommended every country 

Research 

1252019230317 grow green trees and harvest them regularly, that way the soil is 

kept healthy and will sustain us longer, 

it’s in all soil health books 

1252019230340 Native trees Conifers plantation s are s blight on the landscape 

1252019233749 not sure don't know 
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126201900428 Why is Leitrim responsible for carbon sequestration to offset the 

output of vast swathes of industries and populations of the 

country? And if we are expected to why aren’t we being 

compensated? As a county are we carbon negative/neutral? 

We are an underpopulated county in comparison to most others, we couldn’t 

possibly be polluting to the extent of vast urban area. These urban areas 

begrudge giving is any of their larger pots of household tax yet expect us to offset 

their environmental damage? 

1262019102858 Deciduous forestry and coppicing You create habitats rather than destroying them. 

1262019132031 Grow deciduous and mixed forestry Because they are native, they add to soil fertility and contribute to a sustained 

ecosystem for plants, animals, and humans for fuel. 

1272019150442 Unknown Unknown 

1272019181758 Sustainability of small farms so that we'd land is not further 

destroyed. Quality product from smaller farms. Enable young 

people to use and their own land, develop farm enterprises 

and/or work from home or nearby 

Land such as that of Leitrim was never meant to sustain large numbers of 

animals.  

Persistent government policy has denuded the countryside of people and makes 

it difficult for young people to set up home in the countryside. Current policy also 

puts land beyond the price of young farmers hoping to expand 

1272019215352 Grassland and Peatlands are excellent at sequestering carbon. It is 

also recognised that Deciduous forests sequester much more 

carbon. In fact, an Oak tree sequesters 50% more carbon while 

providing much more habitat for a range of insects, flowers and 

fungi 

This is supported in numerous peer reviewed papers some have been featured in 

Nature magazine 

128201975916 The hijacking of the carbon sequestration issue by forestry 

companies is a cynical attempt to allow the wealthy to profit from 

the pressing issue of climate change. Some facts: 

Carbon Sequestration should never be a first option. Policy should 

be to prevent carbon emissions happening in the first place. 

Putting a carbon tax on aviation fuel would be a far better 

demonstration of intent in dealing with climate change. 

Many soils - particularly peaty soils which are so common in 

Leitrim - are natural carbon sinks & the disturbance associated 

with forestry releases this carbon. A proper understanding of the 

net sequestration gain/loss is necessary before continuing with 

this policy & in the absence of detailed study Leitrim County 

Council is justified in stalling further afforestation. 

The statement above "Some land in Leitrim is a natural carbon sink, and so is as 

effective as forestry" should in fact read "Much of the land in Leitrim is a natural 

carbon sink, and so is much more effective than forestry". For information on the 

effect of afforestation on peat soils see 

https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2017-09/A2273442%20-

%20Peatland%20Action%20-%20COMMS%20-%20Materials%20-

%20LEAFLET%20-

%20Carbon%20Facts%20and%20Figures%20leaflet%20screen%20-

%20with%20full%20reference%20list%20-%20FINAL%2028%20APR%202017.pdf 

 

"Peatlands form peat much more slowly but they can store carbon for thousands 

of years. Greenhouse gases are released to the atmosphere when tree growth is 

poor and peat soils are heavily drained and disturbed" 
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Leitrim is not a large greenhouse gas-producing county & we have 

no obligation to be the dumping ground for others. 

1282019102207 Make private forestry more attractive for farmers which in turn 

will give balance to forestry in Leitrim. 

Personal opinion 

1282019123019 Conifers are poison anyway That is a known fact 
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1282019145337 1. How can we leverage the natural carbon sequestration in 

Leitrim to contribute to our climate change targets? 

The statement above that bare land is as effective as a forest in 

carbon sequestration is not correct to my knowledge and lacks 

any reference to scientific evidence. A study on carbon 

sequestration in Irish Forest Ecosystems (Black, K.G. and Farrell, 

E.P. (eds). 2006. Carbon sequestration and Irish forest 

ecosystems. COFORD) found that “generally, the increase in soil C 

stocks over time varied between 0.2 and 2.3 t C per ha per yr” in 

forested soils. Intensive farming on wet mineral soils would not 

lend itself to increasing carbon stocks, 

especially when the emissions from beef, sheep or dairy are taken 

in to consideration. Forests, be that broadleaf, conifer, native 

woodlands, community woodlands, commercial woodlands all 

contribute to our national greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory and 

contribute positively to our national emissions profile in that they 

sequester carbon over time. In a commercial forest “the average C 

sequestration rate over the entire life cycle of a selected 

chronosequence (10 to 50-year-old stands) was estimated to be 4 

to 8 t C ha-1 yr-1” Black, 

K.G. and Farrell, E.P. 2006. There are other methods within 

agriculture to reduce emissions and these should also be 

investigated and implemented where it is appropriate to do so, 

however as far as I am aware none of them sequester carbon, 

they aim to reduce it but don’t sequester it. Forestry and farming 

can complement each other when the forests are planted, owned 

and managed 

by the farmers and the local communities. 

 

2. Is the current approach to afforestation the most effective one? 

What other 

approaches would be better in your view? 

As above, now afforestation is the only measure available within 
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land use, land use change and forestry (LULUCF) that contributes 

a positive to carbon sequestration, i.e. stores carbon over time. 

Better recognition of the ecosystem services that forests provide 

including carbon sequestration needs to filtrate down to farm 

forest level, forest owners need to be better compensated for the 

benefits their forests provide, all types of forests. Native forests in 

particular which have a limited commercial function need to be 

properly incentivised so that they can compete with commercial 

forestry, a balance needs to be found. 
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1282019172233 I strongly agree that some of the land in Leitrim should be 

earmarked for development for fertility and fodder production 

that is been displaced from its more traditional lands in Ireland, to 

allow a more balanced regional development of forestry fertility 

and fodder production. This is much more critical for the Irish 

meat industry, which is far more productive than forestry. 

It was very clear from last 2018 summer that hay and other fodder products were 

being transported from Leitrim and other NW counties to the SW and the 

midlands, as those traditional counties were simply not able to produce hay and 

had critical shortages as a result. This is only set to continue and get worse, as 

climate change escalates. 

1282019184431 The current approach is probably the least effective one with 

natural carbon sinks like bogs destroyed by plantation. The whole 

management of the forestry is done with huge plants that use 

huge amounts of fuel and oil, a lot of which is not properly used 

by staff who seem to have no care for the environment. There 

would be ways to actually produce carbon sink woodland, but that 

would have to come from native trees, ideally, of course, a mix of 

ever green and summer green species to keep assimilation during 

winter. The water retentiveness of Leitrim soils is seriously 

harmed by being compressed by the heavy machinery. 

It is impossible for the current forestry to be a net sink of carbon as, within a 

fairly short time, ALL the trees are harvested at the same time with the 

remaining, nutrient rich bits of the trees left and being burned. While the trees 

itself may make their production and use carbon neutral, the planting, 

management and harvesting/transport certainly is not, particularly as the roads 

need resurfacing after harvesting/transport. 

1282019191252 No, I do not believe that the current approach of afforestation 

with Sitka Spruce is the most effective method for carbon 

sequestration in Leitrim, the advantages of a carbon sink in this 

case is outweighed by the damage to water and biodiversity thus 

causing another problem. The planting of native trees and 

supports for farmers to do this would be a much better approach. 

Also, the natural ability of some Leitrim soils to act as a carbon 

sink should be exploited, this ensures that the land is not lost to 

farming as is the case with afforestation. 

I believe the lack of a proper carbon accounting system in relation to forestry can 

skew the results. There needs to be a much more rounded approach to dealing 

with climate change targets starting with reduction of our carbon emissions 

1282019204205 Plant native timber 
 

1292019200015 I’d like to see high nature value farming in Leitrim. The farming 

that took place in Leitrim was always natural. We are part of the 

environment in Leitrim and we are needed to look after it. We 

don’t want to see future generation replace by trees. 
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1292019201555 A regional spread of sustainable forestry is very important to 

sequester carbon and provide timber for a construction industry 

that will require more timber as it replaces high carbon materials 

like cement. Planting trees is an important climate action but 

there must be equity in climate action. Equity is a long-standing 

principle within international law and climate change law. IPCC 

AR5 describes equity as having three dimensions: 

intergenerational, international and national. National is 

described as fairness between individuals. IPCC SR1.5 outlines the 

principle as generally agreed to involve both procedural justice 

and distributive justice. Distributive justice is described as justice 

in how costs and benefits of climate actions are distributed. The 

people in the west of Ireland did not contribute or benefit from 

the industrialisation and intensification of agriculture in the South 

and East of Ireland in any serious way. The North West of Ireland 

is characterised to a large extent by small low-income family 

holdings practicing environmentally sustainable farming. It is not 

equitable that people living in the west of Ireland should be asked 

to shoulder a disproportionate 

responsibility for offsetting greenhouse gas emissions generated 

in other more prosperous regions in Ireland. We have shown that 

we will carry a high share of afforestation. The government wants 

to change land use in order to reduce the overall greenhouse 

emissions from agriculture while increasing agricultural output. It 

wants to increase forest cover from 11% to 22%. At an Oral 

hearing 

the chairman of the forestry appeals committee claimed that he 

could not consider location as a basis to make decisions about 

whether land should be planted or not. “Carlow or Leitrim” it was 

all the same to him. He had to apply the forestry guidelines or 

rules as he put to every application equally. Government 

however, through the environment protection agency has 

indicated clearly that land type and location is very important in 

https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on

_agriculture_food_and_the_marine/submissions/2018/2018-03-06_opening-

statement-dr-matt-crowe-environmental-protection-agency-epa_en.pdf 

 

https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/foodindustrydevelopmenttrade

markets/agri-foodandtheeconomy/foodwise2025/report/FoodWise2025.pdf 

page 29 
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its land use policy. The EPA make reference to “the right farming 

in the right place” at a hearing in front of the joint Oireachtas 

committee on agriculture food and the marine in 2018. 

 

For nature protection, as illustrated below, the areas of the 

country identified as being most suitable for high nature value 

farming are mainly in the south west, west and north west. These 

maps illustrate that the concept of the right farming in the right 

place is becoming increasingly important as we seek to identify 

what will work best for both farming and the environment in 

different geographical locations around Ireland. This issue is also 

of increasing importance in considering how best to target 

incentives through the Common Agriculture Policy and associated 

Rural Development Programme 

 

Areas that are shown in blue are suited to what the government 

calls intensive sustainable agriculture. The areas demarked in 

deep green are areas where we should expect high nature value 

farming. We welcome the recognition of areas like Leitrim in that 

we agree that we have much to offer in providing public goods 

like good water quality, biodiversity and carbon sequestration 

through soil management and land use. All these initiatives could 

add to our quality of life in Leitrim. However rather that high 

nature value farming being progressed we are seeing our 

traditional sustainable and extensive farming practices being 

replaced by monoculture afforestation which is having the 

opposite effect. In the name of Climate Action conifer plantations 

are reducing water quality, contributing to biodiversity loss and 

displacing an indigenous population. The government has a policy 

to double its forestry cover. Clearly that will have a higher impact 

in counties that have low land values and a low capacity for 

intensive agriculture. Given the current stresses on our rural 

Leitrim communities with forestry cover already at 19% a doubling 
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of forestry cover will have a 

devastating impact on our county if unchallenged. Leitrim needs 

to have a plan led approach to land use. It’s very important that 

the social, economic and environmental impacts of forestry are 

assessed and understood in Leitrim. Without regional protections 

in the forestry policy and guidelines our local government must 

take steps to protect the county’s interests in the face of a 

biased and inequitable government policy. The 2025 food wise 

strategy document set out the vision for agriculture in Ireland. 

While not assessed through a strategic environmental assessment 

important recommendations to protect sustainability goals were 

made. 

 

As part of the 2025 implementation phase DAFM will work closely 

with relevant agencies to ensure appropriate monitoring across all 

sectors of the agri-food industry on the environmental impacts of 

2025 strategy including possible impacts at regional level. This 

implementation process will include evaluation and assessment of 

the delivery of sustainability and mitigation actions set out in the 

strategy report 3 
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1312019162646 A classification of HNV (High Natura Value) land. Leitrim is up to 4 

times more effective and beneficial as a Natural Carbon Sink as it 

is being farmed at present than forestry. 

Studies form IT Sligo re HNV lands programme. 

1312019165201 continues to come from extensive farming and bog land. 
 

1312019170836 Promote young farmers. Offer partnerships at better rate. Give 

the land a chance. 

 

1312019172611 There is a lot of evidence that Sitka spruce does not sequester 

carbon. Mixed native and deciduous forestry is more effective. 

Grazed pasture sequesters carbon. Put the two together and you 

have agro-forestry. Two crops from 1 piece of land. Short term 

coppice crops for homegrown firewood and biomass. 

Sitka spruce is failing in this natural habitat due to overplanting. Monoculture is 

at risk of disease and devastating insect damage that will hit this island soon. 

1312019173549 Our wetlands are most effective carbon sinks and we should 

protect our wetlands from both forestry and drainage. 

The impacts of climate change are such that in the future we need to be 

accessing a locally produced plant-based diet. 

1312019221642 When you factor in the diesel used to plant, clear-cut, transport, 

process and retransport all the timber, I highly doubt we are 

leveraging any carbon sequestration. Other approaches give 

grants to actual rural dwellers to plant small woodland for 

coppicing, leaving to grow into mature protected woodland, etc. 

Look at the real cost of current forestry practices. 

Logic 

1312019223403 Agroforestry with fifteen-year grant not just five as at present 

would the way to go. but it won't happen because the rich and big 

business are not interested in it because you can't just plant and 

walk away. 

facts and figures 

1312019224532 Leitrim was never an agricultural county not in the same way that 

other parts of the country definitely are. Year in year out and 

documented through history, not just depending on one 'good 

year' as was seen in 2018 

See www.libraryIreland.com 

A topographical dictionary of Ireland 1837 

1312019224514 forestry is no help for natural carbon the only way forestry can be 

of help is to ban all Sitka source out of Leitrim no more plantation 

of such shit. 

common sense would tell you if everyone tells the truth the would agree with 

me. 

2012019164530 forest fires; like California, out of control not reducing carbon footprint 
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2012019223223 The present trees that are growing are no help to the natural 

carbon sink. 

 

2012019224551 Marginal land unused is an ideal carbon sink if left undisturbed. 

Current afforestation policy damages the carbon sink. There is lots 

of scientific knowledge to say that land undisturbed is better than 

disturbed land. 

I live in North Leitrim. 

2012019230403 Planting bog is Carbon Negative. Bog is a carbon sink. 

2012019231602 Climate change will mean warmer, drier summers. See climate reports. 

2012019232719 leave the bog the farmer I hope the land is than for children 

2012019233806 There's enough trees in Leitrim for its size to cover all carbon 

sequestration. 

 

2012019234851 Let people of the soil manage the soil. Cleaner environment. 

2012019235503 Leitrim's carbon footprint is so small it's negligible. 
 

2022019000704 No, it is not. Sustainable farming would be far better than 

forestry. 

 

2022019001446 through better management of existing farm land not through 

forestry 

reference the pilot scheme in north Leitrim (RBAPS - result based agri-

environment payments scheme) much more effective than forestry. keeping 

small farmers on marginal land. 

2022019002120 Hemp.... Research 

2022019002859 current approach to plant our entire county is not right should be more emphasis on farming on a small and more organic methods 

2022019003608 We learn when it's too late. We plant on bogs, not to find that one 

hectare of bog is equivalent to 4 hectares of conifers. we should 

use our HNV grasslands and our bogs and wetland to their full 

potential. 

 

2022019004131 continue producing extensive farming and protect open bog land let nature do its jobs and natural environment 
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3112018203635 I don't see why large corporations should get tax breaks and benefits for 

engaging in forestry on a large scale. It is a good idea to encourage small 

farmers and people on a small scale. Maybe tax exemptions and grants 

only up to a certain land size to support those who need it, but larger 

farmers and corporations can look after themselves. 

 

13112018155421 Tax policy should provide the greatest benefit to local sustainable 

woodland co-operatives. Large international corporations should be 

banned from owning land resources, investments restricted to 

supporting local sustainable woodland co-operatives. 

The local authority expert group would be the appropriate body to strike 

a balance between various interests, especially in establishing the local 

woodland co-operatives. 

https://www.thenews.coop/collection/co-operatives-and-woodland/ 

17112018003117 Policy must start with the family farm, the native hardwoods which are 

indigenous, eliminating non-native exotic species requiring lands to be 

drenched in pesticides.  

The damage to the way of life of the family farm in Leitrim is the best 

example. A sound ecological basis and county plan must replace the 

laissez faire approach which is damaging to man and beast. Ireland is far 

from an ethos based on clean air clean energy clean food and clean 

water. 

19112018190129 There should be tax incentives for native and mixed woodland planting  NA 

29112018173342 Don't know 
 

1122018212135 now you are talking about who will benefit the most The company in charge is mostly to do with Irish pension funds 

2122018023402 Bullshit Forestry going to do what they do 

2122018122415 Forestry profits should be taxed like any investment at a minimum of 

33% to circulate monies back into government to the advantage of the 

whole country. 

Capital gains tax is charged on the profits from forestry in the USA 
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2122018224533 Only tax breaks should go to farmers who want to do this. Why should 

funds go tax free. Another reason why a young local farmer cannot 

compete in bidding without effecting the number of years needed to 

make a return on that investment. That's if the bank will give him that 

loan in the first place.  

Talk to any progressive young farmer. It's unit cost and unit profit with 

them 

3122018120915 there should be a clear and distinct priority given to local land owners 

planting their own land compared to multinational investment funds if 

there is a genuine interest in Sustainable Rural Development. 

tax breaks are required to make it appealing enough to take the decision 

to enter into forestry which is a long-term plan. It also has so many other 

environmental advantages as well such as carbon, tourism etc. 

3122018161401 All interests should be served, investment, tax benefits, farmers 
 

6122018120842 only allow local farmers to apply for planting permission. There is 

enough planted at the minute. Only small amounts need to be added 

each year not vast areas funded by outside interests. 

 

17122018080826 Under no circumstances should private corporations being allowed to 

destroy local biodiversity for their own profits.  

Local reports regarding planting in Leitrim.  

3012019033626 (1) The tax policy should reach those who afforest part or all of their land 

as they are bringing land into production that might have been left idle. 

They get the benefit of the steady income from the plantation while they 

may invest in some  enterprise on the farm. 

(2) The price of land is market driven so everyone has to bid in  the 

market regardless of the depth of pocket. The person buying for forestry 

has a limit based roughly on the rate of interest, the number of years to 

maturity and the future expected value of timber. The person bidding 

against him would need a long-term loan like a house mortgage where 

there is a down payment and then monthly payments. The banks would 

not give this loan so the Government or the European Bank would have 

to guarantee it or grant it. The Land Question was solved in 1903 by a 

long-term loan, so the precedent is there. A decisive decision is required, 

or the moaning will continue indefinitely. Forestry buyers always have an 

upper limit. 

 I have experience of land vendors thanking Coillte in writing for bidding 

for land 

for which Coillte were outbid, because they got the going rate. 
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3012019033839 (1) The tax policy should reach those who afforest part or all of their land 

as they are bringing land into production that might have been left idle. 

They get the benefit of the steady income from the plantation while they 

may invest in some enterprise on the farm. 

(2) The price of land is market driven so everyone has to bid in the 

market regardless of the depth of pocket. The person buying for forestry 

has a limit based roughly on the rate of interest, the number of years to 

maturity and the future expected value of timber. The person bidding 

against him would need a long-term loan like a house mortgage where 

there is a down payment and then monthly payments. The banks would 

not give this loan so the Government or the European Bank would have 

to guarantee it or grant it. The Land Question was solved in 1903 by a 

long-term loan, so the precedent is there. A decisive decision is required, 

or the moaning will continue indefinitely. Forestry buyers always have an 

upper limit. 

 I have experience of land vendors thanking Coillte in writing for bidding 

for land 

for which Coillte were outbid, because they got the going rate. 

11012019002611 The current scheme enabling large international corporations compete 

and displace local farmers is the issue with forestry. I believe forestry 

should be focused on local farmers, like the model promoted by Western 

Forestry Co-op in Sligo. This differentiation is rarely noted but it should 

be.  

 

I think more farmers in Leitrim should be involved in forestry directly, 

involved in producer groups, coops and processing groups. It would give 

additional income to their farms without replacing their farm, without 

covering the region in blanket forestry and retaining farmers. More local 

farmers planting would also reduce the anonymity associated with large 

investment forestry, where locals don’t know who owns the plantation 

beside them.  

 

We would never have dreamed planting on our farm but were struggling 

with a section of the farmland and finally conceded that planting might 

work on it. Since planting we are delighted with it and would 
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recommend it, as it is providing a return on land that previously did not 

and gives a good secure income.  

11012019114728 If there has to be forestry in Leitrim, then the primary objective of policy 

on forestry should be protection of the environment. Again, 

monoculture forestry is not suitable to Leitrim's land type. The county is 

massively diverse in flora and fauna, many of which are protected under 

EU law. These habitats should be protected if forestry is to continue. 

peer-reviewed scientific papers. 

11012019233734 Co Leitrim has the best land resource in Europe for growing trees. It will, 

therefore, always be attractive to others. To allow for fairer competition 

for existing owners additional supports and structures should be put in 

place so they can ensure that scale of ownership or organisation is not a 

hindrance. Such supports would include the likes of the newly 

established KTGs. The work of Teagasc and the Western Forestry Co-op 

should be encouraged and nurtured. A more positive attitude from the 

LA and others would be essential. An indicative forestry strategy for the 

county would also be a great start. 

 

12012019160758 What? No idea what you are trying to ask 

16012019173119 Not sure how you have separate tax regime for Leitrim  
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16012019210908 All agricultural land uses have incentives, tax policies provide a tool for 

land owners to decide on the best land use that suits their needs. Land 

owners make educated decisions in most cases for the type of land use 

they choose. 

Teagasc provides ample advice for all agricultural practises including 

forestry. 

17012019090938 We need all the incentives possible to plant more trees. We are not planting enough trees. 

17012019110948 First you need a concise vision of what Leitrim will look like in 

10,20,50,100 years from now. Set quotums to how many percentiles of 

land should be allocated to what type of forestry over what time span. 

Then start thinking about taxation. 

- 

17012019111342 Land not fit for anything else 
 

17012019114549 Forestry should be encouraged in Ireland. The export potential is 

excellent. Quoting low income farms is nit picking. 

Current export figures of over 2 billion annually. This is business, and 

money for the country. It’s important to keep sight of the fact that 

business must make money to pay taxes and Forestry industry as a 

whole employ thousands of people almost all in rural Ireland. 

17012019132506 Tax policy is the primary tool to promote forestry in Ireland and should 

remain so until we reach the EU average forest cover level of 30% - we 

are currently at 11%. To strike a balance between the various interests 

who wish to engage in forestry in Leitrim I would encourage all parties to 

read the Forestry Act 2014. 

There are those who like forestry and all the benefits it brings and those 

who don't. There are vegetarians and meat eaters; vegans and 

pescatarians. Why is there not a similar questionnaire about those who 

believe sheep are sentient beings or those who hold a view that we 

should only be planting native cereals or vegetables? 

Forest cover nationally has increased from 1% in 1901 to 11% in 2019. 

17012019145207 This tax policy looks like other sectors where tax policies favour investors 

and large corporation rather than the "ordinary tax payer". There should 

be a fairer spread of taxes over all sectors. 

 

18012019231557 farmers should avail of the tax incentives themselves instead of selling. 

The tax incentives are there to help increase the very small area of the 

country that’s covered in forestry 11% to provide much needed timber 

to the market. 

my experiences 
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1202019172443 Whatever the best income can be generated for the farmer per hectare 

and be environmentally sustainable is best for them 

I.e forestry 

1212019213628 Forestry should pay taxes the same as everyone else. 
 

1222019120716 Tax supports for forestry should be ended Return are perfectly adequate without tax support 

1222019161117 I support the current tax approach to forestry and I support any 

Government's tax policy that encourages investment in any industry that 

provides employment. 

 

1222019221826 Support innovate agroforestry policies - balance favour mixed small 

woodlands non-conifer 

Any sustainable land use policy 

123201910014 All investors should be named, also the number of hectares of eligible 

farms for afforestation grants should be capped like Glas payments 

This might ensure benefits from the forestry stay in the area 

1232019142324 Forestry should be considered as supplement to farm income. Land 

owners that plant their land for the grants some will stay in the county. 

After the grants expire the owner is left with a forest plantation with no 

regular income. It’s at this stage that they may consider selling. The 

current buyers for theses plantation are investors. When the plantation 

matures there is a lump sum return with the money leaving the county/ 

country.  

Forestry should have different classes of ownership. 

Where land owners have retained the forest to maturity it has worked 

out successful. 

Industry knowledge 

1232019210315 Commercial forestry should be taxed same as any other industry and no 

subsidies!! If a farmer wants to plant on his own land and retain 

ownership, once he has applied for planning and obeyed 

rules/regulations and plants native trees he should be allowed to.  

 

Foreign vulture funds should not be allowed to purchase land. 
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1232019231249 The first statement above is very misleading as it is not the tax policy 

applicable to forestry that allegedly allows large international 

corporation to compete with small farmers but is in fact the annual 

premium.  

 

The second statement presented above is very biased as it has 

referenced an internationally peer-reviewed journal and then presented 

a very misleading statement. No reference is made to the species being 

planted or the alternative farming enterprise being compared. 

 

The function of taxation is to raise revenue, or to encourage or 

discourage economic activity. The statement above is asking should we 

apply a different tax policy for a farmer verse non-farmer. The primary 

purpose of land use has to be economic output otherwise we are 

subsiding lifestyle choice. In simple terms tax cost with very little tax 

benefit. The creation of commercial forestry is creating employment/ 

economic activity and tax revenue. This is a much stronger argument 

that planting broadleaves or leaving unplanted for carbon sequestration. 

 

The is no economic benefit for changing tax treatment of forestry. The 

tax relieve is offset by future tax revenue. 

As stated above 

1232019233251 The purpose of tax policy should always be for public benefit. 

Commercial forestry creates tax return through economic activity. 

Facts 

124201902325 For every area that's planted with conifers trees an equal amount of 

trees to support wildlife should have to be planted, this would give the 

area a chance to develop. Allow farmers to bid for land at a reasonable 

price. 

Watching the land being bought by big corporations almost tax free. 

1242019132941 Consultation at local level to show the benefits of forestry I don't know 

1242019153933 Primary objective of Tax policy should be Environmental benefits of 

storing carbon and sustainable fuel supply 
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1242019170345 The primary objective of tax policy should be environmental benefits, as 

forestry enhances the environment by increasing biodiversity, capturing 

carbon and reduces the use of fertiliser and pesticides. 

 

1242019223512 We don't have to strike a balance between the various interests who 

wish to engage in forestry in Leitrim for heaven's sake. Who is driving 

this bus???!!! 

I am not a tax consultant. 

1252019123408 This is a question for government and should not be part of this 

questionnaire 

 

The balance can be struck through understanding of the issues on both 

sides. A lot of the issues faced by at the moment are historic due to poor 

policy and regulation, but this has improved over the last 20 years. 

Regulation changes over the last number of years 

1252019154046 Tax policies should encourage forest growth as Ireland is perfect for 

growing conifers. Our climate ensures rapid growth, high productivity 

and competitive products 

Half of our forests are privately owned by 21,000 individual owners 

across the country so avail of the tax incentives 

1252019173920 Tax policy should aim to help provide sustainability in an industry by 

targeted use of incentives which will provide not just financial but also 

social returns for the community. The forestry industry is estimated to 

employ 565 people in Leitrim and the tax policy supports this. These jobs 

are sustained by having forestry operations on an ongoing basis and 

scale matters, timber mills need to have a large enough plot to work 

with to justify getting a crew in for sales operations. Striking a balance 

can only be achieved above a certain minimum threshold where the land 

has to provide a return so if small farmers are struggling with lower land 

prices, it would seem that the best use is not being made of the land and 

if some level of outside investment is not brought in, the land use will 

value will not be realised. This then means that the land is not as 

productive as it could be leading to lack of money flowing into the local 

economy and contributing to the downward spiral of depopulation and 

reduction in services that goes with it. 
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1252019224620 That’s not à relevant question it’s over planted with worthless junk Sitka 

will soon be worthless as plastic for posts and hemp for everything else 

takes over 

Research 

1252019230317 the green leaf trees make oxygen and eat carbon, so the tax should be 

nil for a Deciduous plantation and high for the acid forming pine 

tree chemistry 

1252019230340 No more tax incentives Same answer s as previously given 

1252019233749 don't understand the question simplify the question and il make a comment 

126201900428 Environmental taxes and levees should be spent on long term (not 30-40 

years) permanent native forestry and landholders should be paid to 

maintain them. They should not be for economic gain but for 

environmental and social gain. Perhaps even creating forestry parks that 

could encompass tourism and recreational pursuits. Farmers should not 

be marginalized because of tax incentives being offered by our own 

government to people who often aren’t even from the area or the 

country yet are having an untold social and environmental impact on it. 

It is what is happening on the ground, take a walk in rural Leitrim and 

talk to the people who live and work here. 

1262019102858 The tax policy is creating a bar to farmers trying to buy the farmland. Grants for forestry allow investors in forestry pay a higher price per acre 

than farming will support. 

1262019132031 It should be taxed, and farmers should be given a better deal. Because farmers incur losses, whereas the large forestry are covered by 

large corporations. 

1272019215352 International Forestry Funds are targeting Leitrim as they view the 

county as "uninhabited" The tax benefits were targeted towards farmers 

initially. Tax benefits to investors should only be allowed when it can be 

verified independently that the type of forestry is supplying ecosystem 

services to the land in question. There should also be a community 

dividend provided with any outside investments, this could be in the 

form of employment or other enhancements to the land which will have 

a direct benefit locally 

Dasos a large investment vehicle in targeting Leitrim with a view to 

getting a quick return for its clients tax free, Forestry companies are just 

fronts for these funds. This frontiersman like opportunism does nothing 

for the economy of Leitrim and in fact transfers the wealth of the county 

to outside interests 
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128201975916 If Co Leitrim is to have a future the needs of local communities must be 

given priority. Of more immediate concern than tax policy is the grant 

scheme which currently allows any person or any corporate body, from 

anywhere in the world, to buy land here & avail of unlimited grants 

funded by Irish taxpayers. Compare this with schemes funded under the 

Common Agricultural Policy to support farming - such as the Green, Low-

carbon, Agri-Environment Scheme (GLAS).  

Under GLAS, options such as Low-Input Permanent Pasture or 

Traditional Hay Meadows have a combined maximum of 10 Hectares for 

any one farmer. Grants for forestry should & must be similarly capped. 

The solution at national government level is to discontinue the current 

grant scheme & bring forestry in as an option under GLAS or any 

successor scheme. This would allow for suitable forestry to be planted as 

part of a mixed farming landscape & would prevent the re-

landlordization of Ireland (subsidized by the national government) as is 

currently happening. 

In relation to taxation, during the economic crash 10 years ago the 

exceptionally favourable tax breaks for forestry were significantly pared 

back. This gives reason for optimism that they may be similarly pared 

back in future. 

The most important evidence that needs to be brought to bear in 

relation to this & all the other issues raised here is the decades of 

experience of people living in this county. Forestry in Leitrim is not some 

new innovation. Concerns about it cannot be dismissed as neophobia. 

Forestry has been given a more-than-fair chance to prove itself in this 

county. It has proved bad for the economy, bad for the community & 

bad for the environment. 

1282019102207 As I stated in my previous answer making the process more attractive for 

local farmers the benefits from these incentives will be local and will in 

turn be spent locally. 

Personal opinion 

1282019104236 Make private forestry more attractive for farmers which in turn will give 

balance to forestry in Leitrim. 
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1282019145337 1. What, if not "investment", should the primary objective of tax policy 

on forestry 

should be?  

Tax policy that was introduced for forestry was to benefit farm forestry 

owners, Ireland’s private afforestation programme has traditionally been 

pioneered and led since the late 1980’s by farmers and taxation and 

state supports were developed to be similar to those in agriculture so as 

not to disadvantage farm forest owner. It is Western Forestry Co-ops 

opinion that any tax advantages related to forestry should be to the 

benefit for farm forest and local forest owners. 

 

2. How would you strike a balance between the various interests who 

wish to engage in forestry in Leitrim.  

Incentives, be that premiums or tax would need to be weighted in favour 

of farmers, people who reside and live in the area, within approximate 

distances or be from the area, have a link to the area so that the local 

communities and landowners are the main beneficiaries of forestry in 

Leitrim and that the benefits associated with forestry in Leitrim, be that 

economic, social or environmental are in Leitrim. 

 

1282019172233 First, tax incentives should be redesigned to seriously advantage local 

small farmers in favour of large international corporation in the purchase 

of land to allow the "locals" to compete directly. 

Secondly, to again to try and introduce a more level playing field, small 

local farmers only, but not large international corporations, should be 

exempt from income and corporation tax, and CAT. 

Applying taxes to large corporations will level the current uneven playing 

field, and even if levied at a reasonable level, say 20%, not 33%, would 

bring additional income to the state. 

1282019184431 Tax incentives should only be given to newly to be defined "good 

practice" forestry and persons local to the County. This good practice 

should include environmentally sustainable management and harvesting 

etc. 

Years ago, I know that the largest land owner in Leitrim was a Swedish 

insurance company. In how far does Ireland benefit from this with no 

taxes to be paid? Even the County Councils have, by now, realised that 

the redoing of roads easily exceeds the value of a whole harvest, and 

this does NOT take into account the much deeper damage heavy 

machinery does to roads and lanes that really lack any foundation and 

are more or less donkey cart tracks with tarmac on top. 
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1292019201555 The current level of industry support for conifer plantations represents a 

direct threat to indigenous communities. There must be equity in 

climate action. Research on the impacts of forestry in Leitrim needs 

consider equity in forestry policy. This should provide a basis to regulate 

at the regional level. 

 

1312019162646 Social environmental issues should be looked at and the problems 

associated with forestry. Mental Health Issues. 

Tax incentives to investors is distorting land values at a huge rate, with 

populations increasing worldwide they need food not toothpicks. 

1312019164358 There should be an allocation for to teach people on alternative farming. 
 

1312019165201 Tax status for "real" farms. Not investors who should pay tax on 

investment. 

Any money earned on forestry is no staying in the community. 

1312019170836 Should be changed to suit counties like Leitrim. All out ban on forestry in 

my opinion. Only broadleaf. Agroforestry promotion. 

 

1312019172611 Vulture funds, pension schemes and farmers who want to use Leitrim as 

a cash cow to the detriment of the people here should be discouraged. 

Farmers pay tax on their profits, you pay tax on savings. Keep farmers on 

their lands by incentivising them to plant native species. 

recent analysis published in Irish forestry peer reviewed study. 

1312019221642 I used to love living in Leitrim for the past 12 years. Because of dealing 

with commercial forestry in the post 4 months, I no longer love my 

home. The primary objective should be human/environment based. 

 

1312019223403 Tax breaks should only be for active farmers who should be encouraged 

to get into agroforestry. 

common sense 

1312019224532 We live in a market economy, investors need things go invest in, 

investment should be open to everyone with money to invest. Perhaps 

the market could be controlled by an annual quota of acres to be 

planted, this would help to meet objectives and also kerb overplanting 

None in this case 

1312019224514 Tax payers’ moneys are spent to encourage forestry which is totally 

wrong and should be made better use of such money 

look at the state of the country bankrupted nurses on strike, patients on 

long waiting lists for hospital appointments, lying on trolleys in hospitals. 

people homeless and hungry. spend tax payments on these people not 

vultures. 

2012019164530 pensions funds, vulture funds used for plantation; tax incentives to keep 

farmers on small farms 

20% Leitrim Wicklow planted by pension funds Sitka spruce 
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2012019170312 it should be a level playing field and should not be available to 

corporations or foreign investors 

the tax incentives available to those investors is leaving the local farmer 

unable to compete 

2012019223223 There should be less tax incentives for forestry. Farmers don't get the same tax incentive. 

2012019224551 Regulated planting of deciduous trees. I live in North Leitrim. 

2012019230403 Money going out of Leitrim Investment companies 

2012019231602 Environmental and amenity, social. Balance as in other EU countries. 

2012019233806 Should be taxed the same as other businesses. 
 

2012019234851 Tax benefits are cause of abuse to our environment. Local people cannot afford to buy land with multinational investors in 

forestry. 

2012019235503 Farming should be given the same tax incentives. 
 

2022019000704 Should be a cap on all counties. Should be €1 in Leitrim, Cavan, Sligo, 

Roscommon to prevent any more planting. 

 

2022019001446 local farmers are worse off because of forestry as the cannot complete 

to buy land and shadow from growing trees impacts on soakage from 

existing poor draining soils 

 

2022019002859 there should not be so many tax incentives for planting and exemptions. 

it is encouraging mass afforestation with little local benefit. 

20% of plantations in Leitrim and going up! 

2022019003608 Sikta spruce is a cash crop and big business are only interested in ROI not 

the environment. No balance can be obtained as it is not a level playing 

field. 

 

2022019004131 these incentives should be given to rural farmers that want to plant a 

small amount of wet land 

a lot of money is leaving out of county to big investors and no benefit to 

community 
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Irish policy and how do you think that might be achieved? 
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3112018203635 I believe this does not occur in current Irish policy, but it 

should be. Introduce laws to have a certain percentage of 

native and broad leaf trees in all forests. Forbid 

monocultures. I think this needs to be mandatory policy and 

strictly enforced with penalties and sanctions. People will 

only do what is profitable and not what is good for 

biodiversity unless it is a law that is enforced. 

 

13112018155421 It has become imperative for forest practitioners to consider 

biodiversity & socioeconomic contexts - failure to do so 

should become a criminal offense. 

Minimal regard is given for biodiversity under current Irish 

policy, socioeconomic context is not considered. 

A walk in the Leitrim countryside will provide overwhelming evidence of failed 

policy. 

17112018003117 Forestry must be grounded in sound ecological principles not 

the present environmental damaging plantation forestry.  

The evidence is barren dead lands ecologically where native and rare species are 

becoming extinct and local people are cannot compete in the open market where 

profit and not ecology is the basis of determination.  

19112018190129 I don’t think it is. But the environment and biodiversity 

should be linked to socioeconomic because they all effect 

each other 

NA 

29112018173342 I don't believe that there is much thought given to this at all.  

Lip service at most.  If things are to change, we must have 

legislation that will prevent current practice from continuing.  

Mono-culture conifer forests are highly damaging to the 

environment with loss of bio-diversity, bird populations 

falling, acidification of nearby streams and lakes, blocking out 

of light and scenery from nearby homes.   

Many scientific articles and reports, e.g. attached reports.  Also evidence on the 

ground from people impacted by forests in their neighbourhood. 
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We need to lobby Government and Local Authorities strongly 

and consistently to get a change in current policy and to 

ensure that future regulations are implemented 

1122018212135 Sika Spruce has nil habitat underneath it. Nothing grows been living in it the last 13 years 

2122018122415 No, currently biodiversity is not being taken into 

consideration when it comes to plantation of forestry in the 

whole country. Some seriously ecological damage has 

occurred through the plantation of forestry. Several Salmon 

rivers in County Kerry have been destroyed through 

plantation of lands due to the dilation of the surrounding 

rivers, this has also put the Irish pearl mussel population 

under tremendous strain. I feel the same damage has been 

caused in county Leitrim but now research has been carried 

out on the subject and there is poor monitoring of plantation 

methods and their impact. I feel NPWS also should be 

consulted on all plantation applications and should monitor 

plantation works and serve fines on contractors not 

considering the environment when carrying out the 

plantation and harvest. 

Research papers from Dr Eugene Ross IT Tralee. 

2122018224533 Sitka spruce does not equal biodiversity. Sitka spruce is great 

shelter for deer and then they jump into neighbouring farms 

for grass and maybe spreading disease.  

Have a walk through one of these forests and you won't be long figuring it out.  

3122018120915 a balance between biodiversity and productivity is essential 

to provide a sustainable product. it is very important to look 

at the current guidelines in forestry when talking about 

forestry and not to look at forestry that was planted 30 years 

ago in relation to bio-diversity. 

all new forest must have 10-15% biodiversity area in them with another 15% 

broadleaves as a minimum. 
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3122018161401 Biodiversity is vital 
 

6122018120842 Does not occur at present. Increase grants for native species 

and link grants to inspections of areas planted to ensure bio 

diversity is achieved 

 

17122018080826 It does not currently occur.  Local Leitrim reports.  

19122018230303 Of course, it does, biodiversity is a receptor on 

environmental risk assessments which are carried out as part 

of harvest plans there is a 15% biodiversity policy as is  

As before  

3012019033626 Generally speaking the land in Leitrim that becomes available 

for planting is only suitable for the 70% Sitka spruce or 

Norway spruce with 30% hardwoods. The unavailability of 

ash is a serious loss as a tree to plant with the spruces or on 

its own pure. The percentage of hardwoods in plantations 

fell slightly below the 30% requirement but the shortfall was 

exaggerated by some politicians. There have been 

plantations of alder in wet areas near river banks and slopes, 

but it is not a tree for amenity areas. There have been some 

pleasanter areas of birch, but areas suitable for beech are 

rare. 

The outbreak of ash dieback was severe in Leitrim and eventually affected the native 

ash. It was necessary to fell and destroy a large number of trees.  

3012019033839 Generally speaking the land in Leitrim that becomes available 

for planting is only suitable for the 70% Sitka spruce or 

Norway spruce with 30% hardwoods. The unavailability of 

ash is a serious loss as a tree to plant with the spruces or on 

its own pure. The percentage of hardwoods in plantations 

fell slightly below the 30% requirement but the shortfall was 

exaggerated by some politicians. There have been 

plantations of alder in wet areas near river banks and slopes 

but it is not a tree for amenity areas. There have been some 

pleasanter areas of birch, but areas suitable for beech are 

rare. 

The outbreak of ash dieback was severe in Leitrim and eventually affected the native 

ash. It was necessary to fell and destroy a large number of trees.  
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11012019002611 Yes, I do believe under current regulations that there is 

better consideration of biodiversity and socioeconomics. 

Much of the issues associated with biodiversity are as a 

result of maturing forests meeting older regulations where 

there is little mixed species or set back distances.  

 

Setback areas and fire breaks on larger sites can provide 

some area towards open areas. Mixed species are also in 

place, with new conifer plantations surrounded by a number 

of rows of hardwood.  

 

Campaigners suggest a reduction in wildlife as a result of 

forestry, for example reduced fish stocks in local rivers, 

however, I feel a reduction such as this is more likely a result 

of increases in the use of fertilisers in agriculture.  

 

11012019114728 Some brave farmers in Ireland are getting less support 

(payments) but are engaging in mixed forestry which is a 

more environmentally friendly way to farm trees. Irish policy 

does not support farmers who want to farm to protect 

biodiversity and nature. Farmers farm ultimately for profit 

(why else do people work but to make money) so the 

government needs to support farmers who want to farm to 

support the land they work with, not destroy it. Yet, the 

government supports pesticide use and intensive 

monoculture which results in degradation of land and loss of 

species/biodiversity. POLICY NEEDS TO CHANGE 

peer-reviewed papers such as the one mentioned above 

11012019233734 Biodiversity and Social benefits are part of FSC and PEFC 

standards and while these standards are not obligatory 

sawmills and their end markets demand them. Therefore, 

while a small percentage of non-certified timber is allowed, 

as the private estate matures it will have to become certified 

The FSC and PEFT standards are public documents. Currently the open or 

biodiversity areas of Coillte in Leitrim are approx. 18% as part of their FSC & PEFC 

certification requirements.  
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like the Coillte state forests. Therefore, the multipurpose 

nature of these schemes will ensure a more balanced 

approach.  

12012019160758 I believe it's taken into account now but certainly wasn't in 

the past. 

 

16012019173119 Yes 
 

16012019210908 I do believe this occurs in Irish policy. DAFM Forestry Programme 2014 - 2020 objectives and FSC objectives. 

17012019090938 I do believe biodiversity is taken into account in current 

planting. 

A minimum of 15% of land planted is with broadleaves.  A maximum of 60% can be 

planted with one commercial conifer.  The regulations and guidelines for planting 

maximise the biodiversity while also allowing economic activity. 

17012019110948 No that does not happen, mono-culture Sitka forestry is a 

money-making business. The carbon sequestration of it is a 

red herring. 

Unless we start to think holistically, we are not getting it. 

My forester told me when he helped plant my land with broadleaf trees, that he 

would rather plant Sitka spruce, because it makes him more money. I can't blame 

him, he also needed to make a living. But it was rather telling. 

17012019111342 It’s well managed at present 
 

17012019114549 Again, we can have total biodiversity and no money. This is 

incorrect thinking and of course we need to have some 

broadleaves but bear in mind they won’t grow in Leitrim very 

well because of the soil type and they will contribute nothing 

economically. Why quote some obscure study from Belgium 

when Ireland is a success story for Forestry business. 

Leitrim has acidic wet soil, not suitable for broadleaves. Biodiversity will destroy a 

very successful business. Is this what we want, to close down rural Ireland. 
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17012019132506 Farming crops is not conducive to bio-diversity. Forestry 

provides cover and biodiversity for approximately ten tears 

post afforestation until the canopy closes. Farming of crops 

involves frequent land disturbance and frequent chemical 

applications. 

 

The Forestry Act 2014 governs the biodiversity context in 

which forestry takes place and is more than sufficiently 

stringent in this regard especially when combined with all the 

other habitat legislation SPAs, SACs, Hen Harrier, Fresh Pearl 

Mussel, etc.  

 

If the general public wishes to have greater bio diversity in 

Irish forestry then Coillte, which owns 7% of the country, 

should be forced to comply with this wish as the citizens of 

Ireland own this company. Private forest owners should not 

have to pay for the lack of biodiversity in Coillte's forests. If 

people want greater bio diversity then they should be willing 

to pay for it individually. 

Forest practitioners are qualified degree educated professionals and understand 

current legislation pertaining to their field of expertise. 

17012019145207 This should be in the guidelines for the practitioners and can 

be achieved through enforcement. 

 

17012019150723 This does not occur. Non-native forestry should not be 

allowed 

 

18012019231557 Every site that is to be afforested must now have a minimum 

of 15% broadleaves plus large setbacks from roads and 

waterways all which encourage biodiversity and wildlife, 

whilst even closed canopy spruce plantations provide safe 

havens for wildlife which increases in flora as thinnings 

occur. Intensive farming provides way less for biodiversity. I 

my experiences as a forester 
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would however like to see a longer premium period than 15 

years on all broadleaves stands as an incentive.  

1212019213628 No, it doesn't. 
 

1222019120716 It occurs now. Unfortunately, the past was not so well 

regulated, and forests were "closed canopy". 

All new planting is CPC3. This means that anything from one sixth to one quarter 

(depending on watercourses) of all recent and new forests are very well balanced. 

New forests are therefore contributing very positively to biodiversity and our 

balanced countryside resource and animal habitat. They are still providing a 

commercial return for our population, allowing us to continue to live in Leitrim. 

1222019161117 As I said previously, I believe that today's problems are 

caused by forests planted at a time when regulation was 

poor or non-existent compounded by a lack of a forestry 

culture and support to private growers. I believe that in years 

to come, the forests being planted today will be better 

managed in terms of thinning and diversity in species which 

should improve biodiversity and forest habitats. 

 

1222019221826 No evidence in any current policies Low levels biodiversity currently 

123201910014 Because daylight is blocked out little or nothing grows under 

spruce, one sees a lot of moss and dampness, which does not 

attract or feed wildlife, 

 

1232019113813 This is happening. 15% of the forest has to be set aside for 

biodiversity. 

Forestry Statistics 
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1232019142324 The currently there is conifer plantations are planted with 

85% conifer and 15% for biodiversity for native species and 

open spaces. The re-introduction of high pruning conifer 

forest would increase the light and ground flora and fauna. 

After thinning in conifer plantation there is an increase in 

flora and fauna. Conifer plantations are a natural safe haven 

for the red squirrel whose population is on the increase. 

With regard to socioeconomic the premiums received by 

some forestry owners are used to support the education of 

their children. Those children have degrees in which there 

are limited job opportunities and move to where those 

opportunities exists. 

Forestry is a symptom of population decline not the cause. 

As the current farming generation get older with fewer of the 

younger generation able to make a living from farming due 

to lack of interest, farm size and location forestry is an 

attractive due to the limited time inputs required. 

 

1232019210315 This does not occur, and it will only be achieved through 

policy change demanded by ordinary residents of our county. 

 

1232019231249 This above is influencing the reader with a paper published 

on Belgium forestry. I'm struggling to understanding how 

mixing trees species could encourage more carbon 

sequestration.  

 

Both biodiversity and social impact are appraised through 

the current Forest Policy. The Forest Service guidelines 

address both species diversity and landscape impact. 

Statutory stakeholders are consulted, and site notices are 

place at forest entrance and published on Forest Service 

website. 

As stated above. 
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1232019233251 Yes, the forest service guidelines apply to all new planting 

and restocking. This requires at least 10% be broadleaves. 

New planting and restocking also has to consider landscape 

impacts. 15% of all species planted during 2017 were 

broadleaves. 

Forest Service Guidelines. 

124201902325 This does not occur now in current Irish policy as I have 

written already, every meter of land planted by the forestry 

should be matched with trees allowing open space allowing 

for our flora and fauna. 

Just look at Dooney Rock in Sligo or Slish Wood in Sligo - Slish Wood allows 

coniferous forests and open space habitats to blend together - but that of course is 

Sligo not Leitrim!! 

1242019132941 I think there is a little overemphasis on the types of trees 

being planted in our native lands. We know the ones that 

grow the quickest but there should be more incentive or 

disincentive to plant solely spruce for example. Our native 

trees are native for a reason. 

Nearly all forestry visible is spruce 

1242019151037 I believe there is biodiversity at present with a mixture of 

spruces and broad leaf trees being planted 

There are current cash incentives in place for planting of broad leaf species 

1242019153933 Yes, there is biodiversity in Irish policy. Land type and 

suitability largely determine species planted. 

Current cash incentives require that a percentage of land is planted with 

broadleaved species 

1242019170345 There is biodiversity in Irish Policy land type and suitability 

largely determines species planted 

Current cash incentives require that a percentage of land is planted with 

broadleaves species 

1242019223512 Do you mean that they need to do this in the future, or that 

they are obliged by law to do it now? Of course, biodiversity 

and socioeconomic contexts of the affected communities 

must be considered. 

Really? 

1252019123408 Yes Recently announcement by Minister Doyle 

1252019154046 15% of all species planted during that year were broadleaves. Part of grant guidelines that this is done 
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1252019173920 I believe that is does occur and indeed it is a requirement as 

outlined in the DAFM Forestry Biodiversity Guidelines that 

adherence to the guidelines apply to all grant-aided projects 

and to all activities associated with a Felling Licence. Any 

breach may result in the forfeit of grant aid and premium 

payment or the withdrawal of a Felling Licence. So clearly it is 

incorporated in current policy  

DAFM Biodiversity Guidelines 

1252019220056 0 0 

1252019224620 Not considered Sitka poisons everything Research shows huge decline in fish, birds insects because of Ariel fertilisation, trees 

and ground sprayed with chemicals, coillte employees sworn under official secrets 

act, why do you think that is? 

1252019230340 Does not occur Too many conifers 

1252019233749 definitely not One species blanket Sitka spruce in this area 

126201900428 No, it is neither considered nor achieved. They’ve 

encouraged the widespread creation of monoculture with 

limited biodiversity. 

Without even considering the information from Birdwatch Ireland and other 

wildlife/environmental groups, taking a walk in a Sitka spruce plantation you will 

discover it is dead inside....no light gets through and the floor is covered in acidic 

needles so there is no undergrowth on the forest floor. You may find pools of algae 

on the drainage channels. When you travel from a field into the plantation all 

becomes eerily silent, and you realise there is no birdsong. Due to all the closely 

planted trees there is no break for a dappled area, there’s nothing growing for 

wildlife to forage on, there is just nothing... 

1262019102858 No. There is no thought other than profit in the majority of 

Irish forestry planting. 

The swathes of conifers over our mountains 

1262019132031 More could be done. Policies are not rigorous enough. 

1272019150442 It is not considered Above 

1272019181758 It is obvious that current plantation policies do nothing to 

contribute to biodiversity. This can only be done by allowing 

diverse plantations and proper management particularly by 

farmers themselves instead of large pension funds. There are 

lots of good examples of this type of diversity on land 
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1272019215352 Irish forestry policy simply tramples on biodiversity and is 

exterminating ground nesting birds such as Curlew by 

providing cover for Pine Martin and other carrion 

Most waterways adjacent to spruce plantations are devoid of 

fish life and other aquatic species. Many have been 

eliminated by the silting up of rivers through planting and 

clear-felling activities. It is now internationally recognised 

that clear felling is extremely damaging environmentally. 

Government here has turned a blind eye to all this. 

International Best Practice 

128201975916 "Do we believe this occurs current Irish policy?" One word 

will suffice to answer here - NO. For how it might be 

achieved, broadleaf forestry as part of a mixed farming 

landscape would best meet these objectives. Retaining a 

patchwork landscape rather than blanket forestry is the key. 

For socioeconomic contexts, see replies to previous questions. For biodiversity, see 

"Biodiversity In Irish Plantation Forests" prepared by the EPA which identified the 

impoverishment of the biome in closed canopy spruce forests (despite Coillte being 

involved in preparing the study) 

https://www.epa.ie/pubs/reports/research/biodiversity/ERTDI%20Report%2051.pdf 

1282019102207 Common sense needs to be applied to the above concerns 

and a viable approach to biodiversity has to taken to protect 

the environment and also our economy. 

Personal opinion 

1282019104236 Common sense needs to be applied to the above concerns. 
 

1282019123019 no it does not, More thought must be put into it Look around me where I live 

1282019145337 Yes biodiversity is considered. Any application for 

afforestation that is submitted must contain 15% areas for 

biodiversity enhancement (retained or created habitats, 

open spaces, glades etc) and minimum 15% broadleaves, this 

means that any application that is submitted can only be a 

maximum of 70% conifers. In older forests that were planted 

before the setbacks were introduced, these setbacks are 

being incorporated in to the replanting plan. As stated above 

great recognition of the ecosystem services that forests 

provide including carbon sequestration needs to filtrate 

down to farm forest level, forest owners need to be better 
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compensated for the benefits their forests provide, all types 

of forests. Native forests in particular which have a limited 

commercial function need to be properly incentivised so that 

they can compete with commercial forestry, a balance needs 

to be found 

1282019172233 I don't believe that the makeup of forests in Leitrim meets 

the best practice in biodiversity and socioeconomic contexts, 

and the current Irish policy should be changed to ensure that 

wholesale coniferous plantation forests are not permitted in 

Leitrim, just because the land is perceived as being "bad". 

More consideration needs to be taken of the viewpoints of 

the wider Leitrim population, not just public and private 

landowners. 

It is very clear from walking locally in the NW of the county, and also from driving 

around the rest of the county, that the makeup of forests in Leitrim is wholesale 

coniferous plantation forests. 

1282019184431 There is very little mixed species planting in Ireland. The huge 

damage that planting causes only heals slowly and only on 

the surface, only to be then destroyed again by harvesting all 

the trees at the same time with even heavier plants. 

There is a river running through our local forestry that had eels and trout in it, very 

likely many other species. After planting it was a milky fluid for a year or two, and no 

eel or trout has been seen since. However the mess cleared up until it was 

"harvested" a few years ago. 

1282019191252 No, I do not believe that current Irish policy takes 

consideration of biodiversity and socioeconomic contexts. 

This is borne out by the exemption of forestry from planning. 

Had afforestation under 50ha the same stringent planning 

process that housing applications have, this would be a good 

starting point for controls. 

As afforestation is based more on guidelines and principals there are no real 

controls and no real data on the effects of forestry on biodiversity and economics 
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1282019204205 No I don’t think they take any of these things into 

consideration. Plant native timber & don’t allow them to 

plant just everywhere & anywhere 

 

1292019201555 Biodiversity is important to Leitrim people. We need to 

prioritise biodiversity as an important public good. Leitrim 

needs to be recognised for its high levels of biodiversity 

associated with extensive agriculture, our uplands and bogs 

etc. The rural economy should be focused on high nature 

value farming and biodiversity protection. 

 

1312019162646 Biodiversity is non-existent in Leitrim. 50% of available land under afforestation with results we have to live with. 

1312019165201 This does not happen and biodiversity does not occur as 

most forestry is spruce plantation. 

Spruce is the most common plantation. 

1312019170836 No I do not. By involving the communities as they know best. 

The lie of the land and also then to object to areas they 

believe with evidence that it should not be planted. 

 

1312019172611 No. By planting mixed species trees. Native perennials annual 

plans it can be done. 

My own small holding which is home to fruit, nut and native trees, natural meadow 

which had over 200 species during a biodiversity study and is productive. 

1312019173549 The forestry model we see at present do not allow for the 

existence of open landscape which has greatest biodiversity. 

Having walked many forests and photographed what I saw the level of supported 

biodiversity in closed canopy forestry is greatly reduced. 

1312019221642 No clearcutting destroys everything, so no bio left to speak 

of. Toxic chemicals and pesticides poison earth/water. 

Leitrim has less sunlight than anywhere so the bits we get are 

precious. Forest steals dwellers' sunlight - leads to negative 

impacts on mental health. No one wants to live beside this, 

so no one will move to Leitrim so one socio-economy only 

corporate forestry. 

Looking out my window. 

1312019223403 does not occur at the moment. it can be achieved by agri 

forestry and by planting native broadleaves 

the facts 

1312019224532 Needs some consideration None in this case 
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2012019164530 stricter guidelines; environmental monumental damage, fairy 

farms|bird habitats water pollution 

after trees are felled three times land worthless 

2012019223223 The present forests have little elements of biodiversity. 
 

2012019224551 No. More consultation with landowners/users. Lots of the marginal land in North Leitrim is good quality farming land. 

2012019230403 Blotting out the light will kill a lot of life. Look around 

2012019232719 natural forest broad leaf 
 

2012019234041 No planting No planting 

2012019234851 Forest practitioners not wanted. Too much poisonous trees in Leitrim 

2012019235503 the forestry is polluting the water so no more fish in our 

rivers and lakes. 

 

2022019001446 it does not occur in current Irish policy. it needs to change to 

continuous cover forests of hardwood not non-native Sitka 

spruce. 

0 

2022019002120 No. It does not occur. Education. Speaking with farmers. 

2022019002859 no I believe no consideration is given to biodiversity - it is all about monetary gain. 

that's why we have sikta spruce all over Leitrim. 

2022019003608 Too late for Leitrim, - no regard for biodiversity of the 

communities that is why forest series opened the door to 

vulture funds, pension funds, hedge funds etc. 

 

2022019004131 this does not happen as Sitka spruce is more common they are most all sikta spruce plantations 
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Social Impacts 

What do you think the social benefits of forestry are? Do you think the forestry in Leitrim is designed to provide these benefits, or is in reality 

providing these benefits? 

ResponseID Answer Evidence 

3112018203635 I fully agree with the above statement. Forestry is absolutely beneficial to 

mental and physical health. And forests should be planted with this in 

mind. Have tracks or walkways through deciduous and mixed forestry and 

make them accessible to the public. I don't know how Irish people could 

be convinced to allow members of the public to walk through private 

forestry land. Maybe the state and county councils need to lead by 

example and plant large deciduous/mixed forests open to the public. 

I have visited many countries where it is common practice to have 

tracks an paths through privately owned forests that are completely 

open to the public. It is possible! 

13112018155421 There are no social benefits to monoculture afforestation - only ecological 

devastation. Timber grown in Leitrim is mostly sent for processing 

elsewhere, employment generated is minimal compared to sustainably 

managed woodlands. The current system is designed to dis-empower local 

communities.  

http://www.fao.org/forestry/sfm/en/ 

17112018003117 Plantation forestry is the opposite to what is requires on health grounds. 

Who wants to walk through plantations drenched in carcinogens? Who 

wants to walk along a Wicklow Way through tunnels of dense evergreen 

forests not seeing the light of day or the beautiful scenery of the Garden 

of Ireland or Leitrim's pleasant landscape of mountain vale and 

pasturelands.  

The evidence is self-evident. Nothing grows in a conifer densely 

planted landscape-neither good for man or beast.  

19112018190129 Yes, I believe this very much. Social farming is a rising therapy used for 

people with intellectual disabilities and trauma survivors there is funding 

available for social farming. I think this is away forward. Also forest schools 

where children go for days out to learn about the environment and it is so 

good for their learning in general l  

https://www.google.ie/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/teacher-

network/2016/may/01/nature-nurture-pupils-special-educational-

needs-outdoor-education 

29112018173342 Social benefits - addition of amenity areas, improvement of landscapes, 

beauty, places to roam and exercise.  Resource for jobs, recreation, 

tourism, crafts, students of science, research, mental health, relaxation. 

Personal experience. 
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1122018212135 It is not benefitting anyone. There are no nature walks. Downright 

dangerous if anyone tries walking in after thinning 

Been in a few. Living in the middle of it 

2122018023402 No, its going to kill Leitrim  We have seen it already  

2122018122415 The benefits of current plantations are positive, but they require further 

management to increase social benefits. 

The use of forest parks in the USA provide great socioeconomic 

benefits, this is achieved through good management of the natural 

resources. 

2122018224533 Very little. I may have 4 beside me but I very rarely would decide to walk 

them. Their very bleak and dark places. Broadleaved forests are a very 

different storey if you can find them. A great place for biodiversity, 

different seasonal views and wonderful get away from the rest of the 

world spaces. True assets for a local community.  

Again, go for a walk in one of them and find out for yourself.  

3122018120915 peace of mind in rural Leitrim to forest owners that they have a 

sustainable income to continue living in rural Leitrim 

livestock farmers are currently struggling to provide an income off 

their farms 

3122018161401 Partly. There are benefits to the farmers, other landowners, and there are 

jobs for locals, in all of the work necessary, planting, fencing, weeding, 

replanting 

 

6122018120842 only Deciduous trees provide benefits whereas skita spruce encourage 

depression. too little deciduous planting occurring 

 

17122018080826 Private corporations and their choice of mono cultural trees are not 

conducive to any mental health benefits. This land is also under corporate 

control.  

Local and Irish research into Irish forestry.  

22122018164612 No social benefits whatever to the people of Leitrim. People who live in 

urban areas may fine a scooting or consoling affect by taking walks in 

forested areas, but the converse is true of rural people.  

No native Leitrim person wants to live near a forest. Forests contribute 

to loneliness and isolation and it is crazy to suggest there would be any 

positive mental benefits to the rural people of Leitrim. It would be 

absolute nutty to suggest so.  There are the "self-sufficient" or "hippy" 

types who come to Leitrim for the isolation, but the native Leitrim 

person wants to get away from that and move to the towns.  
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3012019033626 (1) Coillte have an open forest policy where it is possible to walk in any 

forest. In Leitrim the opportunities to walk in forests are limited. The social 

benefits of forestry are to be able to walk in a forest. 

(2) The forests in Leitrim are not to designed to provide social needs as 

they are mainly in remote locations and therefore not suitable. Apart from 

the Coillte forests, they are all privately owned and there would be liability 

on the part of the owner for accidents.  

Coillte have had several claims in Wicklow which were resolved in 

court. 

3012019033839 (1) Coillte have an open forest policy where it is possible to walk in any 

forest. In Leitrim the opportunities to walk in forests are limited. The social 

benefits of forestry are to be able to walk in a forest. 

(2) The forests in Leitrim are not to designed to provide social needs as 

they are mainly in remote locations and therefore not suitable. Apart from 

the Coillte forests, they are all privately owned and there would be liability 

on the part of the owner for accidents.  

Coillte have had several claims in Wicklow which were resolved in 

court. 

11012019002611 I think the initial social benefits are an opportunity to provide a steadier 

income for farm families. Further to this, it increases employment in 

processing, harvesting and transport. Forestry that is owned locally and 

harvested, will keep revenue in the locality. The main product will be sold 

to mills located in the region and likely to end up as a sawn timber product 

either used domestically or exported. Material that is used for biomass 

will also be used locally and the revenue that generates will benefit the 

local economy, not only in terms of the sale of the product itself but also 

in the saving of revenue leaving the region on fossil fuel imports.  

 

I feel forestry in Leitrim could provide many social benefits, but I think 

steps could be made to help make the most of these. More emphasis 

should be made to encourage amenities such as walkways and bicycle 

trails in forestry, there are examples of this in other areas and such sites 

bring huge numbers for things such as special events.  

 

As Leitrim is the most afforested county in Ireland, it should host a round 

of the Stihl timber sports, an international event that draws huge numbers 

from around the world. This would provide a fantastic tourism opportunity 

for Leitrim.  
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11012019114728 As in the last question, monoculture forestry is dark and less diverse in 

flora and fauna. While this type of conifer monoculture might be nice to 

walk around to increase a person’s mood, it is unnatural in Ireland and so 

a more native woodland would be more socially beneficial.  Also, the 

pollution associated with conifer plantations has a detrimental effect on 

people/habitats.  

4 years of learning about Leitrim/Sligo nature. 

11012019233734 There is no international evidence to support the claim that only 

deciduous forests and trees impact mental health. This is wrong and a 

totally biased statement and puts in question this whole exercise and its 

validity. To add to this error, you go on to state that "Forestry in Leitrim is 

not accessible to individuals" where as in truth all state forest is open to 

the public and to support recreation there are three specific sites in the 

county and two significant Forest Parks on the border of the county.   

 

12012019160758 Employment, income source, recreation, flood mitigation, carbon sink, 

biodiversity lots of areas left open at the edges of plantations and along 

water courses. More could be done to mitigate the landscape affects. 

Landscape wide planning needed for new plantations not based on one at 

time  

 

16012019173119 Irish forests have 22 million visits annually that are counted.  Goodbody report 

16012019210908 Any time I have spent in both deciduous and coniferous forests in Leitrim 

have had a beneficial effect on my mental and physical health. My time 

spent in forests in Leitrim would be several times a month for several 

hours. 

My personal experience. 

17012019090938 I believe forestry in Leitrim does provide social benefit. There is access, on foot, to large tracts of public owned forests in 

Leitrim, such as the Arigna valley, which are conifer plantations and 

among the most beautiful places in Ireland. 

17012019110948 As a person living in his own planted forest, I can confirm it is joy to the 

soul to see the wildlife coming into my newly created habitat. 

Unfortunately in general it is not so accessible to everyone, it also has to 

do with the fact that most of the broadleaf forests are privately owned 

and relatively small. 

I don't see how you are going to change that. I hope to open up my land 

for visitors in the future. Maybe more landowners are willing to do that? 

own experience 
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17012019111342 better standard of living  0 

17012019114549 I can’t see the difference between broadleaves and conifers for a walk in 

the woods. With a little diversity in species we can make everybody 

happy! 

Canada is largely Sitka Spruce plantations with a huge outdoor 

recreation value!!! 

17012019132506 "this is true only in relation to deciduous forests and trees" this is an 

untrue statement. 

"Forestry in Leitrim is not accessible to individuals" this is an untrue 

statement. 

 

The social benefits of forestry are increased employment - nothing 

promotes mental health like having a job; carbon sequestration to 

mitigate the effects of climate change and reduce the increase in taxes we 

will face by missing our Co2 emission targets; cleaner air, mitigating flood 

risks; enhancing the landscape; best economic use of land. 

 

Forestry in Leitrim is designed to provide these benefits with the 

appropriate backing of Leitrim co council to promote the bio economy and 

the benefits that will bring to residents in Leitrim. 

Derrycarne forest is a favourite and owned by Coillte with excellent 

access. 

 

Saarinen NM, Wärri A, Mäkelä SI, Eckerman C, Reunanen M, Ahotupa 

M, et al. Hydroxymatairesinol, a novel enterolactone precursor with 

antitumor properties from coniferous tree (Picea abies). Nutr Cancer. 

2000;36:207–16. [PubMed] 

17012019145207 Forestry in Leitrim is not any social benefit to people who loose light as 

result of forestry in close proximity to where they live. 

 

17012019150723 Forestry is Leitrim does not provide any benefits, other than a monetary 

one to the 'investor'. 

There are no social benefits whatsoever. 

 

18012019231557 The 1st line above is totally false, thousands of people visit conifer forests 

all over the world as a way of relaxing and unwinding, the most famous 

being the giant redwoods in the states. My own father while receiving 

cancer treatment in st Lukes in Dublin loved the conifers in the grounds, 

they gave him a lift when he needed it.  

Are farmers expected to let the public stroll through their fields for their 

mental health and general well-being, if not why should forest owners. Of 

course, if the government was so incentivised it and maybe give grants for 

paths and cover insurance risks this area could be improved. 

my experiences 

1202019172443 Forestry brilliant way to get out and enjoy nature Eco tourism 
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1212019213628 There are absolutely no social benefits to forestry. It's very hard to 

socialise in areas where there are more trees than people. 

There are vast areas of forestry in Leitrim and they have become 

sparsely populated 

1222019120716 What a lot of rubbish in the introduction. One third of the population of 

our country benefit hugely in the societal benefits of the forests of 

Wicklow, which until very recently was the most afforested county in 

Ireland. 

The comments in the question are patent nonsense and the future for 

Leitrim as a second "garden of Ireland" are immense 

1222019161117 Agree with the introduction on social benefits of forestry and again not to 

repeat myself, mistakes were made. It is important not to make the same 

mistakes with current and future plantations. It is important also to 

remember that forest owners have to make a financial return and a 

balance has to be struck between the social and economic benefit of the 

forest and the knowledge that someday that forests will be cut down. 

 

1222019221826 No social benefits evident No CSR policies current investment funds investment in county 

123201910014 Looking out at the same canvas of ugly green forest every day, does 

nothing for mental health, deciduous trees change with every season and 

are pleasing to the eye 

People who are isolated are more prone to mental illness 

1232019113813 "Forestry in Leitrim is not accessible to individuals and the close planting 

makes it very difficult to use as an amenity." where did you get this 

from??? It’s simply not true 

I walk in forests in Leitrim, I know loads of people that park their cars 

at forestry gates and go for a walk in the forest. It’s safer than the 

public roads and you get to take in nature. The statement that forestry 

isn't accessible to people in Leitrim is nonsense.  

 

To be frank - this questionnaire seems completely biased against 

forestry. Would a more balanced questionnaire not be more beneficial 

and get a truer to life picture? 

1232019142324 The social benefits of forestry are in providing clean and safe areas for 

people to carry out recreational activity. They can also be used as a 

learning tool to teach about the benefits of trees the species and the uses 

and other associated benefits. 

Example are Lurgan boy forest walk and Derrycarne forest walk. There 

are numerous papers written about the health benefits of spending 

time in the forest. There are numerous walking clubs that take trip to 

visit these areas 

1232019210315 Properly planned forestry is attractive to look at and walk through. Only a 

small percentage provides these benefits. 

0 
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1232019231249 The above statement is completing misleading as the Woodlands for 

Health statement makes no reference to the broadleaf statement above it. 

The statement that forestry in Leitrim is not accessible is completely 

misleading as well as the are numerous Coillte forests with forest walks 

throughout the county. 

 

From checking the last ten years of planting figures from the Forest 

Service 27% of new planting in Leitrim was broadleaf. When averaged over 

the last 20 years it comes back to 11%. This is showing an increasing tread 

in the percentage of broadleaf planting taking place in Leitrim. This does 

not include the replanting of clear-fell sites where only 85% of Sitka area is 

being replanted with the balance planted with Broadleaves. This is shows 

that felling and replanting is making second rotation crops more socially 

appealing in the landscape and for biodiversity. 

 

Access onto private forest land is no different for access onto private 

farmland. I believe that the current policy is delivering these policy 

through an increasing woodland landscape with a high percentage of 

broadleaf planting. 

Forestry facts and practice on the ground 

1232019233251 Yes, it is providing these benefits. Coillte have lots of forest walks and 

parks opened to the public for their enjoyment. Access to private forestry 

should not be treated any differently from access to private land. 

Me and my family use them regularly. 

124201902325 Very few social benefits - except to the "absentee landlord" that keep the 

benefits in the long term (not for that long a term). 

Very little is done in the area of giving Leitrim any social benefits; it is 

with great sadness that I fill in this questionnaire as I feel in the long 

term that the planting of Leitrim will continue for years to come and 

the people just 'moved out'. Cromwell seems to be active in Leitrim - 

"go to hell or leave Leitrim"!! - we don't want you people here we're 

planting trees!!! 

1242019132941 It can provide a guaranteed income for a time - money can open doors to 

social events from a public house to a festival day with family - the air is 

cleaner - the natural animals return and can be seen - a healthier way of 

life 

As above 
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1242019151037 Forestry provides a wide range of social and economic benefits including 

processing of timber and non-timber products, employment and 

absorption of air pollution 

Family members including myself continue to benefit through forestry 

through employment, income available through plantations and the 

provision of fire wood. 

1242019153933 Socially Forests created positive benefits. Leitrim consists mainly of marginal land with fragments of fields with 

rushes and gorse. Forest plantations are a more pleasing sight. 

1242019170345 Forests provide a wide range of economic and social benefits to 

humankind. These include contributions to the overall economy – for 

example through employment, processing and trade of forest products 

and energy – and investments in the forest sector 

Leitrim consists of mainly marginal land, with fields overgrown the 

rushes and gorse. Forest by their nature can have a considerable 

impact on the landscape, and can enhance visually important natural 

features 

1242019223512 As stated in your preamble above. No and no. I have been in the forestry in Leitrim. 

1252019123408 Social benefits are walks. 

 

Economic benefits are council rates (Masonite is a big contributor), jobs 

and Euro spend in the local economy 

Council rates 

1252019154046 Ireland’s forests deliver employment, exports, carbon sequestration, 

cleaner air, renewable energy, recreation opportunities, landscapes, 

biodiversity, flood prevention and much more. 

•Each year, Irish forests sequester 3.6 million tonnes of CO2 – that’s 

equivalent to 80% of the CO2 emitted annually cars on Irish roads.  

•The total forest carbon sink is now 312 million tonnes.  

•Timber is nature’s answer to building houses from an entirely 

renewable resource.  

•Irish forests are managed to guarantee ever increasing forest cover.  

Ireland has one of the world’s most sophisticated and technologically 

advanced timber industries.  

• Timber products replace carbon intensive construction materials.  

• Wood based bioenergy replaces fossil fuels.  

1252019173920 I disagree with the basis assertion that the positive impact of forestry is 

limited to deciduous forests. I personally enjoy walking through forests 

and find the quiet calm of an evergreen forest in winter and summer very 

refreshing both physically and mentally. So certainly there are social 

benefits to forestry and horses for courses in terms of whether broadleaf 

or evergreen are one more beneficial than the other. I note that the 

Centre Parcs operation is in a deciduous forest and can't see how they 

would go to all that effort if they thought that their customers would not 

get benefit from being in a deciduous forest. However, going to a walk in a 

Centreparcs 
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deciduous forest does not have to be expensive and there is plenty of 

choice in Leitrim to enjoy such walks. 

1252019220056 
  

1252019224620 No Dead communities 

1252019230317 there could be more local business in crafts with local timber if there was 

better timber grown, more jobs more people 

lack of jobs in the county 

1252019230340 No benefits to committed. Conifer plantation s ate entirely negative Same reason s as previously given 

1252019233749 another poorly worded question There are no social benefits to the 

plantations in my area no public access and serve only as a green blight on 

the horizon and a haven for needles which eventually end up in the river 

causing serious environmental issues 

I see it every day 

126201900428 There are no social benefits really apart from Derrycarne Woods and the 

small bit you walk around at Glencar. Forestry under current policy is 

failing dramatically to “provide a full range of economic, environmental 

and social benefits to society”. Perhaps you should invite them to Leitrim 

to demonstrate to them how wide of the mark they are falling? It’s 

actually laughable that that’s in their policy because I’ve never seen one of 

the forestry companies including that in their sales pitch....it’s all about 

the money! 

Visit a forestry company and ask how they’re adding a social and 

environmental benefit to their plantations? They don’t! You’ll be lucky 

if you can travel the roads after they’re done hauling the timber away! 

1262019102858 No. Fir tree forests are dark, lifeless and remove light from the 

neighbouring lands and houses! 

1262019132031 Not in the long term because there will not be farmland left for the next 

generation and also the ecosystem is marginalised. 

People do not want to live or build near forests. 

1272019150442 Absolutely no benefit to Leitrim . 
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1272019181758 I am surrounded by forest and while it was ugly when felled and still 

blocks views in places it is an incredible amenity. Because it was not totally 

clear felled , is planted along slopes, contains lots of beech and hazel plus 

larch and is surrounded by Cypress it is a thing of beauty In all seasons! A 

wonderful amenity owned by Coillte and managed by Lurganboy 

development. 

We can no longer use our roads so we certainly do need 

woodlands....with dappled light..flora, fauna and people! 

1272019215352 Forestry when properly planned can have huge benefits for local 

communities to provide an arena for outside activities essential for 

improving health. Blanket Sitka Spruce planting is negative as it destroys 

traditional landscapes and brings a darkening effect to many townlands as 

the canopies close in. Neighbours lose the view of their fellow neighbours 

and all become socially isolated. Many people abandon these areas as 

their quality of life is so impaired, by damage to roads and the isolation 

felt 

I see and hear this all the time when I visit farmers throughout the 

county 

128201975916 "It is generally agreed that forestry has a positive impact on mental 

health" ??? In questioning this extraordinary statement, I don't mean to 

attack Leitrim PPN who are working very hard on a voluntary basis for the 

betterment of the county. However, it is necessary to point out that 2 

generations of those living in the county would strongly dispute this 

assertion - & are unlikely to be convinced by the study quoted above. A 

quick google search reveals that the Woodlands for Health project was 

developed by Coillte - so we can safely assume that it was designed to 

reach a predetermined result. Dead zone Forestry was imposed on Co 

Leitrim - with Coillte being the single biggest offender. 

It is also important to note that the study quoted above was carried out in 

Dublin. It would be more relevant to hear the opinions of psychiatrists, 

doctors & nurses practicing in this county & who deal daily with the 

effects of afforestation including isolation, insecurity about the future of 

the local environment & community, powerlessness in the face of well-

funded corporate interests, despair as a once-beautiful landscape is 

turned into a monotonous dark-green desert, etc. 

The Woodlands for Health project was developed by Coillte: 

https://www.coillte.ie/our-forests/public-goods/health-and-well-

being/ 
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1282019102207 There are a number of forest walks in our county that are used by a large 

portion of our community and it is my opinion that more of the forest 

should be made open to the public for forest walks etc. 

Coillte has an open policy on its forest to the public and maybe private 

forest owners needs to do something similar for the local community to 

enjoy this amenity. 

Personal opinion 

1282019104236 There are a number of forest walks in our county that are used by our 

community. 

 

1282019114238 One of the social benefits from forestry is walking. There are a number of 

forest walks in the county. 
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1282019145337 I strongly disagree with the comment that forestry only has a positive 

impact on mental health in relation to deciduous forests and trees. Lough 

Key forest park has a large % of conifer trees, Belleek forest park in Ballina, 

Co Mayo is mostly coniferous, actually most of the open Coillte forests 

including those for mountain biking and trails are coniferous forests. 

Majority of northern Europe and all of Scandinavia are conifer forests, 

these are actively used and embraced by the local people. Are the authors 

saying that people who use conifer forests or live in these areas that it is 

affecting their mental health? The west coast of America is 80% or more 

conifer forests including Yosemite, Yellowstone etc. This survey has 

allayed a strongly negative bias towards conifer forests which is wholly 

unsubstantiated, if this is to be the case then this should have been 

allowed to emanate organically from the survey, and not by design. 

Conifer trees such as larch are also deciduous and change throughout the 

season, as there are also evergreen broadleaved trees (Holly, Holm Oak 

for example). The social benefits of forestry are income to improve 

livelihoods, biodiversity, shelter, soil and water protection, recreation and 

tourism. It would be great if the positive aspects of forests were focused 

on in Leitrim, the biggest employer and largest rate payer in Leitrim is a 

timber based industry a panel mill, Masonite, that exports 100% of its 

output to over 30 countries. 

 

Forestry in Leitrim is providing these benefits, it is providing employment 

“More forest based industry jobs will attract more people to Leitrim. 

Leitrim has the highest employment rate of any county with just under 5% 

of the total workforce in that county employed in forestry. This rate is 

more than double the next highest county, Roscommon, where 2% of the 

workforce is employed in forestry” DAFM 2018 County Leitrim Forestry 

Facts and figures Bulletin 2018. It is providing tourism through Lough Key 

Forest park. It is providing annual income to 383 farmers. It is providing 

€1.2million in private timber sales, which is forecast to triple by 2035. It is 

sequestering carbon every year. 

0 
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1282019172233 I agree that forestry has a positive impact on mental health, where 

accessible, such as walking, hiking, kids and mums playing, providing a 

local amenity for everyone. 

 

Clearly, the evidence is as set out in your preamble above, in the 2014 

HSE & UCD Woodlands for Health project. Separately, it is well known 

the benefits of being in the outdoors, and forestry access, to the right 

type of forests, provides this in abundance. 

1282019184431 There are absolutely no benefits, I already mentioned the shading of land 

(and human souls) before. Indeed, nice mixed - and accessible - woodland 

has undoubtedly the positive effects mentioned, but the Leitrim and 

Ireland practice are diametrically opposed to this. 

Once again, I live close to forestry, have to deal with the shading, with 

a fairly dead river that comes out of it, as mentioned has no access, has 

ploughed through megalithical tombs and cottages etc. We actively 

seek out woodlands for walks and picnics, but never the local ones due 

to their inaccessibility and monocultural character. 

As there is no opportunity to put this in anywhere, not only would I like 

to be kept informed, I also suggest a working group on forestry that I'd 

like to be part of. There are far wider considerations with evidence 

that cattle and sheep farming with methane emissions may have to 

stop within a few years which will make forestry/woodland even more 

important on a nationwide and global scale. 

1282019191252 I think broadleaf forestry has huge social benefits. Time spent in nature 

has been proven to benefit mental and physical health for all. The practice 

of 'forest bathing' has been practiced in Japan for years. Recent research 

in the US has shown that forest bathing can help reduce inflammation, 

blood pressure, stress hormones and boost the immune system. I do not 

think that any of the conifer plantations in Leitrim give any of these 

benefits. The density of planting does not allow space for people to 

wander. The fact that so many of these plantations are in private hands 

means that there will never be any recreational aspect. 

Here is a link to research on the positive health benefits of time spent 

in forests;  

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-

shots/2017/07/17/536676954/forest-bathing-a-retreat-to-nature-can-

boost-immunity-and-mood?t=1548702259741 

1282019204205 There are no social benefits whatsoever to forestry as it is now. 
 

1292019200015 I don’t see any social benefits from forestry when it’s not locally owned. 

Forestry in the wrong place is taking away our light, our view and affecting 

the value of our homes as we become surrounded by tall plantations of 

conifers. 
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1292019201555 Nature has a positive impact on mental health. The conifer plantations 

that are planted in Leitrim destroy nature. They displace people and hide 

our natural landscape. Too much afforestation, particularly non-native 

species take away our hope for our future. We need to plant our fair share 

of good quality timber that will produce benefits to people, nature and 

biodiversity. Over afforestation represents a land grab by commercial 

interests in a vulnerable area already affected by rural decline. That’s what 

Leitrim people see when they look out at the Leitrim landscape. We need 

to develop Leitrim in a way that is compatible with the goals set out in our 

county development plan. When a biased government policy threatens 

the future of your county how can you believe in a future where your 

offspring can live and thrive here. My parents were very aware that the 

government plan for Leitrim was to plant as much of it as they could. They 

found it very hard to encourage my siblings and I to settle in Leitrim. Even 

our best teachers in school advised us to “get educated, get away and 

then consider coming back if you’re still interested on farming”. That 

doesn’t happen in every county. Leitrim rural people are just as entitled to 

believe in a future as anyone else in Ireland. I want to be able to 

encourage my children to stay in Leitrim. To believe in Leitrim. We must 

stop believing that this county can be treated as a sacrifice zone. Leitrim 

people are starting to recognise that we are very lucky to live here. 

 

1312019162646 Very negative benefit. No. It is a huge reason for the mental health of our 

community. 

Don't Ask. 

1312019164358 Over planting in Leitrim with dense forestry does not let light through. 
 

1312019165201 very limited most are not open to the public 

1312019170836 No social benefits of forestry. Complete opposite. Some broadleaf forest 

have no walks. Leitrim coniferous forest have no life and don't promote 

life. 

 

1312019172611 Trees do provide many mental health benefits. Shade in summer and 

shedding in winter and allowing light through the canopy. Sitka has none 

of these benefits. 

Increasing depression and S.A.D in Leitrim. 
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1312019173549 Native woodlands and managed mixed species woodland provide great 

amenities. 

I am involved in social farming and people using the service enjoy time 

managing woodland and walkways through it. Their support workers 

have spoken of clients benefiting from experience. 

1312019221642 When they clear cut the forestry, I suffered panic attacks and nightmares. 

Solastalgia. No forestry in Leitrim causes stress, isolation, depression (lack 

of sunlight), fear, sadness, loneliness. Lough key forest park has amazing 

health benefits. Leitrim plantations negatively affect their neighbours. 

 

Leitrim CoCo could purchase land and start conservation trust - bogs, 

grass, wild fields, native woodlands. 

My own experience. Interviewing rural dwellers. 

1312019222701 Take tax dodge out of forestry, only local active 'farmers' should obtain tax 

relief. 

 

1312019223403 there is currently no thought of these benefits in Leitrim. the only thought 

is how to asses some rich individuals or company in not paying fifty 

percent of their income in tax which they would have to do if they invest 

in anything other than forestry 

fact 

1312019224532 Allow more public access to plantations, ensure paths for public to walk 

thru are provided. I live beside a cycle track every time I go on it I meet 

and talk to someone. Ensure passages from one plantation to another are 

left. If not there already, put them in, more work involved in this, where 

large areas are planted, leave paths thru the forestry more benefits for 

people. 

www.irishtrails.ie 

2012019164530 surrounded by darkness; not good for mental health social benefits - none 

2012019170312 in my view there are no social benefits in forestry people are becoming isolated and smothered in their own houses 

2012019223223 Forestry in Leitrim is not providing social benefits. 
 

2012019223358 None 
 

2012019224551 Forestry is only beneficial with farming in a diverse manner. Blanket planting is dull and monotonous. 

2012019230403 None Look around 

2012019234041 No benefit in planting Leitrim. Farming and population in Leitrim needed. 
 

2012019234851 Forestry is torture no welcome Living very unhealth environment 

2012019235503 forest is not providing anything to the community. 
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2022019001446 no social benefits what so ever planted year 1 (3 weeks work) 

thinned year 8-10 (3 weeks work) 

30 years forestry is thinnged (clear felled) there is no local benefits 

whatsoever and now 44% of premium paid outside of country Leitrim. 

2022019002120 In a natural deciduous forest, the environment is spectacular. There is 

nothing to see in a spruce forest. No, I do not think it is design for 

anybody's benefit. Only the profiteer. 

Walking looking seeing. 

2022019002859 no people in Leitrim feel the current plantations are damaging their health 

2022019003608 None it is a bloody cash crop for god’s sake. 
 

2022019004131 very limited private, not accessible 
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Appendix B: Transcripts of Public Meetings 

Manorhamilton, 17 January 2019 

1. we've been very active in the fight against fracking as you probably all know. and since 

then we've been looking at climate change and what's going on there. but now I find that I 

would be totally on the side of the people in Leitrim that are actually protesting against 

these forests, because the whole system of farming in Leitrim people don't realise that is 

fantastic for the biodiversity in the hedgerows, the birds, that live around here; that it is a 

natural form of living and that there isn't too much disturbance of the earth; and that 

substituting the life that is in a small farm with monoculture which is Sitka spruce is really 

going against any kind of idea that we should care for the earth. I was talking to someone 

from birdwatch Ireland actually a few days ago and she was saying that coming up here, to 

see the variety of animals, birds, and flora along our hedgerows in the springtime, there 

could be hundreds of species of plants actually growing. nothing is done to disturb that - 

and they go back hundreds if not thousands of years. and this is a precious heritage for 

Leitrim that really hasn't been written about, hasn't been researched enough, and we need 

to make that case as well, that what we have is precious. and the world now - the amount of 

land that is...can show what we actually have...is getting less and less. in Europe, you cannot 

see land like that because all the land - there' huge farms, huge cultivation, and it's not a 

natural lifestyle. so i would sort of make the point that it's not only the loss of farms, it's the 

loss of an entire way of life, way of living, and way of looking after our land ourselves.  

2. There's a calendar there that the IFA put out in 2004 and I'll say the time there was a 

commitment...two men cutting turf down in west cork and old man come around to visit 

them at their job...and sure, when there's only one in six left on the land, sure you couldn't 

call that a commitment. That's a false statement straight away. they were spending public 

money on farming and rural Ireland - that was all up in a heap over the years. as far back as 

1964, there was a...the heifer scheme was there...there was money given out in grants huge 

money to individuals that didn't need it at all. the TB scheme between 1965 - does anybody 

realise how much that scheme cost? anybody in the room? [moderator: seamus, you're 

going away from the point] That's the money that should have been spent on the land, and 

the forestry wouldn't be getting in then. 80% of the foreign payments that came in from 

Europe went to the bigger farmers the 20% went to the small farmer. 

3. Justin, have you got in touch with Sligo IT? because you put a piece up on the Facebook 

page about ringforts. i was just wondering if you got in touch with their archaeology 

department. [moderator: no we've...f—w-- if you want to...] [F---- W----: I haven't been in 

contact with them, to be honest with you. what was the point of Sligo IT?] well, we had 

them round to do a survey on our land before we planted anything on because we were told 

that was a legal requirement to make sure there were no sites of interest or of historical 

value before we could start any planting on our land and I just thought surely Coillte should 

be under the same obligations. and yet we know they've gone against it. we know there are 

at least a few sites that you can see on google earth where they've planted right over. 
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4. My concern is that it's not user friendly, in the sense that - lovely people - but I would 

think that it's just not user friendly, and I don't think you should have to take a day off work 

to travel to Port Laois to go to the appeals thing. and everything is in place for the forestry. 

it's all leaning towards that. we're still waiting to hear back and we were told we'd hear back 

within a month and we still haven't heard back. I suppose weren't happy about the...we'd 

got all the documents and requested all the additional information and had everything, and 

we'd gone over it and had a look at it and, you know, the amount of forestry that's in the 

area, everything is wrong. i mean the diggers were wrong, everything was wrong, that had 

been thinned out by the forestry officer. and i suppose one thing too that concerned me, 

"we're there any objections" and the box wasn't ticked to say that there were. So basically 

there were no objections that was put in. even though a hundred people objected. So it 

wasn't considered that there were objections. I do have a question, and I suppose we're still 

waiting to hear on that: if a landowner applies for a licence to plant someone's land and 

sells the land, and has the land sold, is that licence transferrable? [moderator: yes. 

unfortunately it is. And that's why it's rotten. That's why we have objected to every licence 

whether it's -] 

5. It seems to be a microcosm of the way things are going in a larger macrocosm just in 

terms of local people's rights and just how properties taken out of the community's hands 

and you know we could focus on conifers but as you were saying here this place is like a hub 

for so many other things about - just, disempowering individuals in the community - as you 

say, post offices and schools and rural living. So it's certainly not one issue. it's very 

unilateral in what it encompasses. So I think it's something...it's a gauntlet for everyone to 

take up really and it's a huge endeavour. but the point that just I guess just capitulating and 

there are gross oversights and inaccuracies that have been with Coillte on the applications 

and it seems to me like those are gross examples to be used for like for legal process to be 

happening. it's obvious and it's amazing...the site did put up a post there a while back with 

Ming Flanagan - an article, a video I think - about value-based, biodiversity, compensation 

for farmers and I'm just wondering has anyone looked into that further? like i know it's not 

at all in the same kind of yield as Coillte and Sitka spruce, but it is starting to come more... 

6. It's about heritage. we know where the national monuments are. what is with those 

monuments which have already been planted and are now destroyed or they are in the 

process of destruction. My opinion is that the government has to intervene and make 

everything so that the destruction is stopped. You know it's not just preventing other 

monuments from being planted. what is with those which are actually in danger to 

disappear or getting completely destroyed.  

7. The reality is that the government and the archaeologists would say that they are 

protecting the monuments by planting around them and they would say that we're 

protecting them with trees. But it takes away the context completely you know. There's 

always alignments and things and you can't even see from one to the other which would 

have been the case in the old days. they would be able to justify what they're doing so long 

as - what in reality is happening they're planting new - whereas in the old days all the trees 
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were harvested by hand and now they're putting in these big machines that they just drive 

straight in there and it's a completely different scenario.  

8. In February 2003 it was stated we had no land policy in the country. That's a very very 

important point. how much has been done since to straighten up that? Is there a county 

commissioner of agriculture in the council? They were abolished. So they have nobody to 

revisit some of these things. [audience member: they didn't do a lot when they were there] I 

know but they were better than nothing. and uh age of farmers in Leitrim in 2010, the 

average age of farmers in Leitrim was 58 years as far as i can remember. Those people now, 

they're mid sixties, their OAPs. Who's going to take on this land? How many people is doing 

training for the farming or anything? Sure these are all relevant questions. [moderator: the 

agricultural colleges in all fairness, the few that are left are full of students. And there's 

students from north Leitrim heading to Cavan. Forestry land is 5000 an acre.] The price in 

the farmer's journal last spring was four and a half - 4,600 and acre. Land in England in 2006 

was only four and a half. The best land on the go. So there's a fierce imbalance in the prices. 

[moderator: well 2006 and last year's are very different] Well I know but at the same time.... 

9. Sorry, chairman, I just want to make a couple of points [moderator: sorry, we don't have a 

chairman. I better clarify that. there's anything between 10 and 14 of us meet every week all 

around a table. There is no chairperson, no secretary or nothing.] Well you're chair of the 

meeting tonight. [moderator: well someone had to do it.] Well then I'm entitled to call you 

chair person. Just a couple of points I wanted to make so that the people would know that 

Leitrim County Council - all members of all parties and none have been fighting this case for 

years but it takes change from national government to really change things. And one of the 

proposals that I've put forward two or three years ago and was and was supported by all the 

members of the council was that all afforestation should be subject to planning permission. 

If you want to change the windows on your house you have to get planning permission. you 

want to build a porch you have to get planning permission and we wanted all forestry - the 

planting and the felling, all of that - to be subject to planning permission. And we sent that 

to the department. We sent it to all the other county councils and we had representatives 

down from Coillte at a meeting after that and I asked them about it and they smirked and 

they said 'you'd be very lucky' to get that.  Vecause the will isn't there to do it. and that's 

what we have to do, is to try and change that. and what's happening wouldn't happen to 

the extent that it is if it was subject to the full rigours of the planning laws. Like everybody 

else in this room. We all have a good handle on what is going on and some of us have been 

opposing forestry, as I said the last time, I've been taken to the court myself for trying to 

block forestry. I think maybe I can only suggest for maybe the next 20 minutes or whatever's 

left that we concentrate on the actions that we're going to take. And submissions are very 

important, that people would make to the county development plan. That's extremely 

important because the more people that make submissions, I just thing maybe if we just talk 

about what's the best action we can do each one of us individually now and collectively 

from now until 10 o'clock.  
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10. Some of these plantations that has been caught out I think some of them should be 

make apply for change of use of the land. Down our way around what we call the [inaudible] 

road as you head out towards the [inaudible] there's forest there now and it's been used as 

a yard or a depot. There's trucks brining loads and load of timber out there now and the 

road is being destroyed and I think they should have to apply for change of use. 

11. There's sons and daughters travelling 70-100 miles to work and why do they do that? 

Because they want to live in Leitrim. And if we don't stop it, we won't have people that need 

those services in the future in the county. And the future isn't very far away in this country.  

12. I just want to say 1 or 2 things about solutions. Because I think everybody is against 

forestry. We're all sort of on the same page. I came across this map - my son was doing a bit 

of research - and this is really an important map. I don't know if anyone can see it [holds up 

phone]. So what we have is Foodwise 2025, which is about doubling our farm production. 

Back in 2014 they came up with a policy, there was nothing in the country and the solution 

was going to be agriculture. So the environment was fired out the window and it was going 

to be about high intensity agriculture. So they came up with this idea of the right farming in 

the right place. So in that area with the blue in the west and in the south that where all the 

big dairy men are. And they had the drought this year. So they were affected this year. The 

guys who live in the yellow are lucky they're on heavy land and they can handle a certain 

amount of dry weather. But if you look at the green, see, down in County Kerry, in Mayo, 

and where we are up here - that's where they want to have "high nature value" farming. But 

there's kind of a twist to the high nature value farming. The government see that as 

somewhere where you can sequester carbon. So high nature value farming is tied into 

sequestering carbon. [audience: no it's not] But our government, solves its problems by 

going out to the market, and the market solution, says sequestering carbon is to plant Sitka 

spruce. [audience: that's the point i made before, it isn't sequestering carbon]. I know that, 

I'm just talking about what policy is. So we have this problem now in the west of Ireland that 

we have - the government has a policy to plant to go from 11% to 22% and in order to 

continue with the high intensity farming, to mitigate against the increase in methane and 

carbon from agriculture - they were able to put a circle around agriculture and make 

forestry a part of agriculture and then focus on our part of the country with European 

funding. But our point here is that when the - in terms of a solution  we need regional 

consideration. We have a county council who has power and we hear from the councillors 

and people are talking about the problem is planning and all of this, but there is a planning 

process. It's a national framework, and it's not allowed to consider the region. So when we 

went down to them and complained about forestry, and we said 'this place is over planted' 

they said 'we can't take that into account'. If it was in Carlow or Leitrim, there's no box here, 

there's nothing we can look at. So what has happened is we've lost control over forestry 

policy. That's the real problem. And the government are funding, the private sector to plant 

our county. We have to take control back, control of forestry. We won't get it back from the 

government. And this is the hard part - we need to do what we done with fracking in Leitrim 

County Council. There's a review of the county development plan, so we need to develop 

research, we need to develop an evidence based system, to show where the concerns are 
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for our council to bring them forward and to come up with a solution to the problem that's 

there. Probably to ban the conifer and then the government - sovereignty lies - there's local 

government. Local government is very important. Sovereignty lies at the local level. If the 

local government decides to ban the conifer, the national government will have a very hard 

time no more than banning fracking in Leitrim, no more than banning gold mining in Mayo, 

when you go to the high court, local government, is local government, so our councillors are 

very important. We have a council that supports us when we want to try to stop forestry. So 

one of the things that Scott is here tonight is to collect information from people who have 

concerns, so it's important to get those concerns, documented, so we can bring them 

forward in the future as evidence to support a case for banning conifers. 

13. Publish a list of companies. There are a lot of good financial journalists, CSR people, and 

green people, who do the story and bring it to an AGM of some of these investment funds. 

We have a lot of artists and people who could document the story of the investment 

companies. They all have CSR policies and they're telling their shareholders they're being 

good people - especially the Norwegians.  

12. If there was a cut-off because of Brexit in the morning, we'd have no flour within a few 

days. we are producing no food in Ireland anymore apart from beef and milk. and within a 

couple of weeks if anything happened we wouldn't even have food to feed the animals. So 

we wouldn't even have the animals, they'd be dying as well. We need to start looking at a 

plan for Leitrim, where we want Leitrim to be. Because remember, Leitrim is a flagship 

county now in this country. Leitrim is taking on raising issues, that other counties are 

ignoring because they think they're big enough to be above it. But in one sense we are lucky 

that we're getting in there and to be starting to raise it before it's gone too far. Someone 

mentioned there about the high nature value land and how they're all going to look after us 

for the public good. but on the ground, what we're meeting now all over the last week is 

what Europe is looking at funding instead of making sure the eco scheme and things like 

that - calling the new CAP - goes to us to fund us for our public good and for preserving this 

land that would help keep farmers in Leitrim and from selling up their land and keep the 

next generation from taking over. Keeping the land instead of giving to the forestry 

companies. If what the CAP wants to fund now is they're looking at giving the eco scheme to 

fund non-landed agri-units, like major big feed lots. That's what cap is looking at funding 

now. So they're more interested in putting anaerobic digestors into big massive feed lots in 

this country and in other countries to pump dairy and to than they are in funding the small 

farms. And if we don't find a way to put incomes back on the ground in this county and rural 

areas, we're not going to be able to stop it. But we to also inform the ordinary people in the 

cities and towns, who thinks all their food that they're eating is being produced in rural 

Ireland and that we're full of food. An older farmer said to me recently when I said this too 

him “we'd be alright in the country if there was a block on food. It's be the people in the 

cities'd be in trouble”. I said what’ll we eat in the country? And he said we could grow 

spuds. And I said we'd be all dead by the time the spuds'd come up. We need to start 

looking at producing our food - the food to feed our own country, our region first. Like what 

they do in Switzerland. You can buy cards from your region and if that means like forgetting 
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about the European union down the road.... we need to start looking seriously at it. And lets 

start with even a group the size of this, to look at how we can come together. We have an 

awful lot of experts and people in Leitrim we are blessed with the people we have in this 

county. And we're blessed that fracking happened because it got a lot of people together 

and active. And it got them together along with the farming community. And now we're 

getting a second opportunity at it. We need a land use policy. There is no land use policy, in 

this country. We need a land use policy for our county and Leitrim the place to start and if 

we know what we want. There is so much if we can bring our county together. And start 

working together. Wherever that's driven from. Herself over there and Bridget that was 

here the last night, she's going to Dublin tomorrow to the forum on climate change so she 

can't be here tonight. She will help with that. And we need that, and Leitrim is the place to 

start it. And if we know what we want for our county we link in with people that are 

involved in the smart villages and all that stuff. A lot of people in our rural areas and our 

county don't realise is what's going on, that there is so much if we bring our people together  

and start them working together. Because they've always kept us split and they've kept the 

townspeople split from the county, from the country people. And if start to link with our city 

people, they will very soon start to realise and start to come back when they will be the first 

people who will support us. Because the more of our people that are driven into the cities 

to take their low-income jobs from those low level people the more of them that are going 

to have no houses and be homeless, and have no jobs, not be able to put food on their 

family's tables. and where are they going to go?  

 

Ballinamore, 15 January 2019 

1. What you're saying is right. I'm surrounded by forestry. I'm Aughnasheelin. And the 

minister be telling lies. Lands, Green Belt bought land and left it in the original name of the 

farmers. And who put the money in was [names redacted] so you can go against them lads. 

You know. Around where I live, they have the money. So. It's hard to go against them. 

[moderator: no matter who they are, if they're going to a licence in Leitrim, we're objecting 

to it.] Yeah that's what I mean, but they have it controlled. [moderator: unfortunately we're 

only up and running this twelve months. it's probably twelve years ago we should have, but 

we there now.] Thirty years ago, and if you want to follow them you can't - follow them - 

because the solicitor doesn't to follow it, and [names redacted] knows it. Then you were 

saying the fire as well, like in California, see what happened. Even in your car you could be 

burnt in your car. And then what they be saying is that plant the land, but not near my 

house. That's the - you know. And then another thing they be saying about other countries - 

the USA - well this is a terrible small country. They're massive big countries, you know, that 

can stand big forests. This country's terrible small if you see it on the map. So they be 

talking, they don't know what they're talking about. And they're telling lies. And eh, you 

can't follow them that's...so its [names redacted]...so how are you going to go against them 

lads? [moderator: it's not that easy to object because they keep hiding where you have to 

apply into] That's right and as you say you don't need planning permission, and to build a 
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house you have to, and they won't have houses but they'll let it be planted. And it's going 

away with the wildlife around my place. it was curlews and all that and they're all gone. and 

it's all foxes and mink and everything.  

2. [moderator: there's a long process. and from start to finish when the notice goes up on 

the site until the details are published, the licence, and then there's a process - an open 

process - for making commentary, and then you can submit an appeal, on the date that 

decision of the forest commission and they post and appeals panel. That can be a hearing 

based on paperwork or presenting yourselves in front of the panel. And then they take a 

period of time after that to examine. You have to put in your material in writing. So it is a 

long process, and we're using as much site specific information as we’ll have, in relation to 

these sites. Some of them have designations, they have particular species on them, 

particular issues of water, or of cumulative effects - social -  and they're supposed to take all 

these things into account. But what we're finding is the system is not open to being assessed 

in certain things. these are professional foresters. They're not sociologists, so they're taking 

very little head of the social impacts, although it's on the form. So there is a process there 

and we're going to challenge the system because it's not taking into account certain 

things.... The first of the appeals came up in the middle of November, and four of us 

attended the appeals in Port Laois, on two farms. One fella built a slatted shed on it and 

didn't keep up the repayments, and they we discovered it's up for afforestation, and i went 

to some of the neighbours to point out something about it and they said there's something 

fish going on because cattle went down on it and they're being tested in the solicitor's 

name. So then we followed it up on this landdirect thing and we discovered that it was 

taken back by the ulster bank and from there is was put into a vulture fund. so when we 

looked at the deeds above in Port Laois we asked them, the department of agriculture, 5 of 

them across the table from us, if you grant permission to plant this land who are you going 

to pay the premium to? And this man stood up at the end of the table and said I'm [name 

redacted] from County Monaghan and I have it bought off the vulture fund. So we were 

promised that they would make a decision and that we would hear within a month but we 

haven't heard from them since. The next two appeals were on the date of the big storm and 

everybody was warned to stay in their houses and we rang them to postpone them two 

appeals and they wouldn't hear of it. And it was another two not long before Christmas and 

they were cancelled because one of the 5 people across the table was ill. So that's where 

the appeals stand at this time. And we haven't heard anything else of any more in January.] 

3. This is my first meeting so my query is why is the county council allowing this? For 

families and young couples that want to build a house they have to apply for planning 

permission and they say yes or now. Now why is farm after farm after farm allowed to be 

planted in this county.  

4. There's a few other issues. we've had two or three farms [in our area] planted only 

recently, and there's a lot more forestry there. now there are some young couples trying to 

live in the area and have bought houses that are heavily mortgaged. And I can see that these 

houses will be devalued the more this continues. You can't live beside spruce it's just not 
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possible. And it will devalue property. That's another point. As well as that, forestries are 

now used as landfill sites. It just, it's unbelievable the amount of toxic waste sitting there 

and nobody talks about it. The trees are down and all that contributes to water pollution 

problems that we have. I know you mentioned the chemicals that's in use. Insecticides, 

herbicides. They're in the water as well and I think we're becoming a sicker nation. And it is 

impacting our health. 

 

Drumshanbo, 16 January 2019 

1. [moderator: Coillte forest in the county are under the one folio number, and they have 

approximately 800 farms planted in north Leitrim. We don't 16 in Aughavas just random and 

we found out that 14 were owned by Danish and Norwegian insurance funds, 1 by a farmer 

from Meath, and the other, a farmer from Monaghan. So why is this happening? It's 

happening because of the grants. The Sitka spruce itself wouldn’t be a profit-making venture 

for anybody because it's very low quality and it's only going for pulpwood and people trying 

to dry it and sell it for firewood. A 50 acre farm is sold for 4000 per acre, which comes to 

200000. The grants - the premium - which is not European money. It is our tax payers 

money, is 278 per acre. That's over 15 years. So that comes to 208500. The outside interests 

has that farm bought in perpetuity - forever gone from Leitrim and they have 8500 [plus a 

grant for fencing it and a grant for planting it, and that's what's happening.] 

2. [moderator the junior minister tells us - he takes out ads in the Leitrim Observer - that 

300 Leitrim farmers are drawn down 2.47 million, and I say this all the time - he has to be 

asked how much is being drawn down on Leitrim land by people who is outside of the 

county. That is the question that we have to ask and has to be answered.] 

3. It may, in 2 years, if it goes to a fight now and you slow up the plantation clear felling may 

be block from Europe. They've got away with this as the speakers have all said for such a 

long time unchallenged and if we could stop it for the next two or three years, and the 

restrictions into clear felling it could play havoc with the cash crop. The figures clearly show 

that it is a cash crop. It's getting taxpayers money to pay out these investors - it's nothing to 

do with farmers - and the message is it needs to be clearly stated that this group has no 

issue with a farmer planting part of his land, all of his land. It's about land being sold onto 

investment funds outside the county that has nothing to do with this county. and i hthink 

that's the important message. 

4. EU policy is against alien species. There is a move in Europe to go with more native 

forestry, more variegated forestry. There is a programme to promote it amongst private 

forestry owners.  

5. [moderator: in 1998 there was a complaint made to the EU commissioner that was over 

forestry at that time. He was Fischler. And in his response, it goes back to about March 

1996, which states that the EU has neither the competence nor the expertise to judge if the 
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Irish operational programme is damaging the Irish environment. Irish policy is a 1-page 

policy. It's Sitka spruce. Monoculture. Tax payers.  

6. It's being destroyed. The profile of it is creating a real wilderness. As it progresses on the 

countryside will not be habitable people will not live there and will be no actually anyone 

that has a house adjoining a forestry will never see it dry it'll shelter the sun, it'll shelter all 

drying and will create a far broader problem in time to come as those forests mature and 

progress. It sneaks up on you. The county will be unlived in. No one will occupy it. In 20 

years’ time there will be townland after townland closed up and young people will not build 

a house. They can't be expected to they don't have jobs anyway but they cannot build a 

house because they'll be surrounded by forestry.  

7. Why can't it be that a person has to be living within a certain distance for to get the high 

premium...and his argument was well if a son or daughter inherited the farm and were living 

in Dublin but what I says to him was well what you should be saying is wouldn't that be a 

great incentive or that person to come back and live in Leitrim.   


